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This thesis is primarily concerned with describing,
evaluating and formulating a style of domestic architec¬
ture which is known as Macedonian. In doing so,18th and
19th century houses of northern Greece are examined,their
social,cultural and economic setting is commented on and
their origins and creators are investigated. For the lat¬
ter a comprehensive but succinct note about the Byzantine
house and building legislation is made,a subject which is
less known by those involved in architectural studies,as,
until now,they have been more familiar with the monumental
Byzantine creations.
Of the findings and questions which arise in the
course of the thesis,those directly associated with the
theory and practise of architecture are chosen for discus¬
sion. Particularly those which throw light on the field of
study of architectures of peoples which result from one or




The study of Macedonian,as any study of past,archi¬
tecture is part of the general architectural interest in
investigating the built environment in terms of man's
needs. Some contemporary needs are completely new,some are
modified but others are no different to those of the past -
a house is still a house.
Regardless of what building process a house is pro¬
duced under or whether it evidences technological innova¬
tions,it is man's reaction to varying socio-economic and
physical settings. Thus,an architecture,like language,co¬
stume, customs etc.,is peculiar to the people that produced
it. But the phenomenon per se of man's reaction to a set¬
ting is of great value to architects. That is to say,the
wisdom to be gained from studying different architectures,
past or present,goes beyond,for example,socio-economic
considerations and tackles the problem of dwelling and li¬
ving itself.
Nonetheless,the architecture of a people must first
be observed keeping in mind the socio-economic and physi¬
cal settings in which it was produced if it is to become
meaningful and to be of value for a better understanding
of houses as complex objects. It is this that the present
thesis attempts.
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Macedonian architecture,as a case of study,is of par¬
ticular interest to contemporary architectural thinking.
The period of the 18th and 19th centuries,to which the
thesis refers,must on no account be considered as static,
that is,the structures built in that period are not some¬
how arrested in their development. On the contrary,they
are evidence of a continuation of the Byzantine building
tradition. The import being that,in studying this period
of Macedonian architecture we reap the benefits of a long
history of development; solutions which satisfied two peo¬
ples - the Macedons and the Byzantines. In addition,we
have at our disposal an archetype,a model house, which was
capable of elaboration and application not only to the
needs of different individuals,classes,trades etc.,but
also to different physical conditions,climates,sites etc.
It should be remembered that Byzantium stood astride
West and East demonstrating a successful,working amalga¬
mation of the two disciplines. Likewise,Macedonian archi¬
tecture occurred in that very region where the West and
the East meet,both in the geographical and the cultural
sense,a Christian country occupied and ruled by Muslims;
it issued from a society of many subcultures,not unlike
our own society in which people speak with different voi¬
ces. We architects must learn to encourage controversies,
co-operation and interchanges among the many. One prime
way of doing so is to examine and understand man's past
solutions and to make use of them within the contemporary
frame.
The thesis consists of six chapters. Of them,the
first three are basically an account of the Macedonian do
mestic architecture,seen,initially,from a town and then
from a house perspective. While presenting this architec¬
ture , however , a few points concerning the arguments invol¬
ved in the development of the thesis are accentuated or
discussed; although the discussion usually remains on a
surface level,so as not to alter the character of these
three chapters which is descriptive rather than explana¬
tory.
The last three chapters are those from which the the
sis derives its substance and where its arguments are dri
ven home. Although,in the presentation of the Macedonian
society and the Byzantine house,these chapters are in part
descriptive,it is here that Macedonian architecture is un¬
derstood in terms both of socio-economic factors and of
precedence. In other words,here,in the second half of the
thesis,the object house becomes meaningful.
More specifically,chapter one deals with the layouts
of Macedonian towns. It discovers those features which
seem to be universal regardless of the size and topogra¬
phic particulars of the towns. Special interest is shown
in the Macedonian town block. This feature of the town
layout not only demonstrates an inner arrangement which is
decisive for the house design but also,in conjunction with
the street network from which it is inseparable,guides the
outcome of the town layout itself.
In chapter two the Macedonian houses are described
by selecting those of their features which characterize
them; precisely those features which attribute the Macedo¬
nian identity to a house. No attempt is made to account
for idioms and variations which occur in the different re¬
gions of the province,as the effort is to establish a mo¬
del representative of all Macedonian houses of the 18th
and 19th centuries. This,incidentally,is the difference
between the study in hand and others dealing with the pre¬
sentation of the architecture of separate regions or vil-
lages and towns of Macedonia. This chapter does,however,
proceed in distinguishing certain categories of house.
These categories are not formal considerations - they all
account for a single,typical house,but view it as diffe¬
rent manifestations of the socio-economic classes of ow¬
ner to facilitate a better understanding of the reasoning
in the final three chapters.
A classification of the plans of the Macedonian house
comprises chapter three. This classification has a double
purpose: to enable a crystalization of the typical Macedo¬
nian house plan and to illustrate the way in which a fixed
articulation of spaces is sustained irrespective of any
increase or decrease in their number or rearrangement of
their placing on plan.
Chapter four begins with a description of Macedonian
society with an eye to the multi-national synthesis of the
population,divisions such as conqueror and conquered or
Muslims and Christians and with a particular concern for
the orientation of the population towards new economies
that emerged along with the bourgeoisie in the beginning
of the 18th century. All these affected the town layout
and the house in specific ways which are analysed and di¬
scussed in the course of the chapter. Particular interest
is also shown in the Greek-Macedonian family and the way
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in which its institutionalized character is manifest in the
design of the house.
The fifth chapter is twofold. First,by accounting for
the Byzantine house,building legislation,architects and
builders' guilds,it shows that the origin of Macedonian
architecture lies in its Byzantine past. Second,it takes a
look at the guilds of builders and the building trade in
general in Macedonia. This chapter is particularly intere¬
sting in that it tackles the issue of domestic rather than
monumental Byzantine architecture which,in contrast to the
latter,is less known despite having guided the shape of
Macedonian architecture,not to mention the domestic archi¬
tectures of peoples in the greater Balkan area as well as
in the Near East down to Palestine and the Sinai peninsula.
Furthermore,chapter five provides evidence which may be ap¬
plied to the Macedonian process of building and,by exten¬
sion,to any process where architecture is in the hands of
traditional builders.
Finally,the arguments of the thesis,and especially
those of chapters four and five,are extended in chapter six.
The latter is concerned with the Macedonian building task;
penetrating the inner world of the traditional builders,
while,simultaneously,commenting on traditional architecture
and emphasizing that its maintainance was a conscious re¬





THE LAYOUT OF MACEDONIAN TOWNS
1.1. Macedonia and its population.'
1.1.1. Historical notes.
With the fall of Thessaloniki in 14-30 followed by the
fall of Constantinople in 1A53,the Ottoman Turks proceeded
to conquer Macedonia. Town after town was taken until the
conquest was completed before the end of the 15th century.
Some towns were razed to the ground and some were left half
deserted as the population fled to the hills for safety.
Others,however,went on working under the Turkish law.
Despite Turkish dominance,peace and order was not esta
blished. Throughout the 16th and 17th centuries Macedonia
suffered disturbances of one kind or another,whether local
skirmishes or major battles. Frequent raids by hordes of ma¬
rauding Albanians contributed to the general instability
and uncertainty. As a result,there was a continuous movemen
of population seeking safer locations in which to dwell,
thus new villages in remote and naturally protected sites
were established. Some people found refuge in those towns
which had meanwhile been refortified and were protected by
Turkish troops;others went abroad to Europe,(1).
Agriculture and commerce were kept to a minimum,not
only because people feared losing everything to raiding par
(1) Relevant historical information: Vacalopoulos,1973,pp.38-279.
ties,but also because they did not wish to encourage the
greed of the Turks. Consequently,people lived in a state of
poverty which was reflected in their dwellings,(2). They
were small and of a very poor standard;even those few who
could afford better houses deliberately left the exterior
uncared for in an attempt to mislead the Turks,(3).
This situation in Macedonia went on well into the 18th
century. However,from the middle of that century onwards,
the raids gradually ceased and a series of internal and fo¬
reign events led to a certain stability permitting a reawa¬
kening of Greek commercial ventures,(4).The Greeks who had
gone abroad returned home rich,foreign trading resumed,local
businesses became established. Many towns developed specia¬
lised industries. For example,in Kastoria and later in Sia-
tista they made furs,in Veria linen floor covers for use in
public baths and in Ampelakia cotton threads that were in
great demand in Europe,(5).
Favourable trading locations and skilled craftsmanship
producing a steady flow of goods and experienced merchants
able to place them in profitable markets were the main fac¬
tors of town growth. Thus,Macedonian towns became centres
of trade and started to grow. Many of the poor and small
Greek dwellings were replaced by big,comfortable houses.
Several mansions appeared,evidence not only of the wealth
but also of the privileged positions of their owners: the
wealthy Greeks not only managed to 'acquire' certain posi-
.-a -a "
tions in the Turkish governmental machine,(6),but,most im¬
portantly , also managed to run their own affairs independently.
Although the privileges were restricted to church officials,
businesses dealing with the authorities and a few administra¬
tive positions,(7),when properly handled these positions
(2) Simopoulos,1976,p.34-6.
(3) Ibid,pp.16,371 and 669.
U) Ibid,p.17.
(5) Moutsopoulos,1971,p.2A.
(6) In the Ottoman Empire every position,privilege or office was bought.
There were no salaries,on the contrary,every official bribed his




became very profitable to their Greek holders. Soon, the
Greeks took almost all the internal trade of Macedonia into
their hands and,after the French revolution,half of the
foreign trade went into Greek hands too,(8).
As a result,a Greek middle class was created which gave
a boost to the revival of Macedonian towns. In parallel,
many of the educated Greeks together with the lettered clergy
commenced a campaign to spread Greek ideals,the Orthodox
faith and the history of the Greek nation from the ancient
times to the more recent Byzantine era.
Meanwhile,the Turkish dominance was still there with
Its negative and stagnant attitude towards progress and in¬
dustrialisation , its frequent wars with the West and with
Imperial Russia,its heavy taxes and various oppressions
against the Greeks. Despite all of these,the renewed mate¬
rial and spiritual forces that emerged during the second
half of the 18th century moved decisively towards a renais¬
sance which,by the middle of the 19th century,was quite
evident in the Macedonian towns,(9). The city of Thessalo-
niki and towns like Kastoria,Veria,Ioannina,Monastiri,Krou-
sevo,Meleniko and others,(fig. 1 ),prospered and became the
cultural and commercial centres of Macedonia.
1.1.2. The ethnological fabric of towns.
The population of Macedonian towns ranged from 15,000
to 30 , 000 , (1 0).». For example,the population^of Veria in 1831
(8) Simopoulos,1976,p.17. See also p.181,footnote 2: The French,
thanks to their philo-Turk foreign policy,had managed to take
over most of the Turkish foreign trade. After the French revo¬
lution ,however,Turko-French relations were not -the same and
the Greek commercial fleet managed to overrule the French.
(9) A more extended discussion of the Turkish authorities,the Greek
communities and other social and economic issues appears in
chapter
(10) With the exception of Thessaloniki,the population of which,in
1768,was 65 to 70,000. Thessaloniki was as big as Manchester or
Liverpool. Being the most important trade and military centre
of Macedonia,Thessaloniki's population consisted of a plurality
of nationalities,mainly Turks,Greeks and Jews,while many
'Franks' ,(the name given by Christians and Muslims to West
Europeans),also lived and worked in Thessaloniki,(Simopoulos,
1976,p.693).
Fig.1 Map of Macedonia showing its most
important towns during the 18th and
19th centuries. The indicated
boundaries are the present national
ones,(drawn by the author).
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was 18,000,(11),that of Kastoria in 1875 was 15 to 20,000,
(12),while in Serres and Ioannina it was about 30,000,(13).
The majority of the inhabitants were Greek and Turkish,
but there were also minorities of other nationalities such
as Slavs,Albanians,Jews and Gypsies,(14).
The distribution of the Greek,Turkish and other popu¬
lations in the towns varied. For example,in Siatista,Naousa
Veria and Kozani there was a Greek majority,(15)• In Floria
however,in the beginning of the 19th century,there were
more Muslims ,( Turks and Turko-Albanians ) , than Greeks , (-.1 6) .
Nevertheless,Greek was the predominant nationality in Mace¬
donia as a whole; it believed the Orthodox faith,spoke the
Greek language and was Greek in its social and cultural be¬
haviour ,(17).
There was a tendency for the different nationalities
in each town to concentrate in different districts. In
Veria,for instance,in the East part and in most of the
South,only Greek families were to be found,while a sector
near the centre of the town was Jewish,(18). In Kastoria,
most of the Turkish families lived near the entrance to the
town,(19). However,although there was a tendency for people
of different nationalities to gather together, there we-re
certain areas with a mixture of nationalities. For example,
in Ioannina,from the East part of the town to the North,
there were several neighbourhoods with a mixture of Greeks,
Turks and Jews, (20). «
It has been observed that the separation of nationa¬
lities in Macedonian towns became obvious only after new
people came to inhabit them: after the incomers had taken
all available space within- the main bodies of the towns
(11) Moutsopoulos,1971,p.152.
(12) Moutsopoulos,1962,p.26.
(13) Simopoulos, 1976,pp.697 and 749-
(14-) Moutsopoulos, 1971, p. 153.
(15) Ibid,p.251.
(16) Ibid,p.398.
(17) For the ethnographic constitution of Macedonia during the





(usually defined by the town walls ) they began settling
outside in separate ethnological groups,(21). This resulted
in congeries of districts each formed out of the parti¬
cular needs and purposes of its inhabitants,e.g. religion,
language and customs,but each supplemented the other in
common needs and purposes,e.g. trading,cultural exchange
and municipal affairs.
However,sometimes the significance of nationality was
surpassed by social status or similarity of business so
districts with mixed nationalities were formed representing
the wealth or business of their inhabitants. For example,
in Thessaloniki the richer Greeks,Turks,Jews and Franks
lived in their own district along the Eastern shore of the
town,(22). In Kastoria those who were in guilds dealing
with the same trade formed their own districts,(23).
Although the various districts could be identified
by the nationality,the business or the economic status of
their inhabitants,distinguishing between them visually was
difficult,sometimes impossible,because they were not spa¬
tially separated in the town layouts,i.e. there were no
peripheral streets or open spaces between. More importan¬
tly,the buildings were similar; even the more notable ones
were not designed as overpowering manifestations of wealth,
but were merely bigger than the average and would exhibit
their wealth in the interior rather than exterior decora¬
tion, in an attempt by the inhabitants to conceal their
wealth,(24).
The building types were also the same for all natio¬
nalities. Occasionally,the only distinction between Turkish




(24) Simopoulos, 1976,p.664'• The rich Greek merchants,inside their
houses,dressed in silk and furs and enjoyed every luxury;
outside their houses they dressed in common clothes pretending
they were poor.
inscriptions from the Koran.
Another reason for the lack of clear demarkation be¬
tween districts was the purchase and sale of properties. In
this way one nationality would penetrate the district of
another and,after a series of purchases or sales,the size
and capacity of a district would change. An interesting
example which,on the one hand,proves that one nationality
did not mind moving into houses which were built and in¬
habited by another and,on the other hand,shows that houses
of different nationalities were basically similar,is an
18th century Jewish house in Veria which was,at a later
stage,used by a Turkish judge. The only thing thought to
be necessary in order to transform a Jewish house into a
Turkish one was the replacement of the Jewish inscriptions
on the exterior with Turkish,(25)•
The taking over of certain key buildings,especially
the seizing of churches which were converted into mosques,
(26),by the Turkish authorities caused the most distur¬
bance to the structure and borders of a district. For
example,until 1590,the centre of the Greek community in
Thessaloniki was the district around the Rotonda,the cir¬
cular Byzantine cathedral. When the Rotonda was transfor¬
med into a mosque in 1590,the district disintegrated and
broke up into smaller neighbourhood units,as Christian
families moved away from the mosque while Muslim ones
moved in. That situation lasted until 1880 when the Greek
community used the church of St. Athanasios as its focal
point. Ten years later,in 1890,the district started to
grow towards the central market which apparently served
as an additional point of interest for the district's
inhabitants,(27).
(25) Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part,p.13.




An intrinsic characteristic of Macedonian towns,
namely the fluctuation of their districts borders,in nor¬
mal circumstances,would affect the sizes of the di¬
stricts,or,in extremes,would result in the dislodgement of
districts from their initial location. A dislodged district
would either be absorbed by other neighbouring ones,or
would re-organise itself,intact,or in smaller pieces,at
other locations in the town,(28). Of course,this could take
considerable time. The districts of Veria were reduced from
16 to 12 in about 50 years,(29),though not due to any popu¬
lation decrease. In fact,the number of families increased,
(30).As more families came to town,more houses were built
which increased the capacity of some of the already exi¬
sting districts,but caused the dislodgement of others. Thus,
the population of Veria grew while the number of its dist¬
ricts decreased. Hence,the number of districts in a town
is not indicative of its size. This can be seen in comparing
different towns.For example,around the middle of the 19th
century,Ioannina had twice the population of Veria despite
having 20 and 16 districts respectively,(31)•
There were,however,a few examples of districts with
well defined borders. The most characteristic example was
the Jewish district in Veria. The buildings on the border
line of that district were arranged in such a manner as to
leave two points of entry,(32).
Generally the only way to locate the positions of dis¬
tricts in the town layouts is to trace buildings or places
after which the districts were named. In most cases,these
buildings or places were used as foci in the districts'
development.
In figure 2 there are fourteen such foci on a plan of
Kastoria. In the table below the plan,the corresponding
(28) The houses were evacuated by the members of a community and
were taken by the members of another community; the term
'district' is used in a qualitative manner.
(29) Delacoulonche,1858,p.A3: In 1850 Veria had 16 districts. Struck,
































Fig.2 The districts of Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.27).
The districts'foci,borders and classification added
by the present author.
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districts are grouped according to the type of focus they
are named after: seven churches,three markets,one mosque,
one street with tanneries,one tower which once was part of
the town walls and one bath house. In addition,Kastoria
has two districts which are named after their inhabitants'
nationality,i.e. Turkish and Jewish.These districts are
defined by their Turkish and Jewish houses correspondingly.
Finally,Kastoria has three more districts which are named
after important people in the town history. It is impossi¬
ble to trace their foci and one can only rely on the know¬
ledge of the local people,who indicated those areas circled
on the plan in fig.2.
1.2. The space in towns.
1.2.1. Impressions.
The impression of a Macedonian town afforded by a sin¬
gle glance from a distance is that of a building heap. How¬
ever,by moving the eyes back and forth one begins to assi¬
milate the parts and the intricacy of the whole acquires a
qualitative coherence based on the repetition of patterns,
textures and colours,(f igs . 3 and A). All buildings are
variations of a common type,some smaller,some bigger. Most
of them are two storey high but there are some three-storeyed
buildings,too. Their lower parts display the plain stone of
their construction while their upper parts are plastered
white,in contrast to the sienna tint of the roof tiles. All
buildings have low pitched roofs projecting over all their
sides,and their windows are uniform rectangles set out in
groups of three or four. The tallest of the buildings are
no higher than trees such as cypresses,poplars or oaks
which interpose with a variety of shades of green.Dominant
structures or superstructures are absent. Only a few mina¬
rets jut out here and there,but,with their slim,pointed
shape,are no more obtrusive than cypresses.
Each town is built within a unique topography. Its
layout blends successfully with it by following the land
contours,using the local materials and assuming shape from
the advantages offered or the limits imposed by the feature
Fig.3 A view of Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.1U).
Fig.4 A view of Veria,(Moutsopoulos,1967,
illustration part,p.8).
of the site,(figs.5 and 6). In a way,Macedonian towns let
nature flow through them rather than mastering or organi¬
sing it within them or keeping it outside their border.
The denser a town became,the more buildings,streets etc.
would replace features of the landscape such as trees,rocks
streams and fields. However,a large part of the landscape
is,nonetheless,kept intact within the town due to the way
the buildings and streets are arranged.
Figure 7 shows a plan of Kastoria: apart from one open
area (indicated by the letter H on the plan) which in fact
is a steep hillside,there are no other open spaces in the
layout of the town.
The natural environment is not 'preserved' in large
open spaces within the town,such as public parks,but flows
through the yards of the houses. Looking closer at the plan
in figure 7,it can be seen that the town blocks are of ir¬
regular shape,they vary in size and they are arranged in
what seems to be a haphazard manner. The spaces resulting
from the juxtaposition of the blocks seem to provide the
street network. This can also be seen in figures 8 and 9.
A juxtaposition of irregular blocks enables the land¬
scape to conserve its initial form,i.e. the form it had
before the town grew. It can be argued that the blocks as¬
sumed irregular shapes from the non-geometrical arrangement
of the features of their sites,such as rocks,trees and
streams,or,to put it differently,a geometrical shape is not
the best with which to enclose a piece of virgin land.
Along the same line of thought,a street network based on a
gridiron will almost certainly spoil a lands cape,while a
system of short,zig-zagging and curving streets will do
much less harm to it. In this sense,therefore,parts of the
natural environment are preserved within the variable shape
of the blocks,as the latter are arranged in an inter-lockin
and inter-dependent manner. The parts of the natural envi¬
ronment within the blocks do not give the impression of
separate,discontinuous pieces,such as individual garden¬
like plots,but they depict the greater landscape,of which
they are parts,in a chain-link fashion.
There are no large open spaces,wide streets or peri-
Fig.5 Panoramic view of Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.4A)•
The town's form has been guided by the limits of its site.
Fig.6 View of Kastoria from the South lahe shore,
(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.113)•
Fig.7 A 1961 plan of Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,
1962,p.27).
Apart from a few roads for vehicular traf¬
fic the town has preserved its original
layout.
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Fig.8 Part of Kastoria's plan in the neighbourhood
of St.Nicolaos,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.28).
On the right,the area of the house blocks has
been shaded,(by the present author).
Fig.9 Part of Serviotis district in Kastoria,
(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.53)•
On the right,the area of the house blocks has
been shaded,(by the present author).
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pheral streets to disturb the continuity in the layout of
Macedonian towns. The ratio between built and non-built
space is stable throughout and it amounts to 30-4-0%,(fig. 10) .
Public buildings do not have open spaces: mosques are
situated along streets together with houses,or on street
junctions which have been widened slightly to accommodate
them,while churches are not placed on streets but behind
houses. Markets are situated along a single street or on
street junctions and other public buildings such as bath¬
houses or offices are treated just like the houses.
In fact,the public open space in Macedonian towns is
restricted to that provided by the streets and is rather
limited as the latter are narrow and short. It is also suppres¬
sed by the encroaching walls of the houses: with their
yards stretching behind them,towards the centres of the
blocks, the houses are built on the perimeters. They are
either built continuously,i.e. next to each other,(fig.11),
or apart; in the latter case,stone walls reaching up to
the first storey level complete the closed perimeters of
the blocks,(fig.12).
So,the space in the streets of towns,the only public
outdoor space,cannot be described as open,because of its
narrowness and its upright confinement by the tall walls
of the buildings. It is a sheltered space though,cool in
the hot summer days and protected from wind in the winter.
It also provides protection from rain as the projections
of the buildings' upper storeys and jutting out roofs cover
a considerable part of the street near its edges,(fig.13).
However,private open space is plentiful. Behind the
high walls,the yards are a luminous green surprise as soon
as the gates are opened: flowers,vegetables and orchards
are cultivated there , ( f ig . 1 4-) •
As yards are usually joined towards the centres of
the blocks,a sizeable open space is created from where the
houses take sunlight and air. This space,however,is hardly
visible from the streets,as it is surrounded by houses and
high yard walls. Seen from its streets a Macedonian town
seems stuffy and overcrowded. Seen from its yards it is
light and comfortable. One has , therefor e,two different
15
Fig.10 The non-built space in a part of
Serviotis district,(see fig.9),
has been shaded to be compared
with the built space. This is a
dense area of Kastoria: 4-0% of
the site is built,(shading by
the author).
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Fig.11 Houses in Siatista built conti¬
nuously, (drawn by the author).
Fig.12 Houses in Siatista,(drawn by
the author).
17
Fig.13 Typical views of a Mace¬
donian town - a street
in Veria,(drawn by the
author).
Fig.14 G. Sforzos mansion in Ampelakia,
(drawn by the author).
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impressions of space in a Macedonian town,(fig.15).
The buildings act as barriers between the streets and
the yards. Towards the streets they are almost totally clo¬
sed on ground floor level,by means of solid stond walls
and heavy wooden gates,(fig.16). On the upper floor level,
however,they have many windows,especially on their projec¬
ting parts,thus catching all possible views onto the streets,
(fig.17). Towards the yards the buildings are open on both
ground and upper floor levels. Colonnades,balconies,large
windows and thin walls built with wood and clay all open
onto the yards,(fig.18).
Apart from their role as barriers between streets and
yards,the buildings play an intermediary role,too. For the
people who live in them,they act as links between the public
and private spaces. From the upper floors the inhabitants
have direct visual and aural contact with the streets. To
grasp the high degree of such contact,one needs only to com¬
pare it with the poor street contact which the inhabitants
of houses with front gardens and those of apartments above
third floor level have.
With the positioning,therefore,of the houses between
public and private open spaces,two things are achieved: the
yards are truly private while the houses are in close con¬
tact with the streets.
1.2.2. The streets.
The interspaces resulting from the juxtaposition of
blocks of buildings provide the street network. Consequently,
the streets are short,winding and of variable width,as they
merely follow the perimeters of the blocks.One notices that
streets,almost always,meet at 1T' junctions,that is,cross¬
roads are rare or non-existent. Whether this is deliberate
or not is difficult to decide. Nevertheless,it can be argued
that 'T1 junctions rather than crossroads are more likely
to occur when blocks of non-uniform size and shape are pla¬
ced next to each other.
The average width of streets is 3.50 to 4-50 metres.
However,there are some very narrow passages,2 metres wide,
(fig.19) and occasional widenings up to 6 metres,(fig.20).
The width of streets is measured from the base of the buil-
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Fig.15 On the left,public
private open space
impressions of the
open space; on the right,
Two distinctly different
town,(drawn by the author).
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Fig.16 Solid walls and heavy gates
on the ground floors towards
the streets,(Moutsopoulos,
1967,illustration part,p.74-).
Fig.17 Many large openings

















ding walls as there are no pavements. The streets are metal
led either with pebbles or with flat stones of irregular
size and shape. The surface is engineered so that the two
sides of the street slope towards a central,open gutter.
Occasionally,however,streets have a central ridge with gut¬
ters along their edges. In this case,rudimentary pavements
prevent the gutter water from seeping into the foundations
of the houses,(fig.21).
The projecting upper floors of the buildings on both
sides of each street give shelter from rain or sun. There
are cases where the projecting roofs of opposite buildings
cover the greater part of the streets,leaving a narrow gap
along their axes,(fig.22).
On hilly sites,the streets follow the natural slope
of the ground. When the slope is too steep,accessibility
is facilitated by broad steps,easy for animals,like don¬
keys,horses and cows,to climb. One may observe that just as
streets of today are made to suit wheeled traffic,those of
Macedonian towns were made to suit animals. The broad steps
are not the only evidence: the quoins of buildings that are
situated on junctions of narrow streets are cut out to a
height equal to that of a loaded animal,so that it can go
round the corner comfortably,(33)• Also,gates of houses on
narrow streets are often placed obliquely in relation to
the street axes so that animals can be led through them
without any difficulty,(34)•
It has been suggested that streets on hilly sites re¬
sulted from paths used by animals and people,(35). Although
this may be true to some degree,it does not explain why
steps had to be engineered so that animals could climb a
steep slope,or why people made sharp bends in their streets
something uncomfortable and unnatural for a moving animal.
These are indications that,although streets have features
which respond to animal traffic,they are not tracings of
(33) Michaelis,1977,p.169.
(34.) Ibid,p.169.
(35) Ibid,pp.169 and 259.
Fig.21 Two options for street gutters. On the left,a central
gutter; on the right,two edge gutters.




Fig.22 Cross section of Patriarchou




animal paths. But even if some streets did coincide with
old animal paths this was rather fortunate: "Those who
refer to the winding streets as mere tracings of the cow
path do not realise that the cow's habit of following con¬
tours usually produces a more economical and sensible lay¬
out on hilly sites than any inflexible system of straight
streets",(36).
It has also been suggested that the streets did not
follow any rules in their making,(37),or that they were ac¬
cidental ,(38). Such suggestions usually denote lack of evi¬
dence,i.e. when one cannot find proof of any rules one tends
to assume that the streets are accidental. In any case,it
is unreasonable to suggest,on the one hand,that they are
accidental and to admit,on the other hand,that they are
practical and in complete harmony with the environment and
with the habits of people: "The street network in Veria,as
in other towns of Macedonia,gives a charming impression
which is not unjustifiable but is based on the complete har¬
mony, (of the street network),with the natural environment,
with the habits of people and on the practicality in the ar¬
rangement of streets and houses",(39)• It is wrong to as¬
sume that the harmony of the streets with the buildings in
every Macedonian town is accidental. On the contrary,just
because in every Macedonian town streets and buildings are
in harmony the streets are not accidental.
The suggestion,made earlier,that the streets resulted
from the juxtaposition of blocks of buildings was not meant
to imply that the streets were gaps,left over,between blocks
It was to point out that the streets did not exist in their
own right,but they were attached to the shape of the blocks'
perimeters. Their lengths,widths,axes and junctions were
determined by the juxtaposition of the blocks. If the street
are viewed separately from the blocks of the towns they ap-
(36) Mumford,1974-,p.3/!+6.
(37) Michaelis,1977,p.232.
(38) Moutsopoulos,1971,pp.166,168 and 170.
(39) Michaelis,1977,p.286.
pear as devious,grudging passages. But when viewed in their
context they become purposeful and harmonious with the en¬
vironment .
As discussed in more detail later,Macedonian towns did
not follow a gridiron plan in their making. Therefore the
streets were not pre-determined or thought out before the
appearance of the blocks. As the towns grew slowly and new
blocks were added to their layouts,streets started to take
shape,bending and zig-zagging inbetween the blocks. The va¬
rious shapes of the blocks and their small size resulted in
a rather complex street network. As one street's length was
very rarely carried on to another,long,straight streets
are non-existent. Instead,many short,bending streets meetin
at 'T' junctions provide the pedestrian with a plurality of
alternative routes.While a slow curve is the natural line o
a pede strian,(4-0), short cuts through narrow lanes are one's
time saving ways and natural habits. With its ever changing
direction,the street network of Macedonian towns appears
to be suitable for the everyday pedestrian needs. One must
not forget that it was not meant for anything else. It was
not meant to be for wheeled traffic,neither for any sewe¬
rage system,nor for electricity poles,nor religious proces¬
sions and military parades. The latter is a very likely
reason why Macedonian towns do not even have at least one
long,wide,central street: "broad streets are not a mere by¬
product of wheeled chariots or carriages; religious proces¬
sions and military parades,both have need of them",(41).
The complex street network at first sight brings con¬
fusion. One who is unfamiliar with a particular street net¬
work of a town loses sense of direction; the streets become
a labyrinth. This,of course,was not a problem for the inha¬
bitants of a particular town,but one for newcomers and in¬
truders. Once the latter had made their way into a town,




inhabitants,knowing their way about the town,would take
cover or round the intruders up and fight them from advan¬
tageous positions. This is what happened,for example,in
the revolution in 1821,when Greek patriots made their way
into the gypsy neighbourhood in an attempt to capture
Veria: they found themselves surrounded by the enemy who
was firing at them from the gates and windows of the houses
The patriots set fire to a few houses,but,eventually,they
were forced to wi thdraw, (4-2) . So the Macedonian street net¬
work provided the inhabitants of towns with a means of re¬
sisting invasion. This quality of twisting streets in be¬
tween blocks of buildings arranged in an irregular mode must
have been recognised by the Macedonians. Centuries before,
Aristotle had pointed out that "The whole town should not
be laid out in straight lines,but only certain quarters and
regions: thus security and beauty will be combined",(43).
For Aristotle beauty in towns was the result of plan¬
ning in straight lines. Alberti had a different idea and
recognised the visual values of the continuously curving
streets with their gently blocked yet ever-changing vistas,
(44). In any case,the visual qualitty of a Macedonian town
is not the main subject of this discussion. Although highly
admired and recognised,the visual quality will be left in
the background for the purpose of disclosing other charac¬
teristics which explain,on the one hand,the highly complex
structures of towns and,on the other hand,establish an un¬
derstanding of the towns on a base other than picturesque-
ness: "...to find higher qualities than picturesqueness in
vernacular and primitive architecture",(45),"it is vital
that we discover the property of old towns which gave them
life...",(46). I n the following discussion about the blocks
of buildings we continue that understanding of Macedonian






1.2.3. The house blocks.
Figure 23 is a plan of a block of buildings in Veria.
It contains eleven buildings which make it a rather densely
built block as most in Veria,or in other Macedonian towns,
contain two to five buildings,(4-7) . However,this is a com¬
prehensive example as it includes a church and a shop,on
which certain observations may be made. The shaded spaces
'C' and 'G1 represent the approximate positions of houses
that had been demolished by the time this plan was drawn,
(4-8). The rest of the plan is clear and one can see the
buildings and their yards on ground floor level and also
those parts of the yards that are covered by the upper floors
of the buildings, as indicated with doted lines. Nine of the
buildings are houses (including the two shaded spaces) one
a church and one a shop (bakery). The block is divided by
stone walls into separate,private plots. There are nine
plots,the border lines of which are shown in figure 24-.
It can be noticed that,apart from 'x',all plots are
arranged on the perimeter of the block,having,in consequence,
at least one of their sides adjacent to the street from
where there is access to each site. Plot x ,however,as it
has no proximity to any street,is accessible via a path¬
way that runs between h and g . Most of the plots have
one gate each,nevertheless,a,b and h have two each. There
is an explanation for the second gate of h (to be discus¬
sed later) but the second gates of a and b seem to be se¬
condary or auxiliary. Indeed,looking at figure 23,in both
houses,the first gate leads into the covered part of the
yard where the staircase to the house is located,while the
second leads directly into the open yard. The former may
thus be considered as the front gate and the latter as the
back,so to speak,of the house/yard complex.
The sizes of the plots vary since bigger buildings
need bigger sites. This,of course,is an obvious statement,
however,its possible implication that smaller buildings
need smaller plots does not apply to certain modes of plan¬
ning (past or present). What must be emphasised is that in
(4-7) Compare this block with the blocks in figs.8 and 9.
(4-8) The plan was drawn sometime before 1967.
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Fig.23 A (block of buildings in the Christ
neighbourhood of Veria,(Moutsopou-
los,1971,p.l64).
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,J and K: houses;
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Fig.24. An outline of the plots' arrangement
inside the block of fig.23-
The arrows indicate the entrances to
each plot,(drawn by the author).
the Macedonian mode of planning and,in any given block,one
does not find a large building in a plot which is smaller
than that of a smaller building. In addition,what may also
be observed is that some of the buildings of the block
could do with some extra open space,like,for example,the
house on plot f,whereas there is no building in the block
which seems too small for its plot,in comparison with the
neighbouring buildings. This may imply lack of space in
general,but may also imply a conscious attempt of the Mace-
dons to take no more space than actually needed for each
particular building. In fact,the space needed for a building
is small in relation to the building's volume,because its
ground floor area is usually smaller than that of its upper
floor(s). In most of the buildings the upper level projects
over a considerable part of their yards,supported by wooden
pillars. Thus,roofed-over spaces are added to the open
spaces of the yards. A comparison between the two drawings
in figure 25 shows how much space is gained on ground floor
level by such a design.
In figure 24,one notices that apart from the sizes,the
shapes of the plots vary,too. Actually,the shapes of cer¬
tain of them are rather irregular,e.g. plots f,x and e.
However,their irregularity is counterpoised by the positio¬
ning of the buildings,e.g. the location of house 'J' makes
sense of the irregular boundaries of e and f with x and thus
makes them inconspicuous,(fig.23). It can be suggested that
the shape of the plots is positional,in other words deter¬
mined by the position of the buildings themselves. One
tends to agree with this because,as discussed later,the
layout of the block,as seen now,is not the result of a sin¬
gle building operation,but that of at least as many conse¬
cutive operations as there are buildings in the block.
Although this particular block,chosen for an example,
seems to be final and unable to accept any more buildings,
other blocks,and there are many to be found in Macedonian
towns,could accept more buildings and,as a result,manifest
an altogether different site arrangement. Consequently,the
shapes of the pre-existing plots would be altered. Thus the
irregularity of certain boundaries within the block may be
40
Fig.25 Above,the remaining open space after
the projection of both ground and
upper floors of the buildings.
Below,the remaining open space after
the projection of the ground floors
only,(drawn by the author).
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explained as adaptations that were thought to be necessary
when newer buildings were to be placed next to older ones.
Of course,one must not misunderstand the above suggestion
and assume that what seems to be irregular in the present
state of the block is the result of upsetting a pre-existing
regularity. On the contrary,with the addition of new buil¬
dings a number of the pre-existing irregularities were eli¬
minated , other s remained,while some new ones appeared. We
are not in a position to attest which irregularity is older
and which newer,because there are no plans of different
phases in the block's formation. However,we know that cer¬
tain buildings were built on parts of other buildings1 plots
and thus caused an alteration of the plots' shape. For exam¬
ple,the church,'I',which is discussed later.
To continue with the observation of the block,it can
be noticed that each building occupies one or more sides of its
plot. More specifically,each building occupies the side or
sides of the site that are adjacent to the street(s). Con¬
sequently , the remaining open areas stretch behind the buil¬
dings towards the centre of the block. These are the yards
of the buildings each of which has a covered and an open
part. The covered one is paved and is the point of entry
through the street gate. This may be observed on houses A,
B,D and F. The open part is left unpaved as it is the ac¬
tual garden of the buildings where various plants are grown.
Although yards are separated by head-high stone walls,
there are certain doorways that make communication between
yards possible. There are five such doorways: between yards
b and x,a and g,f and x,g and x and,finally,between yards
e and d. It is possible,therefore,to move from one end of
the block to the other without having to go out of the block,
around and in again through somebody else's front gate. Ne¬
vertheless , it has been suggested, (4-9) , that these doorways
were not to be used except in emergencies: in the case when
the front gate of one's property was violated these door¬
ways served as a back door escape route through the neigh-
(49) Moutsopoulos,1967,p.47.
bours' properties and from there out to the street on the
other side of the block. For example,from yard a one could
go to g and from there to x where one had the choice of
going either to f or to b. Apart from being used for escape,
the doorways also served as a means of safe communication
between the inhabitants of the block. Especially during the
night hours when circulation on the streets ought to be
avoided,(50). In any case,the size of the doorways shows
that they were not to be used ordinarily. In figure 26 there
is a photograph of such a doorway together with a sketch
showing an average man and woman next to it. People had to
make an effort to go through this doorway,while for a don¬
key or a cow it would be impossible.
The same kind of high walls that separate the block
from the streets separate neighbouring buildings within the
block. Whether this is done for privacy as well as for se¬
curity is a subject to be dealt with later. What must be
noted at present is that the dividing walls serve a double
purpose: they separate properties and they are the buildings'
own external walls on ground floor level. As a matter of
fact,most of the total length of the stone walls in the
block is used to define the ground floor space of the buil¬
dings and to support their upper storeys. Only a very small
part of the total length of the stone walls serves exclu¬
sively as a property divide. This can be seen in figure 27:
it is apparent that the bodies of the buildings themselves
do most of the dividing within the block,as well as on the
perimeter of it where the detachment from the street is
more desirable. If we consider those parts of the stone
walls which beset the actual ground floor areas of the buil¬
dings, we notice that these areas are open towards the centre
of the block and closed towards its perimeter. The buildings
succeed in looking towards the centre of the block,on ground
floor level,while managing to avoid direct viewing of one
(50) See chapter 4-,section 4-1-3-
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Fig.26 A doorway providing communication between
neighbouring yards in a house block in
Veria,(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part,
p.16). The sketch on the right,(drawn by
the present author),shows the relative size
of the doorway to people.
Fig.27 Outlines of those lengths of
the stone walls which are
integral to the buildings on
ground level. The arrows
indicate the direction in
which the open sides of the
buildings face,(drawn by the
author).
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another. For example,in figure 27 it can be seen that A,B,C,D,F and
G have absolutely turned their backs to the streets; K face
away from A; J presents its back to E and F and E to F. At
the same time C,B,K and J have an oblique view of each othe
A very similar situation appears on the upper floors of the
buildings because,as discussed in more detail when the de¬
sign of the houses is examined,most of the openings,(win¬
dows ,balconies,doors etc.),of the upper floors are on those
sides of the ground floors that are open as described above
It can be suggested,from what has been observed so far,
that,even if the plan of the block is the result of at leas
as many building operations as the number of the buildings,
there were laws which were followed in the arrangement of
the buildings within the block. One such law was that publi
buildings belonging to the block should,in no circumstances,
be accessible from inside the block,but only from outside,
from the street. The bakery,indicated by H in figure 23,
has one door and one window both facing the street. It has
no other openings towards the group,because it is not sup¬
posed to communicate with it,($1). If outsiders attempted
to enter the other buildings through the bakery they would
find it impossible. Even if the baker himself lived in one
of the houses of the block he could not have access to the
shop from his house. He would have to go from his house to
his shop via a public space: out to the street and then int
the shop. In this way,not only would the baker's house be
protected from trespassers,who could easily enter it from
the bakery,but also the houses in the block would be safe.
For the same reason the bakery's yard,h,does not communicat
with the block,but is accessible only from the street.
The church,I,inside the block,is a small one and was
probably used only by the inhabitants of this group of
houses,as most of the blocks in a town had their own chur¬
ches, (52). Building churches inside the blocks,rather than
(51) See chapter 5,section 5-3.6.
(52) Moutsopoulos,1967,p.A7.
outside in a public opening,was a product of necessity: with
the Ottoman occupation,most of the big churches were altered
into mosques,(53) • Although the Ottomans allowed the Christi¬
ans to follow their own religion,they forbade the building
of new churches and the restoration of the old ones, (54-).
Therefore,the Greeks built small,inconspicuous churches within
the shelter of the houses where they would not offend the Ot¬
tomans. Any view from the streets was obstructed by the much
taller houses on the periphery of the blocks,(55).
With churches situated behind houses,certain problems
arose in relation to the inner arrangements of the blocks,
because,firstly,churches should have accesses to the streets
so that the privacy of the yards would not be disturbed,
secondly,churches required some open space and,finally,they
had to be accurately orientated.
The open space is for certain ceremonial needs,e.g. part
of the Easter mass takes place outside. The sanctuary must
face Eastwards,which means that the church entrance can
be on any but the East side,preferably on the West,opposite
the sanctuary. The church is the only building in the block
for which orientation is a predominant positional factor;
the houses disregard orientation,but consider the rules which
have been discussed earlier pertaining to the block's formation.
A long pathway,therefore,along the back of the bakery
has been created in this case so that the privacy of the
houses' yards would not be disturbed,with the exception of
houses K and J at the centre of block which share the same
pathway. It is also observed that these two,unlike the others,
do not each have a private yard,but share yard x. It has been
noticed,(56),that in cases where a church stands in the centre
of a block,the dividing walls between houses are abolished
and the free area is automatically joined,creating an inner
(53) Ibid,p.4-7.
(54-) Souciet, 1775,p.291. See also Simopoulos,1976,p.214.
(55) The churches within the blocks did not have belfries that would
certainly give away their presence and anyway the Turks allowed
only so many bells per Christian community.
(56) Moutsopoulos,1967,p.100.
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courtyard. The necessary open area needed by the church's
ceremonial functions is thus created. It must be kept in
mind that the church was built after the houses,at least fhose
on the perimeter of the block, as churches were
not allowed in the open. So,when the need for a church oc¬
curred, space had to be provided from the private space of
the houses' yards. Very possibly,yards g and f were bigger
before the building of the church. Of course,this is only
conjecture but it is very probable that certain buildings
of the block had to give part of their property to make
space for the church,just as the two houses J and K sacri¬
ficed their privacy to provide the church with an open space.
As good Christians,those of the inhabitants of the block
who lived right next to the church and especially those who
virtually had it in their back garden were rather privi¬
leged, (i.e. not in terms of property value but of spiritual
comfort).
To give or work for a holy purpose was a privilege in¬
deed. Travellers in Macedonia have noted and admired the
Greek devotion to their religion. One of them writes that,
as soon as the Greeks of Constantinople ($7) managed to get
permission to restore one of their churches that had been
almost totally burned to the ground,about 3,000 of them
practically rebuilt the church within the period of ten
days that the Ottoman permission prescribed. No one asked
for money or other reward. The privilege to work or spend
for God was the highest and only reward (58).
From just this example one gathers that needs of the
church came first and all the other needs in the block se¬
cond. Therefore,that the houses J and K do not have private
yards is due to a priority of needs rather to any anomaly or
exception.
From the inward looking arrangement of the house group
and from its closed perimeter,the block may be regarded as
(57) The Greeks of Constantinople were not different from the Greeks
of Macedonia so whatever remark on the character and on the




an 'island',an isolated space in the layout of the town.
3 JJ
This is true especially if one considers it from a two-
dimensional point of view. However,with the third dimension
applied,things appear rather different. Figure 28 shows
how close the upper floors of opposite houses come over the
street between two blocks. This nearness enables direct au¬
ral andvisual contact between the people of opposite houses
though living in different blocks. Contact was carried to
the extreme when people passed various objects or food
through opposite windows by means of long-handled shovels,
(59),(fig.29). It can thus be noted that the degree of
neighbourliness is higher between opposite houses in dif¬
ferent blocks rather than between houses of the same block.
This is the result of separation between properties and
private and public space,too,on ground floor level by means
of the high stone walls,whereas on upper floor level,where
actual living takes place,neighbours have close contact
with each other.
1 . 2 . 4-• Sanitation and municipal affairs.
Most Macedonian towns were more what we call a country
town than a crowded city today. They were sufficiently small
to have quick access to the open,agricultural land,while,
despite narrow streets,their houses were placed in rather
comfortable plots,parts of which were used for vegetable
growing,orchards and livestock.
Most of the waste was organic since it did not include
tin,glass,plastic or paper. However,towns did not have a
proper sewerage network. Open gutters carried the dirty wa¬
ter from the yards of the houses onto the streets where it
was collected in the open street gutters. As most towns
were situated on hilly sites,the slope of the streets enabled
the waste to flow away and either end up in a nearby stream
or collect in puddles where it would dry up and most of the
organic waste would decompose and mingle with the earth.
(59) Tsamisis,1949,p.191 -
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Fig.28 Houses on Megalou Alexandrou
street in Veria,(Moutsopou-
los,1967,illustr. part,p.37).
Fig.29 Artistic impression of a
Macedonian street scene,
(drawn by the author).
4?
Rubbish from houses and shops was discarded onto the
streets. From there it was spasmodically removed,because
organized official bodies to see to the cleaning of the
towns appeared towards the end of the 19th century, (60). Before
then,however,there is evidence of the existance of street
cleaners,(61). It can be assumed that they were paid by the
towns' different ethnological communities which,as discussed
in chapter 4-,financed community schools and hospitals,or
by the wealthier households,as the latter paid water-bearers
to provide them with drinking water,to which we come shortly.
It is worth mentioning that the stray dogs did a good
job of removing what would disintegrate,e.g.carrion,or what
would not mingle with earth. Many travellers in Macedonia
were astonished by the number of dogs that wandered in the
streets. One of thetravellers explains that people allowed
dogs to multiply for two reasons: firstly,because their dung
was used in tanning and,secondly,because they cleaned the
streets of all rubish. The traveller adds that vultures
flying above the towns during the day would come down at
night to complete the dogs' cleaning operation,(62).
In any case,things could not have been very bad,at least
not in all parts of the towns: most of the rubbish would
occur at markets,but there it would be gathered by the shop¬
keepers to a heap and burned. Things were bad in some parts
of certain towns,especially in the more densely populated
districts of the big towns and cities like Thessaloniki.
For example,the Jewish district of Thessaloniki was never
clean,because the street cleaners never went in there to
sweep up and because of the crowding together of the Jews,(63).
It is from such crowded districts of the towns that
epidemics usually started. Many died from outbreaks of plague
or cholera. In Thessaloniki alone,eight plague visitations
are reported in the 18th century and three cholera outbreaks
in the 19th century,(64). Crowding and uncleanliness,however,
(60) Vacalopoulos,1963,p.113: In Thessaloniki,a municipal council
was established in 1869 and succeeded in gaining approval to
use convicts to sweep the streets.
61) Ibid,p.83-
62) Olivier, 1801, pp. 237-24-2.
(63) Vacalopoulos,i963,PP-83 and 109.
(64) Ibid,p.108.
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were not the only cause of epidemics. Very often epidemics
were brought into the towns by ship-board passengers from
other harbours of the Turkish Empire,especially from Asia
Minor and Egypt,(65). Overcrowding and uncleanliness faci¬
litated the spread of 'ship-board epidemics' and were the
cause Of many deaths,e.g. most victims were in the Je¬
wish district of Thessaloniki,(66).
However,apart from the cities,in most Macedonian towns
and especially in the inland ones,epidemics can't have been
catastrophic,as conditions could not have been that unwhole
some. Travellers mention that diseases and epidemics were
rather rare and many apparently vibrant and healthy
children played about the streets,(67). The most common of
diseases were the venereal ones and the most common of epi¬
demics was the plague,(68). When the latter occurred a num¬
ber of measures were taken to prevent the spread of the
epidemic,like burning clothes and personal belongings of
the infected,taking them to special disinfection chambers
situated outside the towns and setting guards in front of
the houses of the infected so that the healthy people would
not come near,(69).
Most of the common diseases were handled successfully
by doctors. Although doctors with a formal education were
rare,(70),the folk doctors,with their practical skills,were
successful most of the time using their own methods and me¬
dicines,some of which seemed to work better than those of
properly trained doctors,(71). Doctors were highly regarded
by the people. In certain towns,like Ampelakia for instance
they were paid with community money,(72). Some towns had
(65) Ibid,p.108.
(66) Ibid,p.109.
(67) Sonnini,1801,p. 14-6. Sonnini thinks that people were healthy
thanks to the good climate. We believe that it is quite likely
that most of the people who survived infancy were healthy.
(68) Egmont,1759,p•207.
(69) Ibid,p.169; also see:Olivier,1801,pp.124-126.
(70) Hasselquist,1766,p.34-
(71) Stephanopoli,D. - Stephanopoli,N.,1800,pp.110-135-
(72) Bjornstaehl,1780,vol.4,p.348 onwards and vol.6,p.128 onwards.
community funded hospitals where patients were treated free
of charge,(73)•
The most characteristic provision for public hygiene
was the good number of bath houses. There people would ac¬
quire an almost sterile cleanliness through sweating and
steaming. Everybody had such a bath at least once a month,
(74-) > s ome went even more often as it was also a social oc¬
casion,a meeting place and a unique chance,especially for
women,to get together,(75)•
Public bath houses were a necessity in towns, as houses
did not have private baths. The supply of domestic water
was problematic for those houses which did not have a well
in their yards and relied on a communal spring or well. The
supply of drinking water was also a problem,as not all
springs and wells were suitable and for most houses the
spring or well would be distant. Hence,the task of carrying
drinking water and distributing it to the houses was under¬
taken by certain people as a job,paid by the householders,
(76).
We therefore see that,despite the privacy and isolation
suggested by the high stone walls and despite the apparent
separation of the inhabitants into distriets,common needs
in towns like epidemic prevention,nursing of the sick,bathing,
water supply etc. were of municipal concern. All these brought
people in close contact and it was not just the market places
or business transactions that engendered communication be¬
tween people of different nationalities,between the rich and
poor,old and young and between men and women. Macedonian
towns must have had a more lively social structure than one
might suspect from looking at their decayed remains or at
those buildings where people still live (though with water
and electricity supplies,modern bathrooms,radios and tele¬




(76) Riedesal,1773,pp.169-171. See also Simopoulos,1976,p.307: Every
rich household employed its own water-bearer.
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stone walls or the enclosed blocks).
Public hospitals,fountains and bath houses,markets,
transactions out in the open and bakeries with ovens for
public use brought people out into the narrow streets where
they almost bumped into each other. Macedonian towns must
have had a more thriving social environment and a more rural
i
character than that depicted by their now empty lanes and
neglected yards. This can be seen in the popular painting in
figure 30: one feels the nearness of nature to the town;
hills,trees,water and birds. The presence of ships and boats
suggests the busy trading activities of the inhabitants.
The houses appear clean and tidy-there is no sign of gloomi¬
ness or of unwholesome conditions. Although this is an ar¬
tistic impression it may well not be too far from reality.




1.3. On the production of the town layouts.
Macedonian towns originated either as small settlements
adjunct to medieval or earlier castles,(fig.31),or as settle¬
ments on remote mountain locations,(fig.32),where the Greek
population found refuge from raids and persecutions,(77).
The medieval or earlier castles were built,for strategic pur¬
poses,on high or otherwise naturally protected ground. There¬
fore,the site of castle or refuge settlements was usually
hilly and irregular. Since the irregularity of each site was
of variable character,each town grew on unique topography
producing a unique layout.
Nevertheless,when one views all the different layouts
of Macedonian towns in succession,it looks as if they have
been produced under a single process which was guided by a
single priniple.
Beforf beginning to explore the process of production
of the towns,it must be noted that,apart from their sites'
natural characteristics,there was no geometric system or
framework to act as a generator or controlling influence on
their layouts. Towns are composed of a framework of streets
and plots,but in the case of Macedonia this framework was
the result of an interaction between streets and plots which
were indefinable before the towns came into existence and
were subject to continual change during their building.
To avoid confusion in a later stage of the discussion,
where it is argued that the towns grew in relation with what
already was on site,it must be noted here that the connec¬
tion between the newer elements and the older ones of the
layout was not orthogonal which might be inferred from the
word 'framework'. For example,the house in figure 33 has used
(77) Hewzey,1860,p.205: A refuge settlement as such was very appropri¬
ately named 'Katafigi',refuge; its Greek inhabitants,before the
Turkish, persecutions lived on the plainsrbut when persecuted they
moved to a mountainous location where they built Katafigi. This
settlement grew to contain 250 houses.
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Fig.31 The layouts of Ioannina and Kastoria in
relation to their castles,(Michaelis,
1977,p.196 and Moutsopoulos,1968,pp.78-79)•
Fig.32 An old engraving showing
Ampelakia on its moun¬
tainous site,(Moutsopou¬
los,1975,p.A).
Fig. 3 3 A house in Veria using the old
castle walls for its ground
floor,(Moutsopoulos,1967,illu¬
stration part,p.6).
Fig.34- Plan of Kastoria. The dotted line indicates
the position of the castle walls,as depicted
by their remnants,(Moutsopoulos,1968,pp.78-79).
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the old castle wall as its ground floor wall,but has changed
the direction of its upper floor fagade. The tall medieval
tower,which could be seen till the beginning of the 19th
century right in the centre of Veria,(78),had houses all
around it but none was in an orthogonal relation with it.
After the cannon's destructive capacity had put towers
and castles out of use,they were left unattended,their ma¬
sonry was used for other buildings and their location was
ignored and then lost in the interaction between the ele¬
ments of the growing towns. A good example of how towns
grew near old castles,but ignored the directions which the
castle walls indicated,is the layout of Kastoria. As can
be seen in figure 34-, though some buildings seem to follow
the wall which is to the South West,elsewhere buildings,
plots and streets are arranged independently of the lie of
the walls.It can even be argued that the buildings along
the South-West wall are guided by site contours and only
coincidentally by the direction of the walls. The guiding
influence of the site contours on building arrangement is
obvious on the North lake shore.
Not only did the towns lack a directing framework in
the producing of their layouts but neither did they exhibit
a central figure,such as a square or symbolic superstruc¬
ture ,to act as a focus in the towns' formations,as,for in¬
stance,the cathedral in European medieval towns. This was
predominantly due to the fact that the town districts fo¬
cused,as we saw earlier,on their own point of interest,on
their own,so to speak,centre.
However,with the fluctuation of the district borders,
which would cause alternative foci for the districts, the
layouts of towns would on the one hand acquire a continuity,
a uniform structure,and on the other hand they would exhi¬
bit a flexibility,a capacity to reform themselves disregar¬
ding borders,or castle walls,or even land contours as is
evident from the streets.
(78) Cousinery,1831,p.69-
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This was possible partly due to the combination of the
following factors: there was no town plan or gridiron,the
borders of sites were loose,plots had no uniform shape and
there was no sewerage system to be followed. Nevertheless,
the layout of the towns manifested an integrity which was
based on the fact that the interaction of its elements,i.e.
buildings,plots and streets,was manifold and diversifiable.
The elements that structured the layout were,by their own
virtue, cohesive and not held by the external f-orce of a
larger framework imposing a fixed,static street network,de¬
finite open spaces and squares,monumental and symbolic su¬
perstructures and so on. The layouts of Macedonian towns
owed their integrity to the resilience and the capability
of their elements to remain structured without a permanent
supporting system. This allows us to suggest an analogy be¬
tween the layout of Macedonian towns and an amoeba: an
amoeba manages to be a complete structure without a suppor¬
ting framework.
Even the blocks of buildings with their closed peri¬
meters were not permanent elements of the layout of towns.
With the addition of new buildings the blocks would grow,
change shape,or two neighbouring blocks would join together
to form a single one,even if this meant the loss of a stree
When the keeping of a street was thought to be necessary,
(79),the joining of two neighbouring blocks would be engi¬
neered above it,(fig.35).
The interaction,therefore,of the elements of the town'
structure was multiple;there were many ways for the element
to be connected with each other and when disconnected,other
ways of connection would be near at hand. How was this pos¬
sible without a supporting framework? Although there is
evidence that some measure of forethought was taken into ac -
count for the disposition of the elements,there is little
evidence of forethought for the layout as a whole. There is
little to suggest 'planning',that is selecting the site,
ensuring some form of water supply,deciding on the lines of
(79) Decisions as such were taken by neighbours or by the communities
as the authorities showed no concern. See chapter A,sections
4-1-4- and 4-2.3. and chapter 5,section 5.5-4-
the main streets,subdividing into blocks and plots for va¬
rious kinds of buildings, arranging access to each plot by-
means of a system of secondary streets or footpaths and set¬
ting aside space for a market and churches,(80). Conventio¬
nal planning also lays down rules as to how a town should
expand and develop. A town can thus be built virtually in
one operation. Its form has been predetermined.
In contrast,towns without planning cannot be built in
one operation and their further development is not predeter¬
mined. Macedonian towns started from a point of incentive
e.g. a castle or a refuge settlement,and grew little by
little,from need to need,in all possible directions. The
measure of forethought in their making applied only to how
new elements of the layout would fit older,pre-existing
elements. In other words,towns developed according to what
already existed,with a series of adaptations,as needs arose.
The adjustments concerned not only the artificial but also
the physical environment. With limited technological means,
the elements had to be made to fit the physical environment.
For example,the streets were provided with steps in
order to fit the slope of the ground. Only minor changes to
the physical environment were made. In figure 36,for example,
one notices that the sloping site has hardly been disturbed
with levelling operations,so,as a result,the two lower floors
of the mansion are much smaller in volume than the two upper
floors. One sees how the sloping site has been used to com¬
plement the building: The West facade makes it appear a
grand four storey high,full size structure. But we know
that this is not true,as only the two upper floors are as
big as they appear to be. It can therefore be noted that,
there was minimal disturbance to the physical environment
which was used to compliment and/or supplement the elements
of the town and,as the elements were made to fit it,towns
became integrated closely with their sites.
(80) Burke,1977,p.47.
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Fig.35 Two examples from Kastoria where neighbou¬
ring blocks have been joined above the
street,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.28).
Fig.36 Papaterpos mansion in Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos, 1962,
In short,Macedonian towns,although lacking a suppor¬
ting framework or planning, grew and shaped themselves by-
seizing a series of opportunities provided by the interac¬
tion of their elements and by the particular features of
their site. So their layout was allowed to flow in the way
the elements and the site directed it,along easy paths or
around sharp angles.
Topography,however,and the interaction between buil¬
dings,blocks and streets were not the sole factors that
produced the layouts of Macedonian towns. We have referred
to these to emphasize the absence of a gridiron or a pre¬
conceived plan and to show one side of the coin. On the
other side the factors had to do with the ethnological
fabric of towns,the inhabitants being divided into con¬
querors and conquered,Christians and Muslims and with the
appearance of a new class,the bourgeoisie,and the orienta¬
tion of the inhabitants towards new economies. But,as these
are socio-economic factors the subject of the production
of the town layouts is continued in chapter U after the
Macedonian house itself has been examined in the following
chapters.
CHAPTER TWO
THE DESIGN OF THE MACEDONIAN HOUSE
2.1. Categories of houses.
2.1.1. The hypothesis.
In Macedonian towns,the differences between the houses
of the poor and those of the rich do not lie in the design,
but in the number and size of their rooms and other spaces,
in the quality of construction and the extent of decoration.
There were not certain types of houses for the poor and
others for the rich. Since they all used the same house
types,poorly or richly executed,the differences in the size,
quality of construction and extent of decoration between
the houses should not be considered as indications of diffe¬
rent house types.
Social class is a concept which denotes different social
levels in society. One can use many criteria for class dis¬
tinction such as status,prestige and family lineage,but one
must be aware of the ambiguity that each of these concepts
leads to.
For Marx,the criterion for class distinction is economic,
which in itself may be ambiguous when it encounters the pro¬
cess of production in society,(1). The external criterion
of material posessions,however,is not ambiguous when used
for class distinctions of economic nature. For example, if
(1) For example,how does one classify those who stand outside
production? In the 'Communist Manifesto' Marx identified
classes in relation to the means of production,thus his
criterion was economic. But Marx never specifically de¬
fined 'economic'.
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houses in general are to be used as the external criterion
of people's material possessions,one may distinguish three
classes: the lower,the middle and the upper,keeping in mind
that these classes refer to financial standing only.
On this basis,the houses can be grouped in three cate¬
gories: the first category representing the houses of the
lower class,the second those of the middle and the third
the houses of the upper class.
Most belong to the first category,as the majority of
Macedons were of the lower class; they formed the populace.
Thus,we will call the houses in the first category popular
houses.Those of the middle class,which,as noted in the pre¬
vious chapter,grew in size from the middle of the 18th cen¬
tury onwards,bourgeois houses and,finally,the houses in
the third category will be called mansions.
These categories are introduced to enable a decision
to be made upon which characteristics of the Macedonian
house are permanent,or fixed and not additional,incomplete
or absent,depending on the financial standing or on the
personal needs of their users. For example,the fire place,
which is a fixed element of the interior design,is absent
in many popular houses. This is evidence of poverty. Cer¬
tain mansions exhibit an excessive amount of decoration,
that is,additional decoration to that characterizing the
majority of the Macedonian houses. This is evidence of their
users' personal choice and financial ability to indulge it.
2.1.2. The categories.
a) The popular houses are usually situated within
the area once defined by the castle walls. In those towns
which did not have a castle as a basis,the popular houses
are tightly grouped around mansions,(see chapter 4-, sec¬
tion 4- -1 - 2 . ) . They occupy small plots and , usually, are built
continuously,sharing side walls. Their yards are at the
back in direct association with the ground floors. People
of the popular class were peasants,labourers,conveyors etc.
and many kept animals,consequently some parts of the ground
floors were used for stabling purposes and some for storage.
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The upper floors have a minimum of rooms. Some popular hou¬
ses have mezzanines which characteristically have very low
ceilings,(fig.37a).
The houses of this class were built cheaply and few
of them survive. By cheaply it is meant that stone walls
are limited,they are built of random rubble and are no thic¬
ker than needed to withstand the incumbent upper floor.
Most walls are of the 'frame type',(see section 2.3-3.),and
the wooden parts of the house,i.e. joists,posts,trusses
etc.,are crudely cut and irregularly spaced. The poorest
of the popular houses may have no ceiling,that is,the roof
joists are visible,and they very rarely have fireplaces,
as the building of fireplaces was expensive. Finally,they
have no carved decoration on their wooden elements or pain¬
tings in their interior.
b) Bourgeois houses are found both amidst the popu¬
lar and on the peripheries of towns where they are not built
continuously and can have spacious plots. Their ground
floor was used for storage and as a working area for the
manufacturing of goods,as the middle class were merchants,
tradesmen or manufacturers and their houses were also their
workshops. Occasionally,the working area occupies part of
the mezzanine,too, but the latter was primarily used for
winter living,as discussed more thoroughly in section 2 . 3 • 1 2 .
Finally,the upper floor was exclusively for living purpo¬
ses, (fig.37b).
In the bourgeois house the ground floor walls include
the height of the mezzanine and they support the house on
two,three and,sometimes,on all four sides. Their masonry
is of coursed rubble built to a thickness of up to one
metre. The wooden elements of the house are evenly cut and
skilfully joined with tenons. Pillars,balustrades,stair¬
cases,window cases etc. are carefully constructed and carry
some carved decoration. The livings quarters have ceilings,
built-in cupboards and parts of the walls are covered with
wooden panels,usually rectangular,similar to the inlaid
panelling of the doors. The living quarters also Include
fireplaces,the number of which is presumably an indication
of the owner's wealth.
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c) The mansions were usually built in comfortable
plots,in the outer parts of the towns. They are free stan¬
ding and at a distance from neighbouring houses,are at
least as large as,but more often larger than,the bourgeois
houses. The floor referred to as mezzanine in the previous
two categories is tall enough in the mansions to be regar¬
ded as a first storey,rather than an intermediate stage be¬
tween ground and upper floors. Thus,what was considered to
be the upper floor of the popular and bourgeois houses
finds itself the second floor of the mansions. It was not
unknown for the larger mansions to have a third storey,too.
The owners of the mansions were rich landowners,merchants,
or big manufacturers. Thus,the ground floors contain large
store rooms and cellars and extensive workshops where
many employees worked. Workshops are also found on the
mezzanines.
The builders of the mansions exercised all their best
skills in the construction of these buildings such that
they strike us with their finesse and distinctive quality.
Externally,the fine construction of the front gate gives
the first hint of distinction,while,on entering the yard,
the fapade rises gracefully mastering all views with its
elaborate staircase,sometimes made of stone rather than
wood,with its balustrades and colonnade and its long rows
of windows and lights,(fig.37c).
Internally,there are carved decorations on almost
every wooden element,(on doors,windows,balustrades,cup¬
boards , ceilings etc.)and murals on the walls. The amount
of decoration,especially in the main living quarters,is
sometimes excessive. The luxury of their interiors alone
places these houses in a separate category.
Generally speaking,it is possible that the best popu¬
lar houses would be as good as poor bourgeois ones,or
wealthy bourgeois houses elaborate enough to claim a place
in the mansion category. In such cases one must show more
care in categorizing the houses.But there is a clear di¬
stinction between the popular ones and the mansions,as evi¬
denced not only by the simplicity of the former and eleganc*
of the latter,but also by their respective frugality and
Fig.37 Categories of houses; three examples from Ioannina.
a. Economou popular house, b. Slamatas bourgeois house,
c. Pyrsinelas mansion, (Michaelis,1977,pp.200,204.,205,213) -
extravagance. For example,the crudity of the wooden pillars
the stone stairs and the masonry of the popular house in
fig.38 is obvious. One also notices the absence of balu¬
strades. In contrast,the delicacy of the wooden pillars,
the balanced staircase,the elegant balustrade and the fine
masonry of the mansion,in the same figure, promote its
graceful appearance.
Despite the different panelling in the sets of windows
of the popular house in fig.39,it appears pleasant to the
eye and temperate and true to its simple construction. In
contrast,the interior of the mansion in fig.4-0 appears to
suffocate under the load of decorations on its walls,cei¬
lings and windows. Although the decorations manifest great
craftsmanship,their extent seems extravagant.
The bourgeois houses represent an intermediate stage,
between the popular and the mansions. They do not exhibit
the frugality of the popular houses,however,they retain a
similar moderate and simple construction. Fig. 4.1 shows
the clear definite lines of the elevation,as much in the
tall,slim pillars as in the floor and roof joists. The
staircase is light but efficient. The windows of the upper
floor are not of uniform size,but their panelling is trea¬
ted in a uniform manner. There is certainly no magnificence
in the elevation of this bourgeois house,but there is no
lack of thoroughness. In their interior,the bourgeois
houses exhibit the handsomeness of the mansions,but they
are not extravagant in decorative elements. Inlaid wooden
panels form simple geometric designs,but usually plain
wooden staircases are contrasted with plain plastered walls
and luminous window panes ,( f ig . 4-2) .
Having briefly outlined the differences between the
categories of houses,a discussion follows showing that thes
differences do not affect the basic design of the houses.
The discussion is carried out in a twofold manner. Firstly,
from a viewpoint emphasizing the articulation of spaces in
the houses and,secondly,by looking at those characteristics
which seem to be common to all three categories.
Fig.38 Above: a popular house in Kalandra,Chalkidiki,
(Moutsopoulos,1971,p.373).
Below: Misios mansion in Ioannina,
(Michaelis,1977,p.215).
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Fig.39 Lioukas popular house in Siatista,
(Michaelis,1977,p.28A).
Fig.^0 Manousis mansion in Siatista,
(Moutsopoulos,1971,p.275)•
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o 4 2. 4M
Fig.4.1 Karageorgiou bourgeois house in Veria,
(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part}p. 190).
Fig.42 The best reception room of Sapoutzoglou
bourgeois house in Veria,
(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part,p.141)•
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2.2. The articulation of spaces.
2.2.1. The yard and the difference between a Macedonian
house and any given court house.
The earlier examination of the houses within a town
block shows that the yards are well defined,providing seclu¬
ded spaces surrounded by the bodies of the houses and by
additional high walls,shutting in all views,as much towards
the streets as between the yards.
More specifically,in any plot,the main house occupies
one side while its auxiliary spaces occupy a second and
sometimes a third side. Therefore,the whole building acquires
an 'L' or a 'U' shaped plan,embracing the yard. This arran¬
gement may,to some degree,be associated with a courtyard
house arrangement which is distinguished by its introver¬
sion,in other words,"...the house turns its back to the
street and faces upon a private,internal court",(2). Conse¬
quently,the court becomes spacially a focal point,it acquires
a more intimate relation with the other spaces of the house
and "...acts as an extension to surrounding covered terraces
and the rooms beyond",(3). The court becomes a room out¬
doors.
The atrium house of Ancient Greece and Rome,the tra¬
ditional Chinese and Japanese house,the traditional Muslim
house and the patio house of Spain and Latin America all
evidence the courtyard arrangement in which the court serves
as an outdoor room ,( fig . 4-3 ) - However,it does not function
similarly in all cases. For example,in tropical countries,
the application of the principles of radiant heat and coo¬
ling dictate that the height of the court should be greater
than any of its plan dimensions,(4-), while in contrast,in
northern climates,to admit the long rays of the northern
sun into the house,the court needs to be wide and open
rather than deep,(5). Furthermore,the court in the Orient
has long been given a formal expression,representing the












Fig.4-3 Examples of court houses, (Rapoport, 1969,p.82).
Fig.44 Typical court house settlement in Marakesh,
(Koenigsberger et al,1973,p.204)•
has a religious basis and a formal expression of Paradise,
(6). Despite some apparent and some not so obvious diffe¬
rences between various types of court houses,they all shar
certain characteristics which can be summarised in the fol
lowing observations:
1. The court is hardly ever adjacent to the street,as
part of the building interposes between the two.
2. On entering a court house,one does not come directly
to the court but,either in an indirect way, (f ig . 4-3 , a ,
c and d),or through some other closed space of the
house ,( fig . 4-3 , b) . So,not only is the court invisible
from the street when the front gate opens,but it also
acquires a more intimate,private quality as an inner
room of the house.
3. The court is not usually adjacent to the courts of
neighbouring houses. Buildings interpose between the
courts within a town block of court houses ,(fig. 4-4-) •
4-. The court has a regular,usually rectangular or square
shape which matches the rectangular shape of the othe
rooms in the house.
5. From it there is access to almost every other room of
the house on the ground floor. In fact,the court play
the role of the 'central hall' of the house,therefore
6. it is usually situated in the centre of the house so
that most rooms may have a direct access to it.
7. The building surrounds the court at one height,i.e.
either one or two storeys all around the court.
8. The court house has only a few openings towards the
street and these are small. In contrast,it has more
openings towards the court and these are considerably
bigger than those to the street.
9. The court is not visible,or hardly visible,from neigh
bouring houses either in the same block or across the
street.
The above observations do not apply to,in fact some o
them are contrary to,the characteristics of the Macedonian
house:
(6) McHarg,1975,p•75.
1 . The Macedonian yard is very often adjacent to the
street,sometimes on two and even three sides.
2. On entering the house,even when the door is below the
upper floor,one usually has a clear view of the
yard,(fig.45).
3. The yard is usually adjacent to those of neighbouring
houses in the block. In fact,the yards in a block
stretch towards its centre.
4. The yard does not have to be of regular shape. Very
often it is rather irregular,which has not always to
do with the irregularity of the house but of the neigh¬
bouring houses or streets.
5. From the yard there is access to almost every room of
the house on ground floor level. However,it does not
play the role of a central hall in the main house,
which occurs on upper floor level(s).
6. The yard is not situated in the centre of the house.In
most cases it stretches towards the back or the side.
7. Even when the main house and its auxiliary buildings
embrace the yard they do not do so at equal heights.
Always,the main house,with the living areas,is higher
than the auxiliary buildings and it may have up to
three storeys,while the auxiliary buildings remain at
ground floor height.
8. The Macedonian house has many openings on upper floor
level,equally big towards the street and the yard. Only
on ground floor level has it few,small openings towards
the street but big ones towards the yard.
9. The yard is visible from the upper floors of neighbou¬
ring houses,whether the latter belong to the same
block or not.
What seems to be the only relationship between the
court house and the Macedonian can be described in terms
of everyday use of the open space. Fig.45 shows that the
lavatory,the kitchen and the storage are accessible from
the yard. Functions,therefore,that are associated with those
spaces had to be carried out via the yard. Thus,the latter
is a room outdoors,but this role is restricted to the ground
floor area of the house. The upper floor is as important as,
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Fig.4-5 Evagelou popular house in Fiorina,
-(Moutsopoulos, 1971 ,p.30):
1. lavatory, 2. storage, 3. tavern,
A- covered walk, 5- kitchen, 6. yard.
Fig.4-6 Sapoutzoglou bourgeois house in Veria,
(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part,pp. 178,179).
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if not more important than,the ground: It is the main li¬
ving area and has only visual connection with the yard
throughthe gallery ,( f ig . 4-6) . The main living rooms are
usually facing in the opposite direction,towards the street
unlike the main living rooms of the court house which al¬
ways face the court even when they are situated on upper
floor level.
The yard is undoubtedly an important space of the
ground level of the Macedonian house. However,it is arguabl
how important the yard is for the upper level. There are
examples of houses where the lavatory is not situated in
the yard,but on an upper floor. Also,the auxiliary spaces,
(storage,stable etc.),instead of being spread along one or
more sides of the yard,are all gathered under the main body
of the house. Finally,cooking also takes place upstairs;
the notion of 'kitchen' as a space which is mainly utilised
for everyday cooking purposes,does not apply to Macedonian
houses,as pointed out later.
Therefore,in many houses,certain spaces that,as much
with their accessibility from the yard as with their posi¬
tion on its periphery,vindicate the yard as a room outdoors
are gathered under or within the body of the main building.
Consequently,the yard remains an open space surrounded by
its walls and is used for gardening,vegetable growing,or¬
chards etc. What remain to justify the yard as an intimate
enough room outdoors are the high stone wall that surrounds
it,the stout gate which serves as the house's front door
and the yard's direct access to the auxiliary spaces of the
ground floor.
2.2.2. The covered -walk and the gallery.
The space which takes over the yard's intermediate
role is the foreground of the area under the upper house.
It will be referred to as the 'covered walk'.
The covered walk usually interposes between the yard
and the auxiliary spaces and also,in a vertical sense,be¬
tween the upper house and the yard or the auxiliary spaces.
We say 'vertical' because the staircase leading to the
upper house is always situated within the covered walk and
it penetrates the floor of the upper house. Thus,the cove¬
red walk has such a position in the design of the Macedonian
house which enables an indirect succession from the closed
to the open and vice versa.
In certain cases,the yard gate,instead of opening di¬
rectly into the yard,acquires a new position opening onto
the covered walk. This heightens the importance of the lat¬
ter in the design of the house. Fig.4.7 shows that,as the
gate opens directly onto the covered walk,from where all
auxiliary spaces of the ground level are accessible and,via
the staircase,there is access to the upper level of the
house,the covered walk becomes a rather important feature
of the Macedonian house design. In such an arrangement the
yard loses its importance or,to put it differently,its
value for the design of the house.
The gathering of all spaces of the ground level under
the main house and the positioning of the gate to open di¬
rectly onto these spaces create the alternative arrange¬
ment in the design of the Macedonian house - the single
building arrangement,where the open side or sides of the
covered walk are closed with walls. A large hall is thus
created, (fig.4-8) .
The staircase leads to a large space on the upper floor
from which all other rooms are accessible. As in the case
of the covered walk,this space can be either open or closed
towards the yard. When closed,however,the whole length of
the wall towards the yard is perforated by large windows
and lights,allowing ample daylight inside. Usually,it is a
long rectangular space and one long side looks on the yard.
We will refer to this as the gallery,(f igs. 4-6 and 4-7), (7).
Possibly,it would be more direct,instead of the term
'gallery',to use the Macedonian name. However,as in diffe¬
rent localities they name it differently,it is difficult
to decide which one to chose. Some of the names are 'axatos',
'doxatos','krevati','mesia' and 'iliakos',(8). These all
(7) For the architectural use of the term gallery see: Briggs,1959,P-14-2.
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Fig.4-8 Sapoutzis mansion in Kastoria,ground
floor plan, (Moutsopoulos,1962,p.4-1) •
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denote different qualities of the gallery,e.g. 'iliakos'
indicates that sunshine is allowed into the gallery and
'mesia' that it is the space through which one enters the
upper part of the house.
Finally,the rooms open off the gallery and practically
never communicate with each other. Most of them look onto
the street rather than the yard. They are designated as
separate enclosures,contrary to the openness and flexibi¬
lity that occurs in the design,as much of the gallery as
of the lower part of the house between the covered walk,
the yard and the auxiliary spaces.
To summarize what has been so far discussed on the
articulation of the spaces of the Macedonian house,two
general options can be distinguished: one where the yard
plays an important role in a similar way to how the court
plays a role in the articulation of the courthouse spaces,
and the other where the covered walk assumes more impor¬
tance. These two options have to do with the articulation
of spaces on the ground level of the house. That of the
upper level remains stable,irrespective of what happens on
ground level. Fig. 4-9 shows diagrammatically the possible
connections between the spaces of the Macedonian house.
2.3- The fixed characteristics.
2.3•1• Preliminaries.
Fixed characteristics are those which,morphologically,
attribute the Macedonian identity to a house. One may,to a
certain extent,look at these characteristics isolated,but
there is always,then,the possibilty of missing the overall
morphology of the house,because it is not only the form of
each of the characteristics that can be considered Macedo¬
nian but the overall result (the house) and the way the
characteristics are combined and interlock to create the
Macedonian 'form'.
Generally speaking,the Macedonian house is a tall
structure which looks even taller because it is usually
viewed from very close to,i.e. from a short,narrow street.
This image is enhanced by the projections on the upper
level and by the greatly projecting roof. The house clearly
Fig.4.9 The articulation of spaces in the Macedonian
house,(by the author).
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exhibits two parts,the lower and the upper. The separate
uses of these parts have already been discussed. The di¬
stinction is made clear in the appearance of the house: the
ground part is strongly built with stone and has only a few
small openings towards the street. On this solid base rests
the upper part,consisting of one or two storeys and having
large openings and a light overall appearance.
The illustrations shown so far set a basis on which to
discuss the Macedonian house from a morphological point of
view. Fig.50 shows representations of the Macedonian house,
the characteristics of which have been exaggerated and pre¬
sented in a similar manner to the way popular artists of
that time drew their buildings,(fig.51). The characteristics
that dominate the morphology of the Macedonian house,as much
with their form and structure as with their location in
relation to the body of the house and its yard,are namely
the stone wall,the frame wall,the gate,the upper floor
projections,the windows and lights,the wooden supports,the
covered walk,the gallery,the staircase and the roof. These
characteristics occur in all three categories of house
(popular,bourgeois and mansion) and their relation and inter¬
position in the body of the house is stable,even when the
house is subject to deformations due to the irregularities
of the site,the street network or neighbouring plots,(fig.52) .
Very characteristic and typical of the Macedonian
house is also the furnishing of the rooms on the upper
floor. The furnishing is fitted on the walls and floor,it
is an integral part of the rooms,arranged in the Macedonian
way. The interior design of the rooms on upper floor level
may be considered as an additional characteristic of the
Macedonian house,to be examined last and separately from
the other fixed characteristics. This is so as to be able
to make a few cautionary notes regarding the categories of
the Macedonian house in relation with the fixed room design
and extent of decoration.
Before examining the fixed characteristics one by one,
a fundamental point concerning the fagade of the house must
be made: by fagade one commonly understands the 'face' or
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Fig.50 Artistic impression of the Macedonian house,
(Moutsopoulos,1962 and 1975 front covers).
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Fig.$2 The fixed characteristics of the
Macedonian house.
Above: Gounaris popular house in
Veria,(drawn by the author).
Below: Natzis mansion in Kastoria,
(Moutsopoulos,1962,pp.38,39, AO).
the principal front of a building,(9)• The Macedonian house
displays two faces: one to the street and the other to the
yard. The street fagade is characterised by its stone built
lower part and its light,variously projecting upper part.
The yard fagade has an open lower part and an open or closed
gallery on its upper part. Although we are used to regarding
the street fagade of a building as its principal front,this
conception does not coincide with the Macedonian one,which
attributes the same mount of importance to both the street
and yard fagades: in Macedonian building both are treated
with equal care.
2.3-2. The stone wall.
The appearance of the stone wall depends on whether
its masonry is of random or coursed rubble. It depends,too,
on whether the stones have been dressed with hammer and
chisel,in which case a better fit is accomplished and there
is an even effect of successive,horizontal layers. The
stone wall,however,is characterized by the timber which is
incorporated in its mass : at intervals of between 80 and
100 centimetres,wooden beams,approximately 10 by 10 centi¬
metres,run the length of the wall. These beams come in pairs
which are secured by transverse wooden ties equal in length
to the width of the wall,(fig.53). This technique in the
construction of the stone wall ensures a correct distribu¬
tion of the incumbent waiting's weight to the ground and
provides a more elastic behaviour and,consequently,increa¬
sed resistance to earthquakes,which were not rare in Mace¬
donia, (10) .
The stone wall is built to a thickness of 65-85 centi¬
metres and runs the perimeter of the house plot. That part
of the wall that embraces the yard is built to just above
head height,while the part on which the main house rests
is usually mezzanine level high or sometimes reaches the
base of the upper floor. The stone wall is for exterior
purposes,that is,for those sides of the house and its yard
(9) Briggs,1959,p.128.
(10) Moutsopoulos,1967,p.65.
adjacent to the street or neighbouring houses. It is very
rarely used as an internal wall unless the weight of the
superimposed house demands a strong base. Similarly,the
side or sides of the house facing the yard are only built
of stone when the upper house needs a strong base.
The stone wall is usually left exposed both externally
and internally. On the exterior it looks fine as it is,
there is a certain attraction in the plain masonry and the
exposed timber. The uncoated surface serves as a demarca¬
tion between the ground and the upper area of the house. It
also has the satisfying psychological effect that the hea¬
vier part of the house firmly supports the lighter,while
the feeling of security and well guarded privacy is no less
important. Internally,it is not necessary to coat the wall
as it faces either auxiliary spaces,like the stable and
storage,or the yard.
2.3.3. The frame wall.
The frame wall is used externally for the upper floor(
of the house and,internally,for both ground and upper floor
as a space dividing wall. It is a wooden skeleton composed
of posts,beams and struts,which are no thicker than 5 by 7
centimetres. The spaces between are either filled with
small stones,tiles and mud,or,alternatively,they are cove¬
red with laths or planks,(fig. 54-) • Both sides of the wall
are plastered with a mixture of mud and straw or flax,or a
mixture of lime and finely cut fodder or,rarely,sand mortar
(11). The finished wall is 10-20 centimetres thick.
The advantages of both variations of this kind of wall
are thinness and lightness; the latter being particularly
so with the lath covered rather than the mud and stone fil¬
led skeleton. Thus,it can be built safely on top of the
various projections of the floor boarding of the upper
house and is economical on space.
When whitewashed it contrasts with the exposed posts
on the house quoins,the exposed girders between floors,the
(11) Ibid,p.66.
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Fig.$3 Top: types of Macedonian masonry.
Bottom: the incorporated timber technique:
a. beams, b. ties,(drawn by the author).
Fig.54 Frame, wall: the spaces between the skeleton,(a),
are filled with small stones,tiles and mud,(b);
alternatively,they are covered with laths or
planks,(c),(drawn by the author).
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window frames and the sienna of the roof tiles,so that
the upper house appears joyful and light.
2.3-U- The gate.
Unlike the front door of contemporary houses,that of
the Macedonian house is one and the same with the yard gate.
Since the yard must be regarded as closely associated with
the other spaces of the house,especially with those of the
ground floor,the yard gate is the front door. Its role is
manifested by the robust construction which establishes it
as the safest door of the house.
The gate has two stout panels which open towards the
yard. These are hinged on strong posts which are securely
held by the wooden beams of the stone wall. They are made
of thick planks nailed on a frame of horizontal and dia¬
gonal timbers,are reinforced with broad studs and they are
secured with one or more heavy bars from inside. These bars
sliding horizontally into special sockets in the stone wall
each time the gate is opened,(fig.55)•
The gate needs to be double so that,when fully open,
loaded animals may have enough room to go through into the
yard or the covered walk. The inhabitants have a clear view
of the gate from the side windows of the upper floor pro¬
jections. Not only can they see who is knocking on their
front door,but they can also speak with the caller and
decide whether to open it or not. As the mezzanine has no
projections over the street and,consequently,no side win¬
dows, the viewing of the gate is achieved using windows
having protective bars bowing outwards permitting one to
lean out,(fig.56).
The robust construction of the gate matches the stone
wall: just as the latter is left uncoated revealing its
plain but strong construetion,so the gate is plainly but
strongly structured. Its appearance shows its strength,as






Fig.55 Examples of gates: a. from Siatista,(Michaelis,1977,p.263),
b. from Veria,(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration part,p.77).
Fig.56 Bassaras mansion in Kastoria: view of the
gate showing how it can either be watched
from a nearby window with bowed protective
bars,or from a side window of an upper
floor projection,(drawn by the author).
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2.3-5- The projections.
The most prominent characteristic of the street fagade
is the projections of the upper floor. The joists and boar¬
ding of certain rooms of the upper floor are extended to¬
wards and over the street,held by braces which rest on the
beams of the stone wall. The resulting platform is usually
rectangular in plan,though in a few cases it is triangular
or round. It is enclosed by frame walls bearing sets of
windows and,often,lights,(fig.$7). In Macedonia an upper
floor projection is known as 'sachnisi',(12),or 'iliako',
a term which denotes its exposure to sunlight (as in the
case of the gallery,discussed in section 2.2.2.) or 'ta-
vlato',denoting its wooden construetion,(13)•
Let us see how the upper floor projections serve the
Macedonian house. Firstly,for houses in small plots,built
next to each other,where the ground floor must have a mini¬
mum area so that some space is left for the yard,the upper
floor projections are a means of increasing the area of the
living quarters of the house upstairs.
Secondly,a projection increases the sunlit area of a
room. As shown by fig.58,the area which a projection adds
to a room is a sunlit area,even when the sun is at a sharp
angle in relation to the street fagade,thanks to the side
windows of the projection.
Thirdly,the upper floor projections,with their side
windows,widen the view from the rooms. Specifically,the
inhabitants can have full view of the street, as mentioned
earlier,can check their gate.
Finally,the projections are a means of giving the
rooms of the upstairs house a regular (rectangular) shape,
when the downstairs has an irregular shape due to topogra¬
phy , neighbouring plots and street network. This use of the
projections is illustrated by fig.59-
(12) In Turkish, 'salmis', 'sachnisin' or 'sehnisin1, (Dogan, 1975,p.4H) •
(13) From the Latin ' tabulaturn', (Dimitrakos, 1964-,under ' TaBAurtov').
A bourgeois house in
Ioannina.
Pantoulis bourgeois house in
Kastoria.
Manousis mansion in Siatista.
Brisis bourgeois house in
Metsovo.
Fig.57 Upper floor projections of houses
in different towns,(Michaelis,1977,
pp. 198,24-0; Moutsopoulos,1971 ,p.251;
Moutsopoulos,1962,p.34)•
Fig.58 The sunlit area of a room without
or with a projection,(drawn by the author).
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Upper floor plan Ground floor plan
Fig.59 Projections used to correct the irregular
plan of the ground floor. Emmanouel brothers
mansion in Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos, 1962,
pp.76,77).
2.3-6. Windows and lights.
The windows can be distinguished into those of the
ground and those of the upper level of the house. The for¬
mer are smaller than the latter and are protected by metal
bars driven into their frames. Sometimes the bars bow out
towards the street so as to facilitate a side viewing,
(fig.56).
The heads of the ground level windows are either straight
or curved. The curve varying from gentle to a complete semi¬
circle. The glazing of these windows is usually a recent,
20th century,addition. They were not,originally,glazed but
were provided with shutters opening inwards.
The upper level windows are usually divided by wooden
mullionsand transoms. Initially the weather was kept out
by means of shutters like the ones that the ground level
windows had. Glazed panels for the upper windows were in¬
troduced towards the end of the 18th century and are of the
sash type where the top panel is fixed and the lower slides
upwards.
The windows of the upper house are usually rectangular,
with the heads of their frames broader than the jambs. Oc¬
casionally ,however,the heads can be greatly curved but
they never curve to a semicircle. Very characteristically,
and In contrast with the ground level windows,the upper
level ones are often arranged in sets in which heads and
sills extend from one window to the next and visually unite
them,(fig.60).
It must be noted that the sills of the windows of the
upper house are about 50 centimetres above the floor,so
that,when sitting on cushions or low divans placed by them,
one can see outside. We will come to the rooms' interior
design later,but,at present,it is important to observe that
the windows on the street fagade of the house are not al¬
ways placed at equal heights above the girder which sepa¬
rates the lower from the upper house,but at different heights
depending on the various levels of the flooring of the rooms
behind them,(fig.60). It can be suggested that this,toge¬
ther with the grouping of the windows,produces an intere¬
sting visual effect and safeguards the fagade from repeti-
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tion and regular spacing,as far as the window arrangement
is concerned.
The lights provide the interior with extra daylight.
In fact they are the only source of light when the window
shutters are closed,especially before the glazing was in¬
troduced when the shutters would have been more often closed
to keep the weather out. With the introduction,however,of
glazing,the lights lost their daylight providing role and
were used for decorative purposes. Thus we find them more
often in the bourgeois houses and the mansions and in those
of their spaces where decoration was more desirable.
Lights are rectangular with either flat or semicircu¬
lar heads. Sometimes the heads form a segmental or pointed
arch. They are always situated above windows - they do not
occur on their own, (14-). The windows of a room either all
have lights above them or none do. This produces a 'matching'
effect,as much in the room itself as on the fagade of the
house where the windows of different rooms are grouped sepa¬
rately. Therefore,one can guess the number of rooms behind
the fagade by observing the grouping of windows,their dif¬
ferent levels in relation to the girder on the top of the
stone wall and by noticing which of the windows are accom¬
panied by lights,(fig.60).
2.3.7. Wooden supports.
The term wooden supports refers to the posts,columns,
joists,braces and other timbers which are used for suppor¬
ting purposes. There is extensive use of wooden supports
in the structure of the Macedonian house,(fig.61). On the
street fagade,the Macedonian character is manifested by the
braces which hold the upper floor projections. The braces
y
are usually placed at equal intervals under a projection,
rest on one of the stone wall's beams and support a girder
at the end of any projection. Similar- girders,20 by 15 cen¬
timetres, where the floor joists rest,run the length of the
(14-) Unless the creation of windows is not possible or desirable.
See chapter 5,section 5.3*5.
The only example we know where lights do not accompany win¬
dows is the west street fagade of Gounaris popular house,Veria.
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Fig.60 Tzidos bourgeois house in Veria,street fagade,
(Moutsopoulos, 1.967,illustration part,p. 198).
The dotted line indicates the different levels
of the rooms,(room spacing and floor line
added by the present author).
Fig. 61 Axonometric drawing of Sior Manolakis mansion
in Veria,showing the extensive use of timber
in the Macedonian house,(Moutsopoulos,1971,
p.203).
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stone wall emphasising the demarcation between the lower
and the upper house.
Also,the quoins of the upper floor expose the posts
of their frame wall revealing that the strength of this
wall lies in its wooden skeleton and adding variety to the
overall look,(fig.62). Perhaps the exposure of the wooden
supports shows a desire to exhibit,rather than conceal,the
structural elements of the house. This is more evident on
the yard fagade where one can observe how the joists and
posts bear the load of the house/With the exception of the
colonnade of the gallery where the columns are placed at
regular intervals,the posts of the covered walk are placed
where needed for an even distribution of the incumbent
house's weight. Also,there are only as many posts as needed,
measuring 15 by 20 or 20 by 20 centimetres,which suggests
that the builder had a good knowledge of the behaviour and
capacity of wood. An equal distribution of the bearing
forces not only saves on timber but also obviates the se¬
curing of the posts on the ground. Thus the joists just
rest on the posts and the latter,in turn,on flat stones
which protect them from the dampness of the soil,(fig.61).
This flexibility at the joints neutralizes distortions
and other consequences which would have resulted from the
pressure of horizontal forces,like earthquakes for example.
The capitals are wooden and oblong,placed parallel
to the supported joist. They are thinner towards their
ends to give an even distribution of the weights from the
joists through the posts. In the case where there are no
capitals,the contact between post and joist is secured
with a pair of wooden ties tenon joined with the post,
giving the impression of a capital. Finally,it is intere¬
sting to notice that a corner capital does not have equal
lengths on either side of the post: it is longer at the
inner side; more evidence of the builder's knowledge of
wooden structures,(fig.63). There is evidence,therefore,
that such knowledge has allowed the builder to produce an
economic,elegant and simple structure which has proved to
Fig.62 Manousis mansion in Siatista,
(photographed by the author).
Fig.63 Examples of capitals,(b,e,f), and capital¬
like ties,(a,c,d). On the right,a corner
capital. (Moutsopoulos,1971,pp.394-,395).
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be strong through the years. The houses are 100 to 200
years old and in most of them it is not only their stone
walls that hold them but also their wooden supports,
(fig.64).
2.3.8. The covered walk.
Section 2.2.2. shows the role of the covered walk in
the articulation of the spaces of the ground floor of the
Macedonian house. From a morphological point of view,the
walk produces an opposite effect on the yard fagade to
that which the stone wall produces on the street fagade.
In other words,the 'void' of the covered walk makes the
upper house look as if it is suspended in the air while
on the street fagade,the upper house rests gracefully on
the 'solidity' of the stone wall,(fig.65).
In the case where the covered walk is fully open to
the yard,there are two demarcation cues,(besides the fact
that the covered walk is roofed),which make concrete the
difference between the semi-open and the open,between the
separate uses of the two spaces and the degree to which
one is related to the other. These demarcations are,the
paving of the covered walk and the posts that support the
upper house on its side towards the yard. The walk is
paved either with flat stones or pebbles. Darker or ligh¬
ter pebbles were used to create geometric or other patterns
in a decorative manner. The posts are occasionally spaced
at regular intervals creating a colonnade where the paving
stops,(fig.66).
In the case where the covered walk is closed,its pa¬
ving extends into some part of the yard,partly re-establi¬
shing the continuity which has been interrupted by the
dividing wall that has replaced the colonnade,(fig.67).
Whether open or closed to the yard,the covered walk
is the space associated with the ground level activities
of the house. It therefore has a simplicity in its design,
a ' spartan', inornate look, (fig. 64.) .
Fig.64 G. Sforzos mansion in Ampelakia: the covered
walk,(1983 Calendar of the Commercial Bank
of Greece). The wooden supports date from 1787.
Fig.6$ Hatziantoniou popular house in Veria,street and yard
fagades,(Moutsopoiilos,1967,illustration part,p.158).
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Fig.67 G. Sforzos mansion - ground floor plan,
(Moutsopoulos,1975,p.15)•
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Fig.66 Plan of the covered wall: and yard




It has already been noted that the gallery is always
on the yard fagade of the house and that it gives access
to all the other rooms of the upper level. As in the case
of the covered walk,the side of the gallery towards the
yard can be either open or closed. When open,it is provided
with an elegant colonnade and balustrade,(fig.68); when
closed,the colonnade is replaced by a set of windows and
lights,(fig.69)• Occasionally,the two are combined: the
colonnade and balustrade remain while very closely behind
them come the windows and lights. Thus,the largest part of
the gallery is indoors with a long strip of it outdoors
creating a loggia,(fig.70) .
A question that arises from the fact that in some
houses the gallery is open and in some closed,is whether
this was determined by the climate of the different regions
in Macedonia,or whether it was optional,or fashionable,de¬
pending on the period in which they were built. Siatista
is located on high ground and its houses exhibit closed
galleries; those of Veria,which is on lower ground than
Siatista and has a milder climate,exhibit open ones. How¬
ever,in Ioannina,they have either open or closed. More
specifically,those houses in Ioannina built after 1820
usually have closed galleries,while the older houses have
open,(15). In Ampelakia too,the older houses (18th century)
had open galleries,(16),which,in a later period,were closed,
like the case of G. Sforzos mansion,(17). So,one may con¬
clude that the period in which the houses were built rather
than climate determined whether galleries were open or
closed. It may also be noted that the open gallery was fol¬
lowed by the closed,something to be remembered in the classifi¬
cation of the house plan in chapter 3.
(15) Michaelis,1977,p.218.
(16) Megas,194-6,p.106.
(17) Ibid,p.96 and Moutsopoulos,1975,p.74-.
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Fig.68 Open gallery in a Verian house,
(Moutsopoulos,1967,illustration
part,p.67).
Fig.69 G. Sforzos mansion in Ampelakia - yard fagade,
(Moutsopoulos,1975,p.13)•





It is not so much the form of the staircase but its
position in the house and the way it connects the floors
which is characteristic. In most houses,the staircase is
situated within the covered walk and leads onto the gal¬
lery,the heart of the upper house. It does so through an
opening in the floor. The opening is usually provided
with a wooden 'lid',hinged on the floor,which can be locked
and secured only from upstairs. It provides extra security
for the living quarters of the house and,of course,keeps
out the draught from the semi-open covered walk.
The staircase has a simple constructions pair of
strings with treads at regular intervals,(fig.71). However,
it can have risers and a proper balustrade with carved ba¬
lusters,as in the richer houses. Also,the first few steps
can be made of stone to prevent the wood being in contact
with damp ground.
Apart from a very few mansions,the staircases of which
become a strong element in their design for purely decora¬
tive reasons,the staircase in most houses,(popular,bour¬
geois and mansions),is a light,inconspicuous structure: it
is there for its main function,to connect two levels. It
occupies the least possible space,because it is usually
narrow and steep,even in those houses where space is no
problem.
2.3-11- The roof.
The construction of the roof,in general,is one of tiles
or slates carried by wooden battens and rafters which,in
turn,are supported by purlins. Roof trusses are used where
needed (i.e. for spans greater than 6 metres). It is unne¬
cessary to go into further structural details,but rather
concentrate on those features of the roof which are funda¬
mental to. the Macedonian character of the house.
The Macedonian roof slopes up from all sides of the
building,i.e. there are no gable walls. The angles of the
slopes are not over 25°. Multiple hips enable the roof to
account for the irregularities of the house plan and the












derably all around the house. They are supported by bracket
which are characteristically exposed and,in certain exam¬
ples,they reach lengths up to 1.4-0 metres. Sometimes, over
the quoins of the building,the eaves are rounded,producing
an effect of roof continuity,especially when the plan ir¬
regularities and the upper floor projections produce a frag
mentary roof plan,(fig.73) •
As roof gutters were not used,the projecting eaves
prevent rainwater from falling on the walls or directly ont
the foundations of the house. From an aesthetic point of
view,the eaves provide a definite finishing line for the
vertical rise of the house and they match the upper floor
projections,especially in the way their brackets jut out
similar to the way the floor joists of the projections are
exposed and held by the braces,(fig.73)•
2.3-12. Interior design and decoration.
In the discussion of the articulation of spaces in the
house,reference is made to a few aspects of how the spaces
were used by the inhabitants. This section elaborates and
concentrates on those features of the interior design that
are characteristic of the Macedonian house and of the man¬
ner in which it was used.
The ground area of the house was for storing and wor¬
king purposes and its use varied depending on the profes¬
sion of the owner and,thus,on the category (i.e. popular,
bourgeois , mansion) of the house. Nevertheless,the 'kitchen'
of the house is situated on the ground floor and is acces¬
sible either from the yard or the covered walk. The term
kitchen is not really appropriate because it could lead
one to confuse the Macedonian with the contemporary. The
former is basically a space where bread was kneaded,once
in so many days,and food provisions were generally prepared
and atored. Bread was baked in special ovens,i.e. closed
receptacles made of stone and mud,(fig.74),which are
usually situated out in the open yard. When such an oven
was lit for the baking of bread,food would also be cooked
there. The well,too,is not situated in the kitchen,but out
in the yard or in the covered walk. However,there are occa-




sions in which either the oven, or the well,or even both
are included in the kitchen,as,for example,in Samaras man
sion illustrated by fig.75. In this example one notices
that the oven was combined with a fireplace,where the coo¬
king of food is more convenient. Nevertheless,food was not
cooked there daily,because it was also cooked in the every
day,or family,rooms which are situated in the upper area
of the house,(18). Therefore,the Macedonian kitchen need
not be equipped with cooking and water supply facilities
and was not used daily. For both these reasons it is situa
ted in the ground area of the house near the yard and the
covered walk which contain the oven and the well,but which
at the same time,are not designed for everyday living.
The upper area of the house is designed for living
purposes and its inner arrangement is basically the same
whether the house is popular,bourgeois or mansion. General
speaking,the spaces of the upper part of the house are di¬
stinguished into those designated for summer and those for
winter use. They are further distinguished into private
and reception rooms,(19).
The summer spaces are always situated on the top sto¬
rey while the winter ones are in the mezzanine,with the
exception of the 'best' winter room which is on the top.
Thin frame-walls,many openings and high ceilings are cha¬
racteristics of the summer spaces which can either be in¬
dividual rooms or specially designated and furnished 're¬
cesses' in the gallery. In contrast,thick stone walls,
fewer openings and low ceilings characterize the winter
spaces,as expected,since the latter are situated in the
mezzanine,(fig.76).
The living spaces are not meant to cater for the va¬
rious aspects of living separately,i.e. each of them is
not designated for a single purpose such as eating or slee
ping. So,one does not find bedrooms,dining rooms etc.
Everyday dining,sleeping and,often,cooking occurred in cer¬
tain rooms of the house that can be called everyday living
or family rooms. The poorer of the houses have only one
(18) Michaelis,1977,p.238.
(19) Ibid,pp.234-235.
Fig.75 Samaras mansion in Ampelakia - ground floor
plan,(Moutsopoulos,1975,p.65).
Fig.76 Stamatas bourgeois house in Ioannina,
(Michaelis,1977,p.205).
such room which is not always provided with a proper fire¬
place, but may have a specially prepared 'corner', called
'furnello',that can accept a fire,but has no chimney,and
was used for cooking,(20).
The reception spaces are bigger and more decorated
than the living ones. This is why they are called best
rooms. In the popular houses there is only one reception
room; in the bourgeois and mansions there are more than
one,amongst which the best winter and summer rooms that are
always situated on the top storey. The reason for the best
winter room being situated on the top floor and not on the
mezzanine,together with the other winter spaces,is that,
as a reception room,it is only proper that it be on the
storey which is more decorated and looked after. Besides,
the mezzanine also includes working spaces. For example,
that of the house in fig.76 includes spaces where leather
was tanned,(21)-it is unconventional for a reception room
to be situated next to a tannery.
Finally,the gallery served as a reception space,too.
It was there where all the big social gatherings,parties
etc. took place. This was only natural,as the gallery is
the biggest of all spaces in the house and the best lit,
too. It lacks heating,though the crowd and the wine must
have made up for that. In the gallery,particularly of the
mansions,there is a specially arranged 'stand' for the
musicians,(22). It is either situated beside the stair¬
case landing,as,for example,in Aivazis mansion in Kastoria,
or it is situated above the staircase,as in Tsiatsiapas
mansion,also in Kastoria,(fig.77). The ends of the projec¬
tions of the gallery are arranged as sitting recesses,
usually secluded by a pair of columns and balustrades,
(fig.78). Therefore,the musicians stand and the recesses
of the gallery are discreetly out of the way,leaving a free
central space which,in the- everyday living,served as a cir¬
culation area giving access to the rooms and,on special





Fig.77 The musicians' stand above the
staircase in the gallery of
Tsiatsiapas mansion in Kastoria,
(Moutsopoulos, 1962,p.7-6).
Fig.78 Sitting recess in the
gallery of the top storey
of Natzis mansion in Kastoria,
(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.38).
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Elements of the interior design such as the musicians
stand and the recesses of the gallery are found in the
richer of the houses,i.e. the mansions. The popular houses
and some bourgeois ones do not exhibit such elements. How¬
ever,all categories of houses exhibit a standard design in
their everyday and reception rooms. Thus one may talk about
fixed characteristics of a room's interior design. These
are the fireplace,the cupboard and the low divans.
a) The fireplace was for heating and cooking purpo¬
ses; for the latter it occurs even in the summer rooms
where heating is unnecessary. However,the decorative value
of the fireplace itself,or of it in combination with the
other furnishing of the rooms,must have been desirable and
a necessary supplement to the interior design. This can be
assumed from 'fake' fireplaces that occur in certain houses,
that is,decorative hearths without chimneys,(23). Also,the
fact that the fireplace in the so called 'eagle room' of
G. Sforzos mansion in Ampelakia has never been 'smoked',
either by heating or cooking,so that the fresco inside its
hearth would not be ruined,(24-), proves its decorative value
for the room.
The construction of fireplaces was expensive,(25).
This is why the poorer of the popular houses do not have
any,or have only one. The richer the house is,the more
fireplaces one finds. They must have been a sign of wealth,
because some of them were used only rarely,if at all. Still
in Macedonia and in the rest of Greece,there is an expres¬
sion "eivai aTTO KaXo T^atci", (he/she comes from a 'good
fireplace',i.e. a good home),which shows how the fireplace
was an indication of wealth and,consequently,it served as
a measure of wealth and status.
b) The cupboard can be the common type with a series
of shutters opening towards the room interior,or it can
be of the walk-in type. In both cases It is fixed on the
wall where the door is so that,after opening the room
door,one can walk straight to the cupboard without actually
(23) Michaelis,1977,p.2/6.
(21+) Moutsopoulos,1975,p.76.
(25) See chapter 5,section 5.5.1. See also Michaelis,1977,p.203-
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entering the room. This is because the cupboard,apart from
serving the room as a space where various objects,coverings
etc. were kept , was also a 'secret' space from where the
young girls could watch the guests from behind latticed
openings , (fig.79)• They did so sitting on a raised plat¬
form,inside the cupboard,which they reached with a ladder,
(26). The fapade of the cupboard towards the room is trea¬
ted with wooden panels arranged geometrically. It also car¬
ries niches,where small objects,drinks,various offerings
for guests etc. were placed,and shelves which close with
hinged shutters. It is worth noticing that the cupboards
are placed against the interior dividing walls. Thus,sound
and heat insulation is achieved. Also,as the side of the
cupboard faces the door of the room,(fig.79),direct views
from the gallery into the room are blocked.
c) The low divans are always placed along the walls
and preferably under the windows so that,when seated,one
is able to look out. During the day the inhabitants sat or
lay on the divans,at night they slept there,after having
made them up using the appropriate coverings pnd pillows
which were kept in the cupboard. It must be noted that the
divans themselves and the way they were used,either for sit
ting or lying on,is an important point of difference betwee
the Eastern and European ways,the European way meant eating
while sitting on chairs around a table and sleeping in
beds,(27). According to the Eastern way,the divans were
where one sat to eat,or lay back to relax,talk,or sleep.
One sees why in the Macedonian house there was no distinc¬
tion such as bedrooms or dining rooms.
The arrangement of the fixed characteristics of a Ma¬
cedonian room is also predetermined: the fireplace is situa
ted either between two windows or between two niches of the
wall. On either side of the fireplace there are divans bea¬
ring mattresses dressed with colourful coverings and cu¬
shions. Finally,the cupboard usually occupies the wall oppo¬
site the fireplace,that is,the wall along which there is no
(26) This and other socio-cultural matters are dealt with in chapter /+•
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Fig.79 The cupboard of the best winter
room in Stamatas bourgeois house
in Ioannina,(Michaelis,1977,p.47;
plan drawn by the present author),
Fig.80 Examples of room interiors: left,the best summer room in
Tositsas mansion in Metsovo; right,a room in Violas
bourgeois house in Metsovo,(Michaelis,1977,p.253).
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divan.
Apart from the fireplace,the divans and the cupboard,
which are permanently fitted on the walls and floor,the
only additional furniture was a low round table placed in
front of the fireplace where food,coffee and refreshments
were served; the occasional chest,where clothes and linen
were kept and,finally,thick carpets that covered the floor,
(fig.80).
In most houses,at least in their best rooms,the walls
are panelled. The panelling starts from the floor and stops
at the heads of the windows. It matches that of the cup¬
board and of the window shutters,so that when the latter
are closed a 'soft' wooden surface embraces the room on all
sides and a warm atmosphere is created. It must be noted
that the panelling of the cupboard is at equal height to
that of the walls so that all round the room it stops level
with the heads of the windows.
It was noted earlier,that,the gallery,in everyday li¬
ving,is used for circulation and gives access to the various
rooms of the house. As the rooms hardly ever communicate
with one another,each functions as a separate unit and ex¬
hibits the standard interior design.It can be noted that,
this design creates a particular recess for sitting and
lying which is distinct from the circulation space of the
gallery. This is usually emphasized in the rooms themselves
by the raising of the recess: the space which includes the
divans and the fireplace is raised by one step,so that the
room may acquire a ciculation and a recess area. On ente¬
ring the room one took off one's shoes,(28). This was only
appropriate in order to proceed into the recess which was
covered with the best carpets and various other clean cove¬
rings where people sat or lay. The distinction between the
two areas of the room is further emphasized by a pair of
columns and balustrades,(fig.81).
The change in level between the circulation area and
the recess was made by placing additional planking on top
(28) Megas,194-6,p.96.
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Fig.81 The best summer room in Tsiatsiapas
mansion in Kastoria,(drawn by the author).
Fig.82 Top storey plan of Tsiatsiapas mansion
in Kastoria and projection of the ceiling
decoration on plan,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.237).
of the actual floor,consequently the ceiling of the spaces
below remains flat. The patterns of the ceiling follow the
different floor levels and contribute to the distinction
between the circulation areas and the recesses,(fig.82).
Such ornate ceilings,however,like those in fig.82,are found
only in the mansions. Here,decorative patterns,murals etc.
continue on the walls and reach down to the panelled dado,
(fig.83).
In the mansion,the lights are also ornamented: they
bear two fixed panels,an external and an internal. The ex¬
ternal is divided into small panes by gypsum bars,usually
arranged diagonally. On the internal,small panes of coloured
glass are set in an ornate framework,also made of gypsum,
used very finely and skilfully for the creation of decora¬
tive patterns which,in combination with the different colou¬
rings of the glass , produce a striking effect, (f ig . 84-) . The
daylight through the coloured lights creates a unique atmo¬
sphere , appreciated more when experiencing it rather than
having it described.
Concluding the description of the interior design,we
have found that most of a room's furnishing is permanently
fitted,predetermined and unmovable. As the way of life and
the habits of the occupants did not require specially desig¬
nated rooms for the different aspects of living,a fact which
enabled a certain flexibility in the choice of rooms depen¬
ding on the season of the year,the design of the rooms is
typical for each and every one of them. It also accounts
for all categories of house. The only difference is that the
mansions have a lot of ornamentation. Such ornamentation
cannot be considered as a fixed characteristic of the Mace¬
donian house,because,although we are not in a position to
attest whether people of the popupular and bourgeois classes
would have embellished their house interiors had they had
the financial comfort ,of the upper class,it can equally be
argued that,maybe the mansion owners liked to surround them¬
selves with,what they considered to be,nice things in pro¬
fusion , whereas the owners of the bourgeois and popular hou¬
ses had diffent views on the matter. Furthermore,as much of
the ornamentation of the mansion is copying baroque,Arabic,
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Fig.83 Ornate interior of the best summer
room in Natzis mansion in Kastoria,
(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.l6).
Fig.84. Lights - internal view: a. and b.
from Siatista,(Michaelis,1977,p.278);
c. from Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos, 1962,
p.16).
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Helenistic and other motifs,it can be argued that it shows
the desire of their owners to keep afresh memories that
they alone had from their travels abroad to big,wealthy and
prosperous cities; to keep afresh the different kind of art
(i.e. not Macedonian) that they had experienced and had been
attracted to and,finally,to keep afresh the freedom they
had experienced: a consolation in their society which was
under the Ottoman yoke.
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CHAPTER THREE
CLASSIFICATION OF THE MACEDONIAN HOUSE PLANS
3.1. Premises.
In discussing the articulation of spaces in section
2.2. of the previous chapter the plan of the Macedonian
house is shown diagrammatically. To facilitate a fuller
comprehension of the plan,this chapter is concerned with
placing the variable number of spaces on plan. That is,
certain 'plan types' are established so as to classify the
Macedonian houses with regard to both the number of their
spaces and the way these are placed on plan for the reali¬
zation of the given articulation which remains unchanged.
For example,in any given house one notices the same arti¬
culation in which a gallery gives access to rooms,of which
the number and their position in relation to the gallery
may vary. All possible plan arrangements that are manifest
by the individual floors of the Macedonian houses are co¬
vered by the plan types introduced here.
This house plan classification is based on certain ob¬
servations from the study of the Macedonian house:
a. From the simplest plan to the more elaborate,the
notion of an open or semi-open,colonnaded space placed along
a closed,Inner one is evident. In other words,a covered
walk or gallery faces the yard and gives access to rooms
at the back of the house,(fig.85).
b. These rooms are divisions of a broad fronted en¬
closure,a cell,which can be either single spaced or can
have up to three major divisions. By 'major divisions' it
m
is meant that these do not communicate directly with each
other,but only via the gallery,and thus remain relatively
autonomous. A modification can occur where the middle of
the three divisinons may be fully open to the gallery,(fig.86).
c. As a broad fronted enclosure,the cell's length is
always greater than its depth. The length is,however,limited
to a ratio of 3:1- That is,its length can be up to three
times its depth meaning,in turn,that its maximum of three
divisions can be approximately square in plan,(fig.87).
d. The gallery can have up to three sides open: the
front only,the front and one end or the front and both ends.
The term 'open' is here intended to include the cases which
are glazed,too,(1),(fig.88).
e. This limit on the length of the cell places a limit
on the number of spaces,i.e. basically four spaces consi¬
sting of three major ones in the cell plus the gallery.
Should the need for more spaces arise these are taken from
the gallery. More specifically a fifth and sixth major space
can be created by dividing off first one and then the other
end of the gallery; the centre always being left free,whe¬
ther completely open to the yard or bearing windows. Alter¬
natively , ins tead of making the additional spaces at the ex¬
pense of the gallery,rooms may be built out from the long
open side,the front,of the gallery at both ends,(fig.89) .
An example of typical plans manifesting the observa¬
tions a,b and c above is shown in fig.90: the ground and
upper floors of that particular house express the notion
in which a long covered walk and gallery,respectively,are
placed along broad fronted cells,in this case,each divided
into two,non-communicating major spaces. The cell's length
is greater than its depth. The way in which one end of the
covered walk or gallery can be used for an extra room,as
in observation d,is shown in fig.91.
We note, there-fore, that the floor plan types of the
Macedonian houses arise from a broad fronted cell with a
(1) As seen in chapter 2,section 2.3-9, open galleries of the 18th
century were followed by glazed ones in the 19th century.
Fig.85 The covered walk or gallery
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Fig.86 Divisions of the cell. A: single spaced, B,C: two divisions,
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Fig.87 Dimensions of the cell.
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Fig.88 Degree of openness of gallery,
a: both ends closed,
b,c: one end closed,
d: all three sides open.
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Fig.89 a,b,c: spaces taken from the gallery,
d,e,f: additional spaces built out from the front of
the gallery,
g: variation of f where the gallery colonnade is
placed in line with the additional spaces.
(All figures drawn by the author)
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Fig.92 Patounas popular house in Agios Akakios,
(Megas, 194-6, p. 44-) •
gallery along its front. This is illustrated by the house
in fig.92 which is the result of two consequent building
operations: the shaded walls show that,initially,the ground
and upper floors each had three rooms. With the later addi¬
tion of the rooms taken from the left ends of the covered
walk and gallery respectively each floor acquired a new
total of four rooms.
Based on the observations a,b,c,d and e, a taxonomy
of the house floor plans places them in five groups,depen¬
ding on how the cell is divided. Each of these groups can
consist of 29 plan types,depending on the number of open
sides (three,two or one) and closed spaces (one or more,
whether within the gallery or added on to the front of it)
which comprise the gallery:
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GROUP A, Plan-types A1-A29.
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3.2. Examples of plan types.
Example 1.
Tsiatsiapas mansion, finished in 1754. in Kastoria. The
plans of the floors of the mansion are evidence of a direct
application of the notion of a broad fronted cell with a
long gallery on its front. There are a ground,mezzanine and
two upper storeys.
The plans of the ground,mezzanine and the first upper
storey are equivalent to plan type D2,that is the cell is
divided into three spaces while the covered walk of the
ground floor and the galleries of the mezzanine and the
first upper floor run the full length of the building and
have blind,closed,left ends,right and front ones bearing
windows. The second upper storey manifests plan type E1
where the cell has its middle space open to the gallery,the
latter having windows and lights on all three sides,(fig.93)•
Example 2.
Sapoutzis mansion,built near the end of the 18th cen¬
tury in Kastoria. There are a ground,a mezzanine and two
upper floors. Of them,the ground is equivalent to plan type
C4 where the cell is divided in two spaces,a large one on
the left and a smaller on the right,and the covered walk
has a room at its left end. The first upper floor manifests
plan type D14 ' the cell is divided in three major spaces
(of which the left is sub-divided in two) and the gallery
has one room on its left while its right end is blind,
(fig.94)•
Example 3.
Saraphopoulos mansion at Pinakates on Mt. Pelion. The
ground floor manifests plan type A2,where there is a single
spaced cell and the covered walk has a blind left end. The
mezzanine and upper floor are both of pl-an type B4,that is,













Fig.94 Sapoutzis mansion in Kastoria, (Moutsopoulos,1962,p..42
Fig. 95 Saraphopoulos bourgeois house in Pinakates,
(Dimakopoulos,1981,fig.156).
Example 4.
The ground and upper floors of Ioannidis mansion in
Ioannina are both of the type D17,where the cell is divided
into three spaces,the gallery having two rooms,one at its
left and the other at its right end. One notices that the
cell on the upper floor appears to exhibit five spaces,but
actually it is the middle and the right major divisions
which are each sub-divided in two smaller spaces,(fig.96).
Example 5•
Figure 97 shows a popular house at Paliouri village
of the Chalkidiki peninsula. Unfortunately,there are no
plans of the house but one can see that it is typical of
the arrangement in which the gallery has two rooms,one on
each end,while its front is open. The same arrangement ac¬
counts for the previous example 4 > a fact which confirms
that there were not different plan types for the different
categories of house.
Example 6.
The ground floor of Alexiou mansion in Siatista,with
a single spaced cell and two major spaces on either end of
the covered walk,manifests plan type A17 (the small room
on the right cannot be considered as a major space). The
upper floor of the mansion is plan type E17 since the cell
is divided into three major spaces of which the middle one
is open to the gallery,(fig.98).
Example 7.
The mezzanine of Neratzis mansion in Kastoria is plan
type E22 where the middle space of the cell is open to the
gallery and the latter has two spaces projecting from both
ends (left and right) of its front. The upper floor differs
from the mezzanine in that the middle space of the cell is
not open to the gallery. Thus,the upper floor is represen¬
tative of plan type D22,(fig.99)•
Example 8.
Mitousis mansion in Kastoria,built near the end of
the 19th century,has a D26 mezzanine ana an E26 upper floor.
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yard facade
Fig.96 Ioannidis mansion in Ioannina,
(Michaelis,1977,pp.209,210,215).







































Fig.100 Mitousis mansion in Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos, 1962,p.22).
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That is,both the galleries of the mezzanine and upper floor
have similar arrangements,though the arrangement of the
cells varies,(fig.100).
CHAPTER FOUR
MACEDONIAN SOCIETY & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
4.1. Aspects of the Macedonian society.
4.1.1. Preliminaries.
The goal of the work in the first three chapters is
the description of the Macedonian town and house and the
outline of their features.Little attempt is made to see
this architecture through the patterns of life that it shel¬
tered. The object of this chapter is to study those patterns
that were characteristic of the Macedonian society and to
project them onto the picture that is formed from the des¬
cription in the previous chapters. In this manner,a dry
description of the kind "...the lower part of the Macedo¬
nian house is heavy and solid while its upper part is light
with many large windows..." will cease to be a straight¬
forward report of what our eyes see and will become the em¬
bodiment of many interdependent meanings which the archi¬
tecture of a people has.
The creation of an architecture is a complex phenome¬
non. All the explanations are variations on a single theme:
a people with certain attitudes,ideals and skills respond
to a certain physical environment. Its responses are due
to social,cultural,ritual,economic,physical and other fac¬
tors which affect the form of the architectural product.
The latter can be explained in terms of these factors and
so become meaningful.
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However,since patterns of culture,rituals and social
behaviour are always associated with those of previous ge¬
nerations , architecture too should be looked at in view of
past structures. The degree of dependence on past genera¬
tions must be measured. Therefore the architecture of a
people can be looked at in two ways: Firstly,whether it
makes concrete a people's aims,desires and needs which are
due to social,cultural,ritual,economic,physical etc. factors,
Secondly,whether it reacts to the architecture of previous
generations as if the latter was the actual environmental
stimulus.
This chapter is concerned with Macedonian architec¬
ture in the first sense,as the aims,desires and needs of
the population of Macedonia during the 18th and 19th cen¬
turies were deeply influenced by social and economic factors
so that the urban structure of towns was organized around
new socio-economic systems. Chapters five and six deal with
Macedonian architecture in the second sense,that is,to ex¬
plore its origin and its dependence on previous generations.
A sociological fact which was significant for Macedo¬
nian society is the diffusion of certain traits: although
this society was composed of nationalities with different
cultural backgrounds,human imitativeness and socio-economic
processes resulted in a certain 'cultural' integration. For
reasons which are not difficult to explain,as discussed
later,although this integration allowed,on the one hand,
the establishment of a co-operative and symbiotic society,
it was never,on the other hand,complete enough to create
a single culture,a culture that one would have called 'Ma¬
cedonian'. Each nationalty had its own distinctive traits,
as well as some in common with the others,like those of co¬
stume,of techniques and of economic exchange. For example,
Greek and Turkish men were dressed in the same style but
wore different turbans,(1). Nevertheless,the different na¬
tionalities had impressed distinctive goals and motivations
upon these traits such that,although ostensibly similar,they
in fact had a different significance for each nationality.
(1) Simopoulos,1976,pp.308,788.
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For example,the presence of women's quarters in Greek and
Turkish houses served different purposes,i.e. the Greek
ones were not harems. An elaboration on the subject of cul¬
tural integration is not intended at present,(2),neither
is an examination of the distinctive traits of each natio¬
nality. However,certain common characteristics will be out¬
lined in looking at the Macedonian society as one of sym¬
biosis, where the groups are unlike and the relations of
mutual dependence are complementary,(3)•
4-. 1.2. A new urban class - An example.
In the beginning of the 18th century the urban struc¬
ture was reorganized around new socio-economic systems. This
was due to the emergence of a new urban class,the bourgeoisie.
Its involvement with commercial affairs and with the manu¬
facturing of specialized commodities accelerated the social
rhythm of the towns. The population was orientated towards
new economies and thus adjusted itself to a new social struc¬
ture that was reflected in the structure of urban space.
A family that started the business of dying cotton
threads,for example,designated the ground and mezzanine areas
of its house for this purpose. With the expansion of the
business,not only had the working spaces of the house to be¬
come larger,but also more working hands had to be hired. The
poor agricultural population provided the workers who were
needed,as,for them,this was an opportunity to secure a higher
as well as a steady income. Many families started their own
business that either dealt with the production or the fur¬
ther conveyance of commodities to the big commercial centres
of the Turkish state,or to the markets abroad. Soon produc¬
tion became a town affair, (4-) , where the workshops and the
(2) For a further discussion on the diffusion of traits in a cultural
integration see: Benedict, 1971,pp.174--177.
(3) Whereas in 'commensal' societies the groups are alike and the re¬
lations are supplementary,(Bullock-Stallybrass,1977).
(A) A town's prosperity was based on the production of a single pro¬
duct rather than a variety. This can be explained by the fact that,
whether due to local skills or resources,the quality of a certain
product was superior to that of similar products found elsewhere.
Thus it was in great demand in the home market as well as foreign
ones and the town concentrated on the production of this success-
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storing spaces became organic elements of the houses,and
the manufacturers,merchants and workers were all inhabitants
of the town. The town itself became the production space
and not the surrounding fields,as the agricultural activi¬
ties were replaced by the industrial and commercial. The
town grew bigger,so did the houses; but most importantly,
the form of the town,in general,and the form of the house,
in particular,was no longer dictated predominantly by the
topography and the culture of a land worker,nor by the di¬
vergence between conqueror and conquered,(5),but by the new
urban social and economic transformations.
A good example,illustrating these transformations on
a town scale,is the case of Ampelakia. Before the bourgeoisie
appeared,the town plan followed,firstly,the topographical
and,secondly,the social factors. The centre of the town was
by the old church,built in 1580,and the rest stretched along
the contour lines,eastwards and westwards,and along the path
leading to the valley below. With the emergence of industry
and commerce,the manufacturers and the merchants combined
their homes,workshops and storage spaces in big mansions,
some of which were built by the old centre while others
created a new centre towards the west side of the town. The
workers built their homes in small groups around these man¬
sions. Thus a bipolar plan was created in which the invol¬
vement of the inhabitants with the mansion-workshops was
clearly reflected. Meanwhile,as the population turned from
agriculture to industry and commerce,the town was in need
of food,clothing etc. that the nearby countryside could no
longer provide. Therefore,shops began to appear providing
not only the essentials but also additional commodities
which the increased living standards of the population de¬
manded. A commercial centre was created in the most suitable
position,between the two urban centres,(fig.101).
Besides Ampelakia,other towns witnessed similar in¬
fluences on their urban structures from the emergence of
full product. For example see: Moutsopoulos,1975,pp.29-36,on the
art of dying cotton threads in Ampelakia.





















Fig.101 Layout of Ampelakia,(compilation of three
drawings from Rizikares,1981,pp.35,38,39;
circles by the present author).
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the bourgeoisie. But,in those towns which were inhabited
by various nationalities and not exclusively by a single
nationality,like Ampelakia or Siatista for instance,(6),
formal elements of the townscape,such as the grouping of
the houses into blocks,neighbourhoods etc.,were not only
dependent on the position of the mansion-workshops (in
other words dependent on socio-economic factors) but on
socio-cultural factors too. The position of a church de¬
termined the formation of a Greek neighbourhood,while the
position of a mosque excluded the proximity of a church.
In order to examine the interdependence between ar¬
chitecture and social,cultural and economic aspects,we
must first discuss the aspects themselves. Especially those
that are related with the symbiotic,interdependent,charac¬
ter of the Macedonian society.
4. 1.3. The Turkish authorities.
Since the time of the first settlement of the Turks
at the close of the 14-th "century, the territory of Macedonia
was divided into 'hasses',i.e. public lands belonging to
the sultan,to his family and to the Turkish elite,and into
larger or smaller fiefs,which belonged to the Turkish ca¬
valry soldiers,(fig.102). Fiefs were also given to certain
notables of Greek or Slav descent,all of whom had converted
to I slam,(7).
Militarily and politically,Macedonia was divided into
' sanjaks',provinces,each of which was headed by a 'bey',(8).
Also,each of the larger towns had a 'pasha' acting as go¬
vernor of the town and of those towns and villages in its
environs. The pasha had mainly political authority while the
military and the judicial authority belonged to the 'aga'
and the 'mulla' respectively. Other officials were the va¬
rious 'mutesellims' who were appointed by a pasha as acting
(6) See section 4.2.2.
(7) The ancestors of these landowners were holders of military fiefs
of Byzantine Macedonia who did not resist the Turks and offered
their services to the sultan,so that their fiefs would continue
to be recognized. By the 17th century they had all converted to
Islam,(Vacalopoulos,1973,PP-100,102).
(8) Darco,1922-1923,pp.197,198 and Todorov,1953,pp.196-197.'Bey' was
a political and military Turkish title,(Dimitrakos,1964,under 'yircps'
governors of the towns in his jurisdiction and the 'kadis'
who had judicial power,(9).
The beys and the pashas enjoyed a certain autonomy wi¬
thin the Ottoman state. They could run their affairs inde¬
pendently, so long as they paid the due share of the taxes
collected to the sultan and were able to have an army ready
at the disposal of the State whenever required. Thus the
different provinces of Macedonia depended indirectly on
t
State policy, but directly on the policies of the various
beys and pashas,a fact which explains the variability of
conditions from one province to another. However,the prime
concern of the Turkish authorities was their own enrichment,
which they managed by means of heavy taxation levied upon
the 'rayas' (the non-Muslim subjects of the Turkish state)
and by various devious or extortionate devices which became
a continuous burden on the rayas,(10). The result of the
heavy taxation and the corrupt Turkish authorities was that,
up to the first half of the 18th century,the rayas avoided
any obvious initiative in production. They neglected agri¬
culture,did not build rich houses and in general did not
try to attain something which they would not be allowed to
keep,(11). Furthermore,whether due to the incapability or
the indifference of the Turkish authorities to establish
security,especially in the country,in towns lacking a strong
army guard and,not rarely,in towns with such a guard,it was
not uncommon for a variety of plunderers to enter towns
virtually unchallenged,(12). The security of one's home be-
(9) Svoronos,1956,pp.14,15,20.
(10) The tricks which the Turkish authorities used in order to extract
money from the rayas were known as 'avanies',a word of Italian
origin meaning 'slanders', (Dimitrakos,1964.,under 'agavia'). The
Turks,with a slanderous accusation towards individuals,or whole
communities,would demand either heads or money. For examples see
Simopoulos,1976,pp.180,190,322,670,692.
(11) Beaujour,1800,p.177 and Simopoulos,1976,p.16.
(12) Albanian or Greek brigands and Turkish soldiers who had deserted
or who were returning from various fronts were a continuous threat
to towns. Added insecurity were the rebellions or the conflicts
of the various pashas in the general climate of the decline of the
Ottoman empire, (Mertzios, 194-7,pp. 155,156,170,17-4,271,272,274,277).
A characteristic example of the lack of action on the part of the
civic authorities against such plundering is an incident in Mona-
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came one's own affair,and thus was the situation up to the
20th century,(13)•
It must be noted that there was a great number of Chri¬
stian brigands: to escape the harshness and unjustness of
the Turkish authorities,many peasants found refuge in the
mountains from where they occasionally descended to pil¬
lage the villages and towns. The sentiments which most
marked the Christian brigands,or 'Greek Klephtes',(11),were
a sympathy for their persecuted fellow countrymen and an
intense hatred for their Muslim conquerors. The Klephtes
were active all over southern Macedonia (i.e. the parts em¬
braced by the present day Greek frontier). There were Mus¬
lim brigands too,the 'Hayduks',whose activities concentrated
on northern Macedonia (present day Yugoslavian territory)
(15). The Klephtes came to be the terror of the village and
town populations. They held the most critical passages of
the mountainous Macedonian land,something which made travel¬
ling a very risky business. Big caravans guarded by armed
men provided some measure of safety,(16). However,despite
their plundering,the Klephtes became legendary,(fig.103),
for their actions against the Turks and especially against
the representatives of the Turkish authority,thus they were
often supported by the Christian communities. The Turks,
unable to track them in their mountain refuges,were forced
either to bribe them,so that they kept off,or to make cer¬
tain of their bands lawful and hire them to keep other more
ignoble parties of marauders away,(17).
stiri: 500 Greek brigands entered this big town and,by breaking
down the gates of the market hall,seized cloth of a high value
and made it out undisturbed,(Celebi,1899,P-571).
(13) Vacalopoulos,1973,p. 106.
(11) 'Klephtes' is a Greek word literally meaning 'thief'. This is how
they are termed in the Turkish documents too.
(15) Vacalopoulos,1973,pp•205,207.
(16) Ibid,p.150; also Lampros,1911,p.281.
(17) These hired armed bands were known as 'Armatoli'. They were not
always with the law and they never lost their ties with the groups
of Klephtes from which they came,especially in periods of clashes
or disagreement with the Turkish authorities,(Paparigopoulos,1903,
pp.602-608). For a more extensive discussion on the Klephtes and
the Armatoli see Vasdravelis,1918.
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From the early times of the Turkish occupation,the po¬
pulation of a town would divide into communities. The mem¬
bers of each community were of the same nationality and re¬
ligion and they would elect a council which handled any
aspect,civil,social,economic etcconcerning the community1
welfare. The members of such a council,known as the notable
elders or 'cotsabasides',(18),were chosen democratically
and there was usually one from each guild or from each dis¬
trict of a community,(19)• This facilitated the management
of public businesses and also the allocation of the funds
that were to go to the community's expenditure on the town,
or to a special fund to meet the extortions and 'avanies'
of the Turks,(20),or to bribe the authorities for the ac¬
quisition of certain privileges,(21). The council also re¬
presented the community in its affairs with the Turkish
authorities,such as for the payment of taxes. The latter
was perhaps the main reason why the Turks did not discou¬
rage the formation of these councils,as the tax collection
became a much easier job for them. Finally,the council
dealt with judicial and other social problems and the needs
of the community's members. Only when a member thought that
he/she had been treated unjustly by the council would he/
she seek justice from the Turkish authorities,(22).
The communities of the towns became the counterbalance
of the Turkish authorities. Certain communities managed to
acquire privileges and strength so that they not only flou¬
rished,but overcame the burden of the Turks with evident
results on the towns,as discussed in sections 4.2.2. and
4.2.3.
(18) Paparigopoulos,1903,p.576.
(19) Papageorgiou,1894>p.280. Sometimes the inhabitants of the dis¬
tricts were members of guilds equal in number to the districts,
as in Kastoria,(Vacalopoulos,1973,p.26l)





The distinction of a town's population into Christians
Muslims and,occasionally,Jews did not coincide with the
ethnic division and especially with the division of the po¬
pulation into communities. This was because,on the one hand
the Christians were the Greeks,Slavs,many Albanians etc.
and,on the other hand, a number of them had turned Muslim.
We have seen that the synthesis of a given community was
characteristic of the nationality of its members as well
as of its members' religion. Those of the Greeks,for exam¬
ple,who had converted to Islam,would form their own commu-
ity which was characteristically distinguished from another
Muslim community,that of Albanian or Jewish Muslims,
(23) •
The religious leaders of a community,the clergy,pro¬
vided support not only for the safe keeping of their flock'
religion but also for the purity of the community's ethnic
consciousness. They cared for the preservation,within the
community,of the customs and cult which were associated
with both worship and national character,(24-) . The clergy
were the first to start teaching,initially in private and
later in community schools,using religious texts and,in the
case of Greek schools,the writings of Ancient Greek,Byzan¬
tine and even Latin authors,(25).
The religious leaders of a community co-operated with
the community council. They also managed public money and
charitable foundations,(26),and,unlike the council,they
were in contact with fellow communities of the other towns.
(23) Like the 'Vallahades' in western Macedonia. They were Greeks who
had converted to Islam but kept their Greek customs and even had
a respect for the Christian churches which they kept in good re¬
pair. Between their communities and the neighbouring Muslim
ones there were many obvious differences,(Vacalopoulos,1973,pp.
346-353)•
(24.) Very characteristically,an eminent man in religion and Greek edu¬
cation, Kosmas of Aetolia,was asking the Vlach speaking inhabi¬
tants of certain Greek villages to speak only Greek amongst
themselves,(Vacalopoulos,1973,p.375).
(25) Pennas,1953,PP.31-32; also Papageorgiou, 1894-, P-286. A few Greek
schools started to appear in the middle of the 17th century,but
many more appeared from the middle of the 18th century onwards.
This coincided with the economic and cultural flourishing of the
Greek communities,(Vacalopoulos,1973,pp.359-378).
(26) Vacalopoulos,1973,p.317.
As regards the Greek communities,this was done through a
network of bishops,archbishops and patriarchs throughout
Macedonia,(fig.104).
4-.1.6. National consciousness.
Community administration and religious guidance set
the basis of distinction between the nationalities and
prevented the levelling of customs and traits and the mixing
of languages and religions. It was the wealth from the com¬
munities industrial and commercial enterprises,however,which
enabled a gradual rise in the general level of culture. This,
in turn,made worthy use of the surplus money in the founda¬
tion of schools and in the development of the arts,(27).
From education and works of art people learned about their
national history. For the rayas,this was of the utmost im¬
portance since they learned that Macedonia was their land,
that their nationality was not something to be ashamed of,
but,on the contrary,to be proud of and that the Turkish oc¬
cupation was burdensome yet transitory. In the actual words of
an observer of that time: "Le Grec regarde la Grece comme
sa patrie propre et le Turc une bete incommode mais passa-
gere",(28).
The reawakening of the national consciousness reached
the people's hearts and their communities were eager to
discriminate themselves from the other communities in their
towns. Their desire to acquire a national consciousness and
thus to separate themselves from the milieu is best illus¬
trated by the case of the Koutsovlachs. Originally nomads
and later merchants,the Koutsovlachs settled abroad,spea¬
king Vlach,a language in its own right of Latin origin,
(fig.105). Coming from western and central Macedonia and
Thessaly,they represented the native populations who had
been Latinized,(29),but had maintained marked Greek affi¬
liations and were thus also known as Grecovlachs. They were
proud of their Greek ancestry,they often referred to their




Fig. 104 E. Voulgaris,teacher in the
Academy of Kozani,1753-1759,
(Sardelis,1968,p.28).
Fig.105 Koutsovlachs or Macedonovlachs




glorious Greek past and recorded the names of the great
figures of Ancient Greece and the Fathers of the Church,
(30). They sent money to their homeland for the building
of schools and churches and those who returned home adorned
their houses with paintings whose subjects were inspired
by Greek models,(fig.106).
4.1.7. Religious,linguistic and ethnic absorption.
Despite the efforts of the communities and the clergy
to preserve the cultures of the nationalities,a parallel
phenomenon to that of the cultural integration (which is
briefly discussed in the opening pages of this chapter)
was the absorption of the religion,the language and even
the national consciousness of one nationality by another.
The phenomenon was partial or,sometimes,complete,and it
occured for various reasons. Of them,the most important
were: survival (e.g. becoming a Turk was one way to avoid
the extortions and even death); majority versus minority
(i.e. minorities were to suffer most) and choice (i.e. cer¬
tain nationalities with a weak or confused national con¬
sciousness would choose from what was available).
The absorption was initiated with the conversion of
religion and the change of language,being completed with
the adoption of the customs and culture of a certain ethnic
group.
Conversions to Islam were the most common,as the rayas
sought relief from the various oppressions of the Turks
and the acquisition of the privileges of the Muslims,(31).
However,the conversion to Islam was not on its own capable
of the cultural change of a nationality,as,for example,in
the case of the Vallahades (who are mentioned in the sec¬
tion on religion) or the case of the Jewish Muslims of Thes
saloniki,the 'Donmes',who complied with formalities of Musli
religion and at the same time practised a form of Jewish
(30) Popovic,1937,pp.18,19,170,179•
(31) The Muslim subjects were not as oppressed as the Christian ones,
they were not taxed as heavily,their children were not abducted
for the Turkish military corps,they could easily take positions
in the Turkish authorities and they were generally considered as




Fig.106 Paintings from rich Koutsovlachs' mansions: a and b
from Tsirlis mansion at Nymphaeon ; c from




The change of the language of a nationality was some¬
times the result of the change of religion,as in the case
of the Donmes,(33),but usually it was due to the predomi¬
nance,in a certain area or town,of the language of another
national!ty,(34-) • Often a dialect would be spoken which
would have much in common with the respective languages of
two nationalities. For example,some of the observers of
that period had difficulty in distinguishing between Serbs
and Bulgars as,in certain places,they spoke a dialect which
was the product of both their Slavic languages. The mixture
of Slavs varied from place to place,sometimes the Bulga¬
rian influence predominating and sometimes the Serbian,(33)
Language,on its own,as religion,was incapable of affec
ting the people's national consciousness,which,in its turn,
was not always based on the background of a nationality
but sometimes was a matter of choice. Apart from the case
of the Koutsovlachs,which have already been referred to,a
characteristic example of ethnic absorption due to choice
was the Slavic speaking portion of the population of Edessa
and its environs. It was easily assimilated by the Greek
portion because it chose the Greek education and civiliza¬
tion,for which it had a special respect,and wished to be
called Greek,(36). Therefore,one sees that language should
not be taken as a criterion for people's ethnic conscious¬
ness but its feelings and leanings. This was grasped by
those observers who did not distinguish the Slavic speaking
portion of the population of Edessa and its environs from
the Greek,(37).
4.. 1 . 8 . Locality.
The degree of absorption varied from town to town de¬
pending on local conditions. Locality,however,affected the
cultures of the various nationalities in an additional way:
the townsfoik,regardless of their cultures,developed a bond
(32) Vacalopoulos,1963,pp.90-91 .
(33) They spoke Turkish having abandoned the language peculiar to Ca-
stille,which their forebears used to speak,(Ibid,p.91)•




between one another and the town which resulted,on the one
hand,in a way of thinking and acting that was characteri¬
stic of the particular town and,on the other hand,it united
the townsfolk into circles of mutual aid and understanding.
This bond is best illustrated by a poem that was written
in 1821 by eight pupils of the 'School of Kozani1,(38),as
an expression of gratitude to the teachers of the school
and,by extension,to Kozani:
We,the foreign students who have benefitted,want
to perform our duty as one body,
We are eight in all,we attend lessons and we wish to
become nurtured in education,
Some of us are Epirotes, some Albanians,some Estiaeotes
from Thessaly and some Macedons,
Nevertheless,we recognize Kozani as our present home
and the contributors to this school as the foundation
of progress,
For the love and care which you give to us all as
though we were your own children,
We profess our gratitude,we proclaim our debt and we
pay our homage with respect.
The poem is dated February 27,1821 and it is signed by the
eight students,(39)•
Although these students were only temporary inhabitants
of a town and their circumstances somewhat special,the ties
which they formed with the town can be regarded as analo¬
gous to those which the 'ordinary' inhabitants formed. The
latter shared certain feelings and behaviours arising from
their common interest: the town itself. Matters of common
concern such as fires,epidemics,security,hygiene,embellish¬
ment of the town,commercial exchange and everything else
that had to do with their common fate as inhabitants of the
same town,(fig.107),gave them that which can be referred to
(38) This school was founded in 1809 from capital raised by various
businessmen abroad,(Liouphis,1924-,pp.79-80). Other schools ap¬
peared in Kozani much earlier,all financed by natives of Kozani
who had businesses abroad, (Vacalopoulos, 1973,pp.4-37-44-1) •
(39) From the historical archives of the University of Thessaloniki.
(Translated from Greek by the author).
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as social ties of locality. Thus,despite the religious, lin¬
guistic, ethni c and other differences between the nationa¬
lities of a town,it is not surprising that,for example, the
Greek,Bulgarian and Serbian inhabitants of Gynaikokastro
"were rejoiced in a peaceful and cultured life", (4-0) ;or
that "the admission of novices into the tanners' guild of
Thessaloniki was celebrated by the entire city with hono¬
rary declarations and much feasting and drinking,quite in¬
dependently of class or religion" ,(4-1 ); or that every manu¬
facturer in Thessaloniki began work in the morning with the
words "the manufacturer is a friend of God",(42).
4.1.9- Commercial activity.
Of the reasons that caused the industrial and commer¬
cial flourishing of Macedonia,the most important were the
treaties of Passarowitz in1718 and of Belgrade in 1739
which established a favourable commercial exchange between
the Austro-Hungarian and the Ottoman Empires,(43). The Serbs
in northern Macedonia and the Greeks in southern took the
opportunity to participate in commerce,to acquire both wealth
and social power,(44). Thessaloniki became the prinipal
trading centre where raw and processed cotton,wool,tobacco
and certain commodities from the different Macedonian towns
were exported,while serge,various textiles,Bohemian glass,
ironmongery and gilt articles were imported,(45)•
Besides the trading with the Germans,the conglomeration
of commercial activities in Thessaloniki and the facility
of its port,attracted the French,English,Venetians,Dutch
and Swedes,who established consulates in Thessaloniki and
employed Greeks and Jews as their commercial agents,(46).
The rest of the Macedonian towns had their own commercial











ria and Kavala. These were mostly Greeks but included some
Albanians ,(4-7 ) . The Greeks,in turn, established commercial
firms in various countries,such as Austria,Hungary,Germany,
Romania,northern Italy,Russia,and many of their compatriots
followed them,thus Greek communities appeared in various
towns of all these countries , (4-8) .
Meanwhile,the Turkish authorities were busy imposing
taxes on the merchandise and collecting commissions in re¬
turn for their facilitating,or at least not hindering,the
raya merchants' affairs. The agas,to whom the fertile plains
of Thessaloniki and Serres belonged,had forbidden the pea¬
sants to export cereals directly. They were obliged to sell
their produce to the agas,at the lowest prices,who then
sold it at great prof it, (4-9) . Transportation over land was
a difficult task too,as the Klephtes commanded the passes,
so,as previously mentioned,the transporting of goods could
be done with a reasonable degree of safety only in big,
armed caravans. Incidentally,the transportation business
was entirely in the hands of the Greeks and the Grecovlachs
(Koutsovlachs),($0),commercial correspondence also being
carried out in Greek,(51). Sea-trading,too,was risky due
to piracy,(52); nevertheless,it was virtually a monopoly
of the Greeks,that is,conducted mainly by Greek ships. This
was especially true after the French revolution when the
French ships,which were their main competition,lessened
their activities,(53)• It is remarkable how the Greeks ma¬
naged to get involved in such rigorous commercial activities
whilst subjected to the continuous fear of losing every¬
thing,living as they were under the Turkish yoke.
Within the interior of Macedonia trade was conducted
through trade fairs. Mainly Greek,Jewish and Turkish retail
(47) Mertzios,1947,p.17.
(48) For a further discussion and relevant bibliography about the
Greek commercial communities abroad see Vacalopoulos,1973,
pp.379-425,473-495.
(49) Aime-Martin,1838,pp.79-80.





Fig.107 Lamp lighter in Thessaloniki,
(Folk Archives of the Univer¬
sity of Thessaloniki).
Fig.108 Trade-fair in Paramythia,(Papadimitriou,
1977,p.49).
mer chants ,( 54-) > operating in Macedonia, Albania, Serbia
and Bulgaria bought or exchanged goods and carried them to
the trade fairs of the various villages and towns. The lo¬
cal trade fairs were held annually on a prescribed date an
were an occasion not only for business but for social and
cultural contact between the nationalities and between
people from different parts of Macedonia,(fig.108). Let us
pause for a moment to illustrate the ethnic variety that
occurred at these gatherings and,at the same time,to note
the various behaviours characteristic of merchants of dif¬
ferent nationalities: "The Turkish merchant awaited his
customer cross-legged and addressed him politely only when
there was hope of profit. The Greek merchant was generally
the most flexible. His style was to eloquently praise his
merchandise and do his best to hoodwink even the most wary
customer. The Armenian,in contrast,was stolid and calm un¬
til the moment the money was produced,at which point he
lost his composure and fell to temptation. The Turk would
rarely settle for less than % of the asked price whereas
the others could be beaten down to % ">(55).
With their commercial activities,the rayas,especially
the Greeks,began to accumulate fortunes and to climb the
social ladder. Businesses run exclusively by merchants of
a certain nationality,not only became profitable for the
merchants themselves,but had a direct effect on their eth¬
nic communities of their home towns. The successful mer¬
chants built churches,schools,hospitals etc. for their com¬
munities. Even those regarded as second class citizens,the
Jews for instance,who were despised by both Greeks and
Turks,(56),succeeded in surviving and even obtaining privi
leges thanks to the exclusiveness of their businesses. The
Jews of Thessaloniki were the sole manufacturers of the
cloth used for the Jannisaries' uniforms and thus attained
a certain tax rebate,(57).
(54-) Svoronos, 1956,pp.210-211.
(55) Dallaway,1797,pp.76-77.
(56) Simopoulos,1976,p.180. The regarding of the Jews as second class
citizens had reached its extreme in Edessa,where the dwelling
of Jews was forbidden on penalty of death,(Cousinery,1831,p.18).
(57) Vacalopoulos,1963,p.86. The Jannisaries were a special Turkish
military corps.
The travels of the merchants and their long stays
abroad had an effect on their taste,education and culture
and lessened their feeling of being the underdog,raya,of
the Turks. They carried back with them many of the things
they found abroad and their wealth as much as their impro¬
ved taste and education had a direct effect on their houses
and towns.
4-.2. Society and town.
4.2.1. The influence of the authorities on the towns.
Turkish authority was evident in the appearance of
the towns. From the early times of the subjection of Mace¬
donia,when most of the townsfolk fled to the hills,the
Ottomans proceeded to seize the best houses that belonged
to present or absent townsfolk. The most impressive churches
were turned into mosques and the largest of the monasteries
housed Turkish officials and troops.
The Turks must have preferred those town quarters that
were on the higher ground,(58),as both the citadel and its
immediate heights provided security and a vantage point
from where the rayas on the lower ground would be under
constant supervision and rebellions or disorder could be
handled from a strong position. The placing of the Turkish
quarter in and near the citadels of Thessaloniki,Kastoria,
Ioannina,Ochris and Kavala,(59),were manifestations of the
Turkish authority and sovereignty in those towns,(fig.109)•
Other manifestations were the minarets,dominating not
only the churches next to which they were built,but the
towns too,as they sprang up higher than any other building.
From up there the monotonous chant of the 1 muezzin',the Mo¬
hammedan official who announces the hours of prayer,was a
(58) Aime-Martin,1838,pp.72-73; see also: Souciet,1755,pp.267,
273-275.
(59) For the Turks in the citadels of Thessaloniki and Kavala see
Vacalopoulos,1973,pp.309-310,228; of Ochris see Celebi,1928,
pp.736-737; of Kastoria and Ioannina see chapter 1,
section 1.3. It must be noted that the citadels and fortified
towers of other Macedonian towns that were not used by the
Turks were destroyed as possible strongholds of the rayas in
cases of rebellion.
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Fig.109 Turkish mosques,mansions and houses in the castle
of Ioannina,(Dimacopoulos,1981,fig.159)•
Fig.110 Left,Prophet Helia's church as a mosque
in Thessaloniki,(Dimacopoulos,1981,fig. 12).
Right,a mosque in Edessa,(Vacalopoulos,
1973,p.504).
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continuous reminder of who was in charge,(fig.110). The
predominance of the Turkish element reduced the differen¬
tiation of the other nationalities from the urban point of
view:the rayas,humbled and despised,either mixed or grouped
ethnically,inhabiting the flat ground below the citadel.
Their settlements were thus situated on the periphery,in
the suburbs,so to speak. These quarters were appropriately
known by the Turkish word 1varosh',meaning suburbs,which
to the Turks carried the additional meaning of 'the area
where the conquered Christians and Jews live',(60). In the
varosh,the houses were small and poorly constructed. Even
those rayas who were richer in comparison to the others
left the exteriors of their homes unattended in an effort
to conceal their wealth from the extortionate Turkish au¬
thorities .
The Christians congregated into neighbourhoods embra¬
cing their tiny churches. As the wealth of the rich was
concealed from the outside world by the inferiority of
their homes,so was the cultural wealth protected by the
formation of houses around the churches. This was not so
for the Jews. While the Turkish authorities did not allow
the siting of churches on the streets they did not bother
about the synagogues,(61). Therefore,while the siting of
synagogues did not create any real planning problem for a
Jewish neighbourhood (synagogues and houses were treated
as equal) the churches became a planning limitation for
the Christian neighbourhoods.
Churches had to be hidden among the houses,thus,as
the Christian houses came to embrace them from all direc¬
tions, care was taken to have the main streets as far as
possible from the churches and not to have streets conver¬
ging at them.
The extreme manifestation of such planning limitation
was the seclusion of churches in the centre of house blocks.
(60) Vacalopoulos,1973,p.519. See also Cousinery,1831,p.159 and
Leak, 1835,pp.201,206. It must be noted that the suburbs were
either within the town walls,as in the case of Thessaloniki,




As in the description of a house block in chapter 1,this
positioning of the church affected the inner structure of
the block by the removal of the stone walls that divided
the properties within. Thus,the space which was needed for
the Christian ceremonies was created.
Nevertheless,the creation of space,it can be argued,
was not the only reason for the removal of the walls. By
comparing the general layout of a monastery,(fig.111),with
that of a Christian block comprising a church,(fig.112),
not only does one find an apparent similarity,but one is
also inclined to find parallels between the monastic atti¬
tude to the outside world and that of the households of the
block to the world of another religion; also,between the
relationship of the monks with the monastery church and
that of the block's households with their church,and so on.
One may consider that the peripheral walls of both the mo¬
nastery and the block served equivalent purposes as regar¬
ding the separation of what there was inside from that
without. Also that,as the cells of the monks viewed the
church as the symbol of their faith and of their mode of
life,so the households paid their respect by removing the
walls between them and the church.
Meanwhile,apart from the churches,the other monuments
of the towns' Byzantine past,e.g. arcades,hippodromes,sta¬
tues etc. that were not used by the Turks,lost their sig¬
nificance with respect to the town layouts and stood in
ruins merging with the rayas' settlements,(fig.113)•
4-.2.2. The influence of the bourgeoisie on the towns.
From the 18th century,the commercial and industrial
enterprises of the Macedons and the accumulation of their
wealth germinated a new form of urban structure. The occur¬
rence of mansion-workshops and the orientation of the towns¬
folk towards professions associated with those mansions and
with the further trading of their products brought many
transformations to the urban structure and form. We already
have an idea of these transformations from the example of
Ampelakia in the beginning of this chapter. Lets us now see
things in more detail.
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Fig.111 The monastery of Kastamonitou,Chalkidiki,
(Beylie,1902,p.69)•
fVlf'
Fig.112 Artistic impression of a Christian block of
houses containing a church,(Drawn by the author).
Fig.113 Byzantine ruins,merging with the rayas' settlements
in Thessaloniki,(Cousinery,1831,facing pages 32 and 28).
Fig.114 The yard of N. Argyres mansion in Ioannina,1820,
(Dimacopoulos,1981,fig.160).
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Bigger and better houses appeared in parallel with a
variety of shops and workshops. The communities spent money
on schools,churches,fountains and streets. The bourgeoisie
began to stand out from the masses and the richest of its
members,irrespective of their nationality,began to settle
in beautiful mansions with big gardens,matching those of the
Turks,and often even better,(fig.11U),in separate quarters
of the towns,(62). The bourgeoisie,having escaped the po¬
verty and misery,enjoyed relative freedom in many respects,
(63),which was reflected by their comfortable houses and
quality neighbourhoods. This phenomenon was universal in
those towns where the Turkish element was minor or absent,
(fig.115). In Siatista,for example,which was entirely Greek
up till 1800,there were 200 commercial businesses conduc¬
ting a lively trade with Austria and Venice. There were
about 1700 houses,well construeted,"in an air of leisure
and cleanliness such as one could find nowhere in Turkey",
(64),( an example is given in fig.116).
Therefore,while before the emergence of the bourgeoi¬
sie the urban structure and form was defined by an anti¬
thesis between conquerors and conquered which was manifeste
by the superimposition of the Turkish quarter onto a 'flat¬
tened varosh',the emergence of the bourgeoisie brought
about a change which can be seen as the transference of a
town's centre of gravity from the Turkish quarter on the
high ground to the new commercial quarter on the lower
ground. This is clearly illustrated by the layout of Ka-
storia where the main body of the town is towards the Greek
quarter,on the east side of the Turkish by the citadel,(65)
Also the antithesis between rich and poor houses,or quar¬
ters,no longer represented the division between Turks and
rayas but between social classes irrespective of nationalit
(62) See chapter 1,section 1.1.2.
(63) The bourgeoisie were allowed to have schools,ring the bells of
their churches go around on horseback,wear good clothes,not to
step down off the footpath whenever they met a Muslim etc. They
were not compelled to abide by the restrictions which the Tin ks
had imposed on the rayas. The Turks turned a blind eye as a gra¬
tuity for their profits from the wealth of the bourgeoisie,
(Vacalopoulos,1963,p.101 and Simopoulos,1976,pp.179-180,579)•
(64.) Pouqueville,1826,p.78.
(65) See chapter 1,figs.2 and 34-
Fig.115 .Portaria on Mount Pelion,18th century,
(Dimacopoulos,1981,fig. 14.1) •
Fig.116 Kanatsoulis mansion in Siatista,
(Michaelis,1977,p.276).
A determining factor of the town layout was the mar¬
ket place. Its position had a direct effect on the siting
of the merchants' and manufacturers' houses which,as we
know, included their shops and workshops. Furthermore, the
market place as a convergence of commercial streets,a junc
tion,was a significant feature of the street network in it
vicinity. It was thus acknowledged by the townsfolk who
called It 'charsi',a Turkish word meaning 'the place of
many streets with shops',(66). As the streets converged to
a point,an opening was created which,although it was not
strictly a commercial centre in itself,because the shops
were on the streets,(see fig.117),served as a meeting
place,a point of reference for the townsfoik,(67). The
market place had,as an integral part of its form,its pro¬
perty of meeting place for the different nationalities who
came through the converging streets from the various quar¬
ters of the town.
In addition to such open markets,certain towns also
had covered ones,i.e. market halls. There were market hall
in Thessaloniki,Serres,Veria and Monastiri,(68),and were
known by the Turkish word 'bezesten',conveying the meaning
of 'a big covered space with shops and stalls',(69)•
Let us take this opportunity to describe the bezesten
of Thessaloniki. It was a large and impressive structure
made of stone,with a lead roof and heavy iroq doors;
"Whoever entered this house of commerce was literally dazed
and confused by the smells of nutmeg,ginger and other bur¬
ning spices. Their sweetsmelling fumes,like thin spider's
webs,drifted languidly in the still air,weaving an atmos¬
phere of oriental folk-tale and magic",(70).
(66) Dimitrakos, 1964.,under 'xoapoi'.
(67) In a folk song from Kastoria one notes: "...word was out all
over town,from Doultso up to Tsarsi; and to the Great Gate...",
(Megas,196l,p.196).
(68) For the bezestens of Thessaloniki,Serres and Veria see
Vacalopoulos,1963,pp.84-86 and 1973,pp.522,260. For bezesten of
Monastiri see Celebi,1899,pp.572-573.
(69) Dimitrakos, 1964.,under 'UTreCeoxevi '.
(70) Vacalopoulos,1963,pp.85-86.
Fig.117 Artistic impression of the market place of
the Macedonian town,(drawn by the author).




One infers that the superstructure of the market halls
must have been important for the towns' figuration. However,
due to a lack of descriptions of the market halls' imme¬
diate surroundings,there is not sufficient evidence for us
to know whether they stood out alone,in the open,and how
the streets and houses were arranged around them,(71).
Nevertheless,not all the business premises of a town
were included in the bezesten,(72),and there must have
been an interdependence between the shops inside and those
outside. We can thus assert that the bezesten must have
been sited at a junction of commercial streets as the focus
of all commercial affairs,the 'temple' of all merchants
and manufacturers.
This parallelism should not be considered an exagge¬
ration because we have seen how the commercial and indus¬
trial flourishing affected the destiny of the townsfolk and
the layout of towns. One wonders whether the market halls
today are memorials of the Turkish rule or of the Bourgeoisie
along with their mansion-workshops. The form of the beze-
stens is predominantly Turkish,(fig.118),but they did not
have the same symbolism that the minarets had,turning the
churches into mosques and dominating the skyline of the
towns. The bourgeoisie had created a state within a state.
The market halls and the commercial streets were the sym¬
bols of its power within the towns.
The mansions,shops,workshops and markets of the bour¬
geoisie were on one side of the coin that affected the lay¬
outs of towns. The other side belonged to the communities.
(71) The bezestens of Thessaloniki and Serres,which function to the
present day,have undergone changes to their initial form due
to repairs and various alterations and the old town around them
has undergone deep transformations by the modern buildings and
street network.
(72) From Souciet,1755,p.291 ,one learns that the bezesten of Thessa¬
loniki stood amidst the other shops of the market.
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4.2.3• The influence of the communities on the towns.
The communities' task was to protect their members'
economic interests,culture and religion. On the urban level,
this was done by the division of the towns into ethnico-
religious quarters,e.g. Greek,Turkish,Serb etc. These quar¬
ters emerged from a gradual rounding up of the various
neighbourhoods and districts which lay intermingled in the
towns.
Within their quarters the communities developed indi¬
vidual characters. These were derived,on the one hand,from
the ethnic and religious constitution of each community
which was evident from their places of worship,ceremonies,
processions,social occasions,inscriptions and ornamentation
of the house exteriors,languages,costumes,gestures,racial
behaviouristics etc.,(fig119)• On the other hand,the indi¬
vidual characters of the communities were derived from local
parameters,that is,the main occupation of their members and
their educational,financial and social status; parameters
which varied from town to town.
The individual characters of the communities brought
a diversity to the urban image. Nevertheless,the notability
of certain communities,either because of their size or be¬
cause of the socio-economic power or both,came to dominate
this image. For example,Yenitsa had a famous Muslim town¬
ship ,(73),Thessaloniki had acquired a Jewish flavour,(74),
(fig.120),but for almost all the other towns,the Greek com¬
munities were the protagonists. As discussed in 4.1.9-,most
of the merchants of the bourgeoisie were Greeks,(fig.121).
From their long association through trade with Western
Europe,they had acquired a great desire for eveything con¬
nected with progress,wealth and wellbeing. A taste for lu¬
xury and an ambition to posses the finer things of life had
been introduced to them. They embellished their houses in
splendour and elegance. "They had become refined and had ac¬
quired the ambition to live a more urban existence and to
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to every branch of craft,that the Greek quarters exhibited
a marked style that has become known as the Macedonian.
One wonders what the contribution of the other,non
Greek communities was. Did not they too play a role in the
formation of the Macedonian style? The answer is not deci¬
sively: the Turks were not,in the main,merchants or manufac¬
tures but land owners,money lenders and soldiers,(76). De¬
spite their wealth,they did not spend as much time abroad
as the Greek merchants did. The Turks had established their
authority over the rayas who were working for them,they
did not seek to change their circumstances. Furthermore,
they were busy with hostilities of varying kinds and cjegrees
seventy, (77 ) .
Secondly,the Jews,and especially those of Thessaloniki,
the only city where they were in a majority,although they
managed to create a considerably powerful and self-governed
community in the first century after the occupation of Ma¬
cedonia , began to degenerate slowly but steadily from the
17th century,so that in the 18th century,apart from the
rich,who had a few fine houses,most of their community mem¬
bers lived in poverty and misery. Conversely,the Greek com¬
munity of Thessaloniki had taken over most of their commer¬
cial affairs,(78).
Finally,the other Slav communities,e.g. Serbs and Bul-
gars,made their presence known but only in northern Macedonia
and their built environment was greatly influenced by the
Greek communities.
(76) Vacalopoulos,1963,p.98; see also section -4.1-3.
(77) The Turks were busy repelling the Albanian incursions,protecting
themselves from the attacks of the Klephtes and with local con¬
flicts between pashas of different regions and war with Russia




4.3. Family and house.
4.3.1. Certain features of the family.
The Macedonian family had a multiform character; be¬
sides being a domestic group,it was an economic,productive
and property owning unit,a quasi-political association and
a religious community.
The family business and property did not belong to its
head but to the family as a whole,in a co-operative fashion,
where the father or brother was the trustee. As an economic
unit,the family's aim was to become self-sufficient,with a
division of labour organized about its business and property.
Its members invariably acted together in matters of family
politics. Each member's work and behaviour was entirely
committed to the family's finance,prestige and reputation
for honour. Inside one's family one found support,affection
and moral obligation. Outside,suspicion,insecurity and even
hostility. From the individual's point of view,the commu¬
nity was divided into those who were family and kinsmen and
those who were strangers. So much so that,were an indivi¬
dual to seek help or shelter from 'strangers',the community
would assume that his family was not strong,well-organized
or moral or,alternatively,that he had been rejected by his
family. Besides,the family was obliged to help and support
its members and,in addition,any insult to an individual
member was regarded as an insult to the whole family,the
male members of which were then required to avenge in order
to restore the family's pride. Families cared passionately
about their pride and prestige,the judging of which was in
the hands of the community. For this same reason,the wel¬
fare of a family's business and property was not solely the
basis of its physical existence,but also the source of its
pride and prestige.
As a religious community,the family had its own icons
and other objects placed in a specially designated corner
of the house,(79). In the popular mind,the family was a re-
(79) See fig.124.
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flection of the Holy Family. Thus,a father should have wis¬
dom and foresight,a mother compassion,a son courage and
respect,a daughter virginity and so on. Through reference
to this Divine Model,the family participated in a reality
that transcended individuality. Everyday life came to pos¬
sess an intrinsic validity. There was a set way to do
things,everbody's jobs were prescribed and they were expec¬
ted to do them,no more no less,(80).
With these general features of the family in mind,we
turn now to see how the house itself reflected the multi¬
form character of the family.
4-.3.2. House and seasonal weather.
The biological needs of the family regarding seasonal
weather were satisfied by the provision of winter and sum¬
mer quarters. As seen,in the second chapter,in those houses
with a mezzanine and an upper floor,the mezzanine was arranged
for winter and the upper for summer living. Thus the for¬
mer had small spaces,with thick stone walls,a low ceiling,
few small openings and a fireplace. In contrast,the latter
had large spaces with light walls,a high ceiling,many large
openings and the fireplace was not expressly for the pur¬
pose of providing warmth but decoration.
These two floors,mezzanine and upper,although part of
a single house,were,since their use was restricted solely
to winter or summer respectively, separate apartments and were
regarded as such. Hence,in the various examples,one finds
them having separate staircases and washing basins,(fig.122).
Similarly,toilets,apart from those which,as a rule,are po¬
sitioned in the ground area,appear on the mezzanine and on
the upper floor too,(fig.123)• Also,the familiar arrange¬
ment of gallery and separate rooms is repeated as much on
the mezzanine as on the upper floors. It is noticed,too,
that the gallery of the mezzanine,in some e-xamples, faces
(80) This information about the multiform character of the Macedo¬
nian family comes from an essay,(Campbell,1970,pp.39-69),on
kindred in a Greek mountain community of Zagori district,the











Fig. 122 Axonometries of the upper floor and of the
mezzanine of the Chatziantoniou bourgeois
house in Veria,(drawn by the author).
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Fig.123 Above: upper floor plan of Kanatsoulis
mansion,Siatista,(Michaelis,1977,p.268).
Below: mezzanine plan of Neradzis
mansion,Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,1962,p.36).
the covered walk which is naturally more protected from
cold draughts than the open yard onto which the gallery of
the upper floor looks. In other examples the gallery of
the mezzanine is closed while that of the upper floor is
open , (f ig . 1 24-) •
The desire to create two separate and autonomous apart¬
ments,one for winter and one for summer,was not always ful¬
filled however,since it was dependent on the financial ca¬
pabilities of the family. There are examples without a mez¬
zanine floor at all. Here the winter and summer living had
to share the upper floor: the winter rooms are placed in
the depths of the house,away from the open gallery. In this
case one can see that the separation of the house into win¬
ter and summer apartments occurs on the same floor rather
than between floors,(fig.125)•
Living in different quarters of the house according to
season was not a particular problem for the family from the
point of view of needing separate apartments which,to our
contemporary mind,should have had areas especially designated
for functions such as cooking,eating,sitting,sleeping etc.,
to be met separately.
4-.3-3. House and private life.
The second chapter points out that spaces within the
Macedonian house were not designated for one use only,i.e.
either for cooking,sitting,sleeping etc.,but for a multi¬
purpose use. Cooking could be done In the fireplace and
eating carried out near it,while the divans of the room
'provide for both sitting and sleeping in turn,(fig.126).
Furthermore,furniture such as dining tables,chairs and beds
which indicates a particular use was absent from the Macedo¬
nian house.
Having said this,however,each space of the house was
intended for a certain use. This use was not associated di¬
rectly with particular biological needs of the family,such
as eating,sitting or sleeping,but was associated with the
family's code of behaviour,its conduct,as much within it¬
self as towards visitors and guests.
m
Fig.124 D. Sforzos mansion in Ampelakia.
Above: mezzanine plan.
















Fig.125 Upper floor plan of a house at
Kato-soudena,Zagori,(Stara,1981,
p.120).
Fig.126 Artistic impression of a room
interior,(drawn by the author).
The spaces of the house were divided into living areas,
used by the family in its everyday life,and into reception
areas,used predominantly when visitors and guests arrived.
On the one hand,of the spaces that the family had for pri¬
vate use,the everyday rooms,the women's quarters,those where
food supplies were prepared and stored and those that housed
the family business were the most important when regarding
the house as a regularized pattern in which the activities
of the institutionalized family occurred. On the other hand,
all reception and guest rooms modified the house pattern
with regard to the family's code of behaviour and conduct with
the rest of the community.
Let us begin with the spaces that were for private
use. The everyday winter room was the only one where all
the members of the family gathered during the cold winter
days,to keep warm by the fire,prepare food and eat,talk
with one another and,eventually,for most of them,to sleep
in the warmth of this very room. One may consider the every¬
day winter room,with all the family around its burning fire¬
place,as a consolidation of the warmth and security which
the family offered its members. They had worked hard all
summer to prepare for the cold of the winter months. Food
and wine had been stored,fire-wood gathered and most repair
jobs completed before the onset of winter,when social af¬
fairs were curtailed and the towns themselves often cut off
by snow. The townsfolk stayed in their homes and kept warm.
The warmest place of the house being the everyday^ winter
room,the family gathered there,thus facilitating the rein¬
forcement of family ties.
While all this was able to happen in the winter,in the
summer everybody was busy and,consequently,it was not fea¬
sible for all the members of the family to congregate at
one and the same time in the everyday summer room. Further¬
more,as the latter was a much more open space than the win¬
ter one it did not create the appropriate atmosphere for a
family retreat.
We have noted that inside certain walk-in cupboards of
the house there was a raised platform from which the young
girls had a view of the interior of the reception rooms,
m
(figs.79,126). The girls could observe the guests through
latticed openings while remaining,themselves,unseen. These
raised platforms and latticed windows owe their existence,
as features of the house,to a pattern of behaviour that pro¬
hibited guests from seeing the girls of the family while,
nonetheless,allowing the converse. This was so because if a
man's eyes met those of an unmarried girl her purity was
considered to have been spoiled,(81). Furthermore,every Turk
was allowed,by law,to grab any Greek woman and keep her for
as long as he wished,(82). Thus,care was taken to keep wo¬
men , especially young girls,out of sight. Both these expla¬
nations for the hiding of women seem to lead to a single
conclusion about the existence of walk-in cupboards with
latticed windows: the safeguarding of a daughter's virginity
which, according to the Divine Model,noted in section 4- 3 -1 - ,
she was expected to possess.
Besides the cupboards with the latticed windows,there
were rooms serving as women's quarters. They are mentioned
by the observers of that period and,sometimes,they can be
recognized by the latticed windows above their doors,(83).
These quarters provided a retreat where the women could do
their chores such as weaving,knitting,dress-making; they
could occupy themselves with their beautification and other
aspects of their femininity and talk women's talk undistur¬
bed by the presence of men. They also served as a place to
where women,especially the young ones,could withdraw when
visitors,who were not supposed to meet them,arrived.
Unlike the harem of the Muslim house,the women's quar¬
ters of the Christian house were not intended as a place of
confinement for the women or as a place where they were kept
all the time. On the contrary,apart from when guests arri¬
ved, the women went to their quarters only when they chose
to and they were free to go outside the house,whether to go
to the public baths,visit relatives,or fetch water from the
(81) Simopoulos,1976,p.293.
(82) Ibid. With an old Turkish law,a Turk could get permission from the
authorities to 'marry' a Greek woman for a certain period of
time. This was abolished in 1672 but only for a while.
(83) See Chandler,1774,in Simopoulos,1976,pp.293-294- Also Michaelis,
1977,p.219 and Simopoulos,1976,p.234-
public fountain, (84-) • Furthermore, the fact that there were
no fires in the women's rooms,in most examples,suggests
that they were not expected to stay in them for any great
length of time. Rooms for women are to be found in the larg
bourgeois houses and in mansions,whose owners had the eco¬
nomic means to provide spaces especially for their women,
(fig.127). The popular houses,with their limited space,do
not usually have women's quarters and it can be assumed
that when visitors arrived the young girls temporarily re¬
tired to any little box-room of the house.
As already established,the ground area of the house
comprises auxiliary spaces for stabling,storage,bread-makin
etc.,(fig.128). 'Auxiliary' as regarding the everyday mode
of living. In fact these spaces were vital for the family's
upkeep,but they were not for everyday use.
The area where bread was kneaded and the oven were
used periodically,providing a supply of bread for several
days. It should be reiterated,(85),that food was not prepa¬
red daily in the oven and the space containing it was not
the 'kitchen' of the Macedonian house. The pre-heating of
the oven took a few hours and a fair amount of wood,hence
it was only lit once every so many days. Bread-baking was
an opportunity to bake other kinds of food too,but daily
cooking was done in the fireplaces of the everyday family
rooms. There was no kitchen as such in the Macedonian house
Consequently,spaces marked as 'cooking areas' or 'kitchens'
in the illustrations of various publications ought not to
be considered as such,in the contemporary sense. The small
spaces,especially those lacking a fireplace,should be con¬
sidered as utility rooms where,more likely,food was pre¬
pared and kept,the cooking and eating being done in the
everyday rooms; and in the case of full-sized rooms with a
fireplace,they should be taken as the everyday rooms them¬
selves. The example in fig. 129 lends support to this argu¬
ment about the lack of a 'kitchen' in the Macedonian house.
The plan shows that the subsequent occupants found it ne-
(84) Simopoulos,1976,pp.152,293,296,307,350,672,710-711.
(85) See chapter 2,section 2.3.12.
Fig.127 Left: upper floor plan of Tzidos
house in Veria.




Fig.128 Ground floor plan of D. Sforzos mansion,
Ampelakia,(Moutsopoulos,1975,p.32).
Fig.129 Upper floor plan of I. D. Aivazi
mansion,Kastoria,(Moutsopoulos,
1962,p.111).
Space 7 is marked as 'kitchen'
and 12 as a later,additional
kitchen.
cessary to build an additional room,room 12,at a much later
date (20th century) for use as a kitchen. This strongly
suggest that the previously existing one,room 7,was not
adequate,that it was,as we have said,simply a utility room,
a walk-in larder,rather than a kithen.
Just as the oven was only lit now and again,so the fa¬
mily only went downstairs to the storage spaces periodi¬
cally for a supply of goods. The storage spaces of the
ground floor were filled with provisions,e.g.grain,oil,wine,
to last a whole year.
Stabling areas are found only in the houses whose ow¬
ners possessed working animals,e.g. mules for transporting,
and only very rarely for pleasure or specific purposes,e.g.
horse-riding. It was quite common,however,to find homes
having a small space for a pig and chickens which would
provide meat for the family. The positioning of the sta¬
bling spaces affects that of the toilet on the mezzanine
or upper floor which is often situated directly above the
stable for easier drainage,(fig.130).
When a family was occupied either with trade or craft,
a shop or workshop,respectively,with its relevant/accompa¬
nying store rooms were included in the house design.
As we know from chapters 1 and 2,a shop constitutes
part of the ground floor of a house,but,for security rea¬
sons,does not communicate with it, (figs.23 and 4-5). How¬
ever,a workshop and the store rooms for either a shop or
workshop,are part of the house,often quite a sizeable part,
at the expense of the living spaces,with which they have
direct communication. Fig.131 shows the ground and mezza¬
nine floors of a bourgeois house,the family of which were
tanners. Most of the space on the ground floor,including
the oven and well,was used for the washing of the hides and
their initial processing,while most of the mezzanine space
was used for the subsequent stages in the tanning process
and the hanging of the hides to dry. Apart from a small
gallery and the everyday winter room of the mezzanine,the
living areas of the family are on the upper floor. The
oven employed for the pro cessing of 'hides was ..one
and the same as that used by the family for domestic pur-
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Fig.130 Mezzanine and ground floor
plans of Sior Manolakis
mansion in Veria,
(Michaelis,1977,p.292).
Fig.131 Stamatas bourgeois house,Ioannina,(Michaelis,
1977,p.205).
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poses. The space of the workshop,therefore,coincides with,
or overlaps,the bread-kneading,food preparing etc. domestic
space. Furthermore,the workshop on the mezzanine communi¬
cates directly with the everyday winter room. Working and
living were not considered as two separate functions,but
occurred side by side in the design of the Macedonian house.
Another characteristic example is shown by fig.132.
Here too,the workshop,for the dying of cotton threads,com¬
municates directly with the oven space,which was similarly
used both for the craft and domestic purposes. Not only
this but the oven space is nearer to the workshop than to
the family's winter quarters as it was used more often in
the dying of cotton threads,while,for domestic use,as men¬
tioned earlier,only every so many days. It can be seen,
furthermore,how the workshop and the many storage spaces
have taken up all the ground and most of the mezzanine area
4.3.4. House and guests.
Let us turn to the reception and guest spaces of the
house. It is noted that,from the individual's point of
view,the community was divided into family and strangers.
It follows that once the visitor had been checked at the
front gate and allowed to enter,he should not penetrate
the family's private quarters,but should be kept as far
away as possible. The gallery is the first space which one
encounters emerging from the staircase,thus it was appro¬
priate as an intermediate ground on which the family,coming
from the inner rooms,could receive the visitors,from out¬
side.
The degree to which visitors were permitted to pene¬
trate the house is very characteristically manifested by
the position of the musicians' stand in the gallery. We
have seen that the stand is situated near or above the
staircase,in other words it is as near to the way out as it
can be.
Other reception spaces are the best summer and winter
rooms. They are accessible from the gallery,as any other
room of the house,but they are the ones nearer to the stair














Fig. 134- Prounis bourgeois house in
Metsovo,upper floor plan,
(Michaelis,1977,p.246).
step closer to the inner house,to the family's private quar¬
ters, (fig.134).
A comparison of the best and the private rooms of the
family brings out a noticeable difference in their decora¬
tion and general quality of finish. The best rooms are more
cared for and the family put its finer items in them,(86).
This special treatment given to the best room is much more
evident in the mansions and bourgeois houses than in the
popular ones. Nevertheless,the care taken over the best
room is particularly demonstrated,in the popular houses,by
the fact that the sole fireplace of the house appears in
the best rather than the everyday room. This can be explai¬
ned,in accordance with the introduction of this section,as
resulting from the family's passionate regard for their
pride and prestige,the judging of which was in the hands
of the visitor and guest,as representatives of the commu¬
nity.
4.4. Typical models of the house categories.
In the beginning of the second chapter Macedonian hou¬
ses are grouped into three categories , i.. e . popular , bourgeois
and mansion. Thereafter,for all houses used as examples
there has been a note of their category,so that,with the
above discussion on the house as a consolidation of the
family's multiform character,the reader can form as accu¬
rate a picture as possible of the Macedonian house in its
three categories,or variations,of the same basic pattern.
The final touches are put to this picture by summarizing
what is characteristic of each category,creating,thus,a
comprehensive impression for the popular,the bourgeois
and the mansion house.
4-4.1• Popular house.
People of the popular class were generally poor. They
were laymen,odd job men,ploughmen,conveyers,small shop ow-
(86) See chapter 2,section 2.3.12. Also see Kyriakidou-Nestoros,
1963,pp.20,21,23 and Michaelis,1977,pp.238,257.
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ners etc. A characteristic of the typical popular house is
its limited space,as true for the yard as for the main buil¬
ding. Resulting from the poverty and density of the 'varosh'
the popular house shares two sides with the neighbouring
houses,while another faces the street and the fourth the
yard. From the front gate one enters the covered walk which
is open to the yard. The oven is in the open and the toi¬
let is sheltered in a cheap wooden shed. One or two spaces
communicate either with the yard or with the covered walk
and they serve for stabling or storage. The staircase pene¬
trates the planking of the upper floor and leads to an
open gallery which gives access to a couple of rooms - one
for everyday living and one for best. The typical popular
house may,at the most,have one fireplace which is prefe¬
rably put in the best room. Most of the summer living is
done in the covered walk,the yard and the gallery.The rooms
themselves are used mainly in the winter,thus they have
only a few windows,(fig.135).
4-.4.2. Bourgeois house.
Situated initially in the varosh and later in positions
that were guided by the ethnic quarters,on the one hand,
and by the market place,on the other,the bourgeois house
does not have too much open space available to it. People
of this class were mainly merchants and manufacturers;
space for a shop and/or a workshop was needed,while the so¬
cial life of the family demanded more space for visitors
and guests. Therefore,the typical bourgeois house uses most
of its plot for the main building and leaves a small por¬
tion of it for an open yard. In addition,it introduces a
mezzanine floor and upper floor projections for the' enlar¬
gement of the interior,while the plan of the house is irre¬
gular as it stretches in different directions to optimize
what space is available.
Depending on the profession of the owner,the ground
floor may have a shop with its own entrance from the street,
most of the other spaces of the ground floor being acces¬
sible from the covered walk and a few from the yard. The
oven is included in a space which is used for both domestic
Fig.135
c
ground floor upper floor
- artistic impressionTypical popular house
drawn by the author.
mezza¬
nine
Fig.136 Typical bourgeois house - artistic impression
drawn by the author.
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purposes and for the family's craft. There is a cellar and
storage but there are no stabling spaces,apart,maybe,from
a small pigsty. The toilet may be positioned on the ground
floor but it is more likely to be found on the mezzanine,
nearer to the family's winter quarters. The gallery of the
mezzanine is closed towards the yard though it can be open
towards the covered walk. It gives access to two or three
spaces,one of which is the everyday winter room with a
fireplace. The others are for winter use,auxiliary and there
may be a workshop too. The upper floor is firstly for re¬
ceiving guests and secondly for summer use by the family
itself. Thus,most of its rooms are for visitors and guests.
These are a large gallery,the best winter and best summer
rooms. There is also an everyday room and,possibly,a small
one for women,(fig.136).
4.4.3. Mansion.
The upper class,on top of their wealth,had various
privileges,too. They were able to buy large plots in va¬
rious distinguished positions in the towns and build deta¬
ched houses with spacious yards. As there is more than
enough space under the main body of the mansion for all
the auxiliary spaces,the yard functioned more as a garden
than as a space for activities associated with the oven or
the toilet and,in any case,a rich mansion was more likely
to be attacked by thieves thus everything is gathered,lite¬
rally,under one roof. The covered walk,in the typical man¬
sion,is closed on all sides and has a secure door which
provides extra security with the front (yard) gate. The
covered walk gives access to the oven room,to various cel¬
lars and storage rooms and it,itself,is comfortable enough
to be used as a gathering place for members of a guild to
talk business with their 'president',the mansion owner,who
may have a raised platform as a business office at one end
of the covered walk.
The mezzanine is usually as big as the upper floor,
sometimes even bigger to include spaces for a workshop,for
the manufacturing of commodities,to accommodate many wor¬












(Drawn by the author)
family's use and a best winter room. The plan of the mezza¬
nine usually follows the plan of the upper floor and,unlike
that of the bourgeois house,it serves both family living
and reception purposes equally,thus it is a self sufficient
seasonal apartment and has a separate workshop,too.
The upper floor is entirely for summer use and it car¬
ries all the luxuries and fine craftsmanship and decoration
for a comfortable and distinguished mode of life. The gal¬
lery is open,it has raised recessed platforms,a musicians'
stand and gives access to rooms,each of which has a chara'c-
ter,an atmosphere of its own. Adjacent to the gallery are




THE ORIGIN OF MACEDONIAN ARCHITECTURE AND
ITS PRACTITIONERS
5.1. Introductory notes.
Having presented the architecture that occurred in
Macedonia in the 18th and 19th centuries and having discus¬
sed the relevant social,cultural and economic issues that
manifested it,we turn now to examine its origin and crea¬
tors. This chapter will show that the Byzantine domestic
architecture set the foundation for the development of the
Macedonian one in the 18th and 19th centuries. It can be
argued,that the architecture in Macedonia from the Turkish
occupation in the 15th century until the 18th century,al¬
though containing elements of Byzantine technology,remained
in an embryonic form until the new social and economic con¬
ditions that appeared in the 18th century gave it the ap¬
propriate boost to reach its maturity.
It must be noted,however,that concurrent with the em¬
bryonic or basic architecture prior to the 18th century,
there was the architecture of the rich Turkish villas,man¬
sions and palaces which although a minority architecture
nevertheless,as it copied the Byzantine past,proved valuable
to the continuation of the Byzantine building tradition,(1).
(1) Because the Greek builders continued to practice their skills ac¬
cording to the Byzantine tradition. See section 5-5.
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It should also be noted that the Ottoman Turks,a nomadic
people,had no architecture other than the tent,(2),so,con¬
sequently , adopted the technologies and forms of the places
in which they settled,(3). It has already been mentioned
that they used those buildings they did not destroy for
their own purposes, (4-) • Perhaps the best example of such
appropriation is the 'transformation' of St. Sophia into a
mosque: all the Turks did was to whitewash the frescos of
the interior and to errect four minarets on the corners of
the building. Regarding the adoption of the 'style' of buil
dings that the conquerors found where they had settled,the
mosques they built in Constantinople may be referred to,six
in all and all in the Byzantine rather than in the 'Muslim'
style,but furnished with minarets,(5).
That the Turks adopted local architectures can be at¬
tributed not only to their being a nomadic people,but also
to the fact that,as warlike people who became feudal lords,
they were not involved themselves in the art of building,
(6). Instead they used local builders who,in turn,built in
the way they were accustomed,using the Byzantine technology
they were familiar with.
We do not want to imply that the Turks did not offer
anything in the shaping of Macedonian architecture. Merely
the fact that they were the rulers suggests that they in¬
fluenced the architecture just as they did certain expres¬
sions of social life,(7). But their effect on the former
is manifest on the monumental rather than the domestic side
e.g. in mosques with their minarets,public fountains and
bezestens,though even here,as pointed out,the Byzantine
style dominates the Muslim.
On the domestic side,the most prominent influence ap¬
pears in the interior of houses and,to be more precise,in
the interiors of the living rooms: Turks had the habit of
(2) About the Ottoman architecture in general see: Montani,1873 and
Saffet,1938.
(3) Briggs, 1959,PP-222,34-7.
(4-) See chapter 4•» section 4--2.1.
(5) Briggs,1959,p.34-7. The Arabic word 'Muslim' is generally adopted
by scholars to describe the architecture produced by the followers
of the religion of Islam,(Ibid,p.221).
(6) See chapter 4-, sections 4..1.3 and 4-.2.3.
(7) For examples see Simopoulos,1976.
sitting cross-legged or on their knees; this goes back to
their nomadic tent life. Thus,in a living room,instead of
chairs they had thick carpets on the floor and low divans
where they lay or sat cross-legged. As they sat on the
floor,the room had to be divided into a sitting and a wal¬
king area. The sitting area,surrounded by divans,was raised
approximately 20cm from the walking one and elements such
as railings,gratings , columns or arches were put between to
emphasize the separation,(8). On entering the raised plat¬
form shoes had to be left on the walking area of the room;
here one finds analogies between the sitting area and the
interior of a tent or mosque which the Turks entered bare¬
footed. Nevertheless,the Byzantines used divans in their
living rooms. This can be inferred from a room in the By¬
zantine house to which the texts refer as the 'tpikAivo',
the 'three-bedded',(9)
One sees that,however convincing the tent analogy ap¬
pears to be,divans were not a Turkish innovation. The use
of cushions,carpets etc. is associated with Turkish habits,
but one must be critical before suggesting that the Turks
introduced them - steam baths are generally known as Tur¬
kish baths,but the Byzantines had them and before them the
Romans,(10).
Therefore,although the furnishing of the living rooms
of the Macedonian house can be associated with Turkish tent
habits it must not be regarded as a Turkish innovation. In
any case,this,probably single,Turkish mark on the Macedo¬
nian house does not make it Turkish,because,as argued later,
the Macedonian house is throughout directly of Byzantine
origin.
(8) Kucukerman,1973,P-155.
(9) Miklosich-Miiller, 1860-1890, 2.52,3.20,3-52. See also Migne,1857 -
1866, AO.32.
(10) Choisy,l929,P-79-
5.2. Domestic architecture prior to the 18th century.
Disregarding the few mansions belonging almost exclu¬
sively to the privileged Turks,before the 18th century most
of the population lived in small,poor houses. This popula¬
tion was mainly agricultural and a typical example of their
architecture is the Doliani house,(11).
This has a single spaced ground floor only. The walls
are built of stone and mud with pairs of wooden beams at
intervals of 70 - 80cm. There is no wooden floor; instead
a layer,10 - 15cm thick,of clay soil,carefully pressed and
flattened,was laid. The same material was used regularly
to maintain the evenness of the surface. The absence of a
ceiling leaves the roof structure exposed on the interior.
The latter was constructed using oak beams,as trusses,on
which thinner logs rest providing a boarding to support the
flat stones which complete the structure. There is no fire¬
place,but in the centre of one of the four walls a square
of stones indicates where the fire was lit. The smoke wan¬
dered freely within the interior and found its way out
through a rectangular hole in the roof,directly above the
fire,and through the tiny cracks between the roof stones.
There are one or two small windows,measuring 50 by 70cm
without glass panes but having wooden shutters that open
towards the interior. There are niches in the walls that
were used as shelves. Occasionally,the Doliani house has an
oven which is situated opposite the fire square. Finally,
there are no divans,hence the family sat and slept on the
ground.
This house,with time,acquired another room and bigger
windows. The wall niches were dressed with wooden panels
and closed with doors. The stone square became a proper
fireplace,on either side of which wood panelled recesses
appeared. Lastly,the house acquired a wooden ceiling,though
it still did not have a wooden floor nor divans. These be¬
gan to appear in the 18th century,together with the addi-
(11) The village of Doliani in western Macedonia was formed out of
neighbouring Byzantine settlements in between 14-50 and 1500,
(Stergiadis,1981,p.112).
tion of an upper floor and many other alterations which
gave the house the form familiar to us,(12).
The brief de scription above gives an idea of how the
Macedonian house was before the 18th century,when it began
acquiring its final form which one should not assume was
discovered anew,or was the result of an 'evolution' of that
simple,single spaced Doliani house. As soon as their finan¬
ces improved,people used the archetypal form of the Byzan¬
tine house to create the architecture of the 18th and 19th
centuries.
5.3- Byzantine house and relevant building legislation.
3.3.1. Number of storeys.
The Byzantine house had either just one storey,in
which case it was called ' yayoyeojv ' , low to the ground, or
two storeys of which the lower was called 'KctToyscov' and
the upper ' ^vwyeoov',while the two storeyed house itself was
called ' avojyeoKaTcoyov ' , (1 3 ) • It could also have a third
storey; in this case the middle one was called ' yeoorraTOV' ,
middle floor - mezzanine,(14.)•
A house with three or more storeys ,(15),was conside¬
red by certain Byzantine observers to be extravagant. They
criticized the owner as much for being vain as for depri¬
ving the neighbouring houses of their air,light and view,(16).
A multi-storeyed house might have been a sign of the wealth
of its owner,but it might also have been nothing more than
a continuation of the Roman tradition in which the middle
class was housed in five and six storeyed buildings,(17).
(12) All information about the pre-18th century Doliani house from
Stergiadis,1981.
(13) Coucoules, 1954-, PP-261-262
(14.) Ibid,p.262; see also: Miklosich-Miiller, 1860-1890,vol.3,p.52.
(15) Byzantine texts often refer to three,four and even five storeyed
buildings. See: Chrysostomos in Migne,1857-1866, 58.522; Life and
works of Palladios in Migne,1857-1866,Tzetzis,1826, 5.17.618;
Armenopoulos, 1851, 2.4.-28.
(16) Coucoules, 1954-, p. 262.
(17) Beylie, 1902,p.4-.
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5.3.2. Distances between buildings.
The Byzantine codes,(18),for the safeguarding of one's
air and light prescribe that between multi-storeyed buil¬
dings a distance of 12 Byzantine feet,(19),was the minimum
allowed (code 4-5) while between single storeyed buildings
this distance could be reduced to 10 B.ft (code 23). More
particularly,in the case of two facing buildings,one of one
storey and the other of two,the addition of a second floor
was allowed on top of the single storeyed building only if
the distance between it and the second storey of the facing
house was at least 10 B.ft (code 28),(fig.138).
For the safeguarding of one's view the codes prescribe
much bigger distances between buildings. According to codes
4-7 and 51, four types of view were to be taken into account
in the siting of buildings within a town: views of the sea,
mountains,public gardens and public works of art. Thus,if a
building was to be placed between another and its view of
(18) The term 'code' was first used in the Roman legislation (codex,
-icis) as a collective title for Imperial laws. In the Byzantine
Empire,the term had a similar use,hence the 'Codex Theodosianus'
and the 'Codex Justinianus' issued in Latin by the emperors
Theodosius and Justinian in 4-38 and 529 respectively. The Justi¬
nian code was supplemented and improvised several times before
his death in 565. The whole collection of Justinian legislation
is generally known as 'Corpus Juris Civilis'. After Justinian
other Byzantine emperors issued similar legislations written in
Greek and not using the Latin 'codex' as a title. Collections
such as those by Leon Isavros in 74-0,Vasilios the Macedon between
870 and 884. and,finally,Leon the Wise and his son Constantine
before 911 known as the ' Botox Axica' (Royal). Supplements continued
to be issued until 134-5 when the legislator Constantine Armeno-
poulos gathered and taxonomized the collections of laws and edi¬
ted a digest of laws,known as uE£aBxBAog', Exavivlos. (See Elef-
theroudakis,under 'kco6x£' ,' IouoTXVxotvoc; ' , 'BaoxAxica' and 'Apyevo-
xrouAog' .
The Exavivlos is used as referrence for the present work. More
specifically,each code is identified by three numbers,the first
indicating the book,the second the chapter and the third the code
itself. All codes concerning this study are in book two,chapter
four of the Exavivlos,thus each code will be referred to with its
third number only,e.g. instead of writing code 2.4-.4-5 we write
code 4-5.
(19) In the Byzantine system of measurement one 'ttous',foot,is the
length of a large hxxman foot which is equivalent to 0.3083 metres.
See Dimitrakos,1964.,xinder 'xroug'. Hereafter all distances are
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_STOREYED BUILDING AND THE
ADDITIONAL SECOND FLOOR OF
A SINGLE STORE YEP-BuiLDiNGr.
Fig. 138 Schematic representation of codes 4.5,23 and 28,
as interpreted by the author.
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COPES 48 AND 4?
Distance "Between "buildings w^en one building cdwes betweetN another
■Building and its view of public gardens or works of art.
Fig.139 Schematic representation of codes 47,51,48 and 49,
as interpreted by the author.
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the sea (code 47) or a mountain (code 51) the former had to
keep a minimum distance of 100 B.ft from the latter; whereas,
in the case of the viewing of public gardens or works of art
(codes 48,49),the former had to keep a minimum distance of 50 B.ft
from the latter,(fig.139)•
Finally,the viewing,or overlooking,of one's premises by
another situated on a higher level was not illegal in the
Byzantine legislation (code 50) , (fig. 1 40). It is clear from
this code that buildings of various heights could be built
near each other. However,ones of a different quality of cons¬
truction , e . g . a rich house and a poor one,should be built at
a distance. The latter is prescribed in the second half of
code 28. According to the first half,which appears earlier
in figu _e 138,there should be a distance of 10 B.ft between
an additional second floor of a one storeyed building and
its two storeyed facing building. Should the additional floor
have,however,been of an inferior construction to that of the
facing building,the distance of 10 B.ft would double to 20.
The doubling of this distance,according to the code,safe¬
guards the appearance of the well constructed building from
the less well constructed one opposite it. The distance of
20 B.ft between such buildings of different quality applies
to all heights of building,(fig.141)•
5.3•3• Materials and measures against fire risk.
A variety of materials was used for the construction of
Byzantine house walls: stone,brick and wood,either separa¬
tely or in combination. A favourite combination was that of
several layers of stone interrupted by rows of brick at re¬
gular intervals,(fig.142).
What characterized a Byzantine wall,however,was the me¬
thod of construction called ' I uavxaiqct' , ( 20) , in which latti¬
ced timbers were incorporated in its mass at regular inter¬
vals ,(21),(fig.143,a). Lastly, the Byzantines also built
walls using only wood. A wooden wall comprised a skeleton
(20) Chrysostomos in Migne,1857-1866, 56.44 and 56.666.
(21) Choisy,1929,p.7: "Les murs Byzantins se distinguent (par les)
longrines et (les) traverses de bois incorporees dans leur masse".
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of vertical posts which supported horizontal planks,(22),
(fig.143,b). Such walls must have been popular in the cities,
as indicated by two observations. First,wood would have
been appropriate for multi-storeyed buildings because of its
lightness,its strength and the convenience of handling. Se¬
cond,fires often broke out in the cities,spread fast and des¬
troyed whole sectors. Had the major material of house buil¬
ding not been wood,fires wouldn't have been as catastrophic
as many reports describe,(23)•
To prevent the transmission of fire,the Byzantine legi¬
slation was very explicit and specific as to the positioning
of workshops etc. at certain distances from domestic and
public buildings,taking into account especially the direc¬
tion from which the prevailing winds blew. Thus,codes 15,16,
17,18 and 19 deal separately with bakeries,potteries,gypsum
or lime kilns,dye-houses,blacksmith's workshops etc. where
ovens of various types were in prominent use.
With particular regard to domestic buildings,ovens
were not supposed to be positioned on the ground area which
was directly under the main body of the house,(24). The
placing of ovens or open fires against or relatively near
a wall which was shared with a neighbouring house was also
forbidden by code 70. Finally,according to code 65,private
buildings had to be built at least 15 B.ft away from public
ones so that neither of them was in danger,as the code ex¬
plains , meaning in danger of fire transmission,(fig.144)•
5.3-4. The roof.
The roof of the Byzantine house was either flat or
sloping,depending on the climate of the different regions
of the Empire. When flat,the roof was covered with a thick
layer of earth and was known as 1 6a)ua' , (25) . The pitched
(22) Coucoules,1954?P-260.
(23) Chrysostomos,in Migne,1857-1866, 62.77,90.
(24) Leon the Wise,1893, 18.3.
(25) Eustathios of Thessaloniki,1825-1830, 1125-57, 1547.32 and 1669.19.
Earth covered flat roofs are in use in the Aegean architecture.
Occasionally,the tiled roof was called 'bwya' by the Byzantines.
See Coucoules,1954,P-273-
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Fig. 14.2 Byzantine walls,
(Choisy,1883,p.9)•
Fig. 14-3 a: Byzantine latticed wall construction
(Choisy,1883,p.117).








of code 65,as interpreted
by the author.
roof was either a single slope,a slope in two directions or
a double slope in each direction and was covered with clay-
tiles. The covering material rested either upon wooden bat¬
tens or layers of lead,which were known as 'yapxia 1,papers,
(26),or upon layers of hide. These in turn rested on wooden
rafters. The application of lead or hide in this way must
have been an older technique than that of using wooden bat¬
tens. This can be assumed from the fact that the Byzantines
used the terms ' ciTroxapToJOig' (meaning the underlaying of
'yotpTia') and ' iTcxooopa' (deriving from the application of
hide) indiscriminately for the use of lead leaf or wooden
battens,(27),and of wooden battens,(28),respectively.
By considering the etymology of building terms which
have,with time,lost their original meaning and have been
applied to a different technique,one may explore the course
of a building tradition. For example,one sees that for some
reason the Byzantines abandoned the hide and turned to woo¬
den battens. The two techniques,however,must have had some¬
thing in common thus the term ' Trexoojpa' continued to be used
in the application of the battens,although other terms were
available: 'oavidooxp ot e yq ' or 'mexaupooxeyov',both meaning
roof with planks - battens,are Byzantine terms which were
used for the wooden batten technique. The term ' tt e x owpct' ,
however,was preferred by the Byzantines and,later,was ex¬
clusively used by the Macedons although we do not know of
any examples where hide was used in the roof construction
in Macedonian architecture. It is thus suggested that the
Macedonian wooden batten technique is the continuation of
the Byzantine.
The sloping of roofs was achieved by means of wooden
trusses involving pairs of rafters which were known as ' \Jja-
Xl&ia' or '4aXiSwpaxa' , scissors,(fig.145)• A pair of rafters
symbolized two fighters or wre s*tler s , ( 29) • They were com¬
monly known as ' Trpoob 1 Xouvxec;' , the literal meaning being
(26) Coucoules,1954,P-272.
(27) Chrysostomos,in Migne,1857-1866, 62.752.
(28) Coucoules,1954,P-273-
(29) Eustathios of Thessaloniki,1825-1830, 1326.18.
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leaning on and embracing each other,but in usage meaning
locking,in fight,with each other,(30).
5.3.3. Floors,structural elements and staircases.
The floor of the ground storey was either plain earth,
(31),earth and pebbles well compressed and levelled,(32),
or was fully covered with flags,raw bricks or pebbles,(33).
It could also be covered with planks which were laid upon
j oists ,(34- )> though this technique was more commonly used
for the floors of the upper storeys. The joists were laid
on a number of wooden beams driven into the walls and were
supported by columns or square-sectioned pillars built ei¬
ther of stone or brick,or,more commonly,the beams were sup¬
ported by wooden posts , (fig. 1 4.6) .
A square-sectioned pillar,built of stone or brick,was
called 'mivao?',according to code 30,which deals with the
problem of replacing a square masonry pillar with a column.
The code prescribes that in order to replace a pillar which
supports the weight of an upper storey with a column,the
latter should have a diameter equal to half the width of
the former. If the pillar is situated on an upper storey
(i.e. it supports the roof only) the code does not specify
dimensions but stipulates that a layer of latticed timber,
(35),at least eight fingers,(36),thick should be interposed
in the stone mass of the column, (fig. 14-7) .
(30) Ibid,1326.64. In various parts of Greece the rafters are called
'uaxxadec;',fighters. In France they are called 'battants' (Cou-
coules,1954,p-271) while 'batter' is what the English call the
inclination of a tower. It can be seen that the Byzantine symbo¬
lism has continued to apply to Grecian architecture,while it can
be argued that it applies to foreign architecture,too. Whether
the French term 'battants' denotes a Byzantine tradition in France
or expresses a symbolism which is embodied in domestic architec¬
ture regardless of locality and nationality is a matter of sepa¬
rate study and investigation.




(35) It is the technique known as ' lydvTojya' in which latticed timber
was incorporated in the mass of a stone wall,as discussed in
section 5-3.3-
(36) In the Byzantine system of measurement one 'daKtuAog',finger,the
breadth of a human finger. 8 fingers are equal to 1/2 B.ft or
0.1541 metres (Armenopoulos,1851,2.4.12).
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Fig. 14-5 Byzantine trusses, (Choisy,1883,pp.14-6 and 14-7).
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Fig. 14.7 Schematic representation of code 30,as interpreted
by the author.
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We may look beyond the technical nature of this code
and appreciate how building skills progressed. Bulky pil¬
lars were replaced by thinner and more elegant columns
which were capable of bearing the same load. It can be ar¬
gued that things were learned sequentially in the building
tradition which moved step by step over the course of time.
Thus,the Macedons reached the point of using rather tall,
thin wooden posts that bore considerable loads,as noted in
chapter two and illustrated with figs.4-1,61 and 68.
The floor to floor communication was achieved by means
of interior wooden staircases,(37). These came through
square openings in the floor which were often provided with
wooden lids called ' tcaTappaKxax ' , (38) , that could be secured
from upstairs. Exterior staircases,however,were not rare
and those made of stone or marble also served to embellish
the house,(39)•
The codes refer to the wooden staircases in two instan¬
ces. First,according to code 56,staircases leading from
the street to house overhangs were forbidden,with a view
to avoiding fire transmission. Second,according to code 74,
the building of a staircase against a wall common to neigh¬
bouring houses was allowed,because,as the code explains,on
the one hand a wooden staircase does not harm the wall and,
on the other hand,its removal is easy. The latter remark
can give rise to certain speculations as,for example,to we¬
ther a wooden staircase was considered by the Byzantines a
fixed,permanent element of the house design,or an additio¬
nal one,an accessory,so to speak,which,like a boat ladder
that one has no further use for once one is aboard,does not
play a decisive - if any,role in the design of the house.
There must be a connection between the 'easily removed'
notion which the Byzantines had about the wooden staircase
and the fact that in the Macedonian house the staircase was
built last and had a light,rather insignificant and cheap
construction even in the richest of houses.
(37) Beylie,1902,p.201.
(38) 'KaiappaKTca 1,'falls' as they fall down to close,(Wagner,1874,
109.106),or '<3p6ooqpai',the term implying that they can be pulled
up,(Eustathios of Thessaloniki,1825-1830, 1921.19).
(39) Chrysostomos,in Migne,1857-1866, 57.51.
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5.3.6. Windows.
The Byzantines distinguished between two types of win¬
dow,those exclusively for admitting daylight and those
which also provided a view. The former were called '
otikou 0up(6eg',light-holes , (4-0) . The latter ' TrapaKUTrx 1 kou
0upi6eg',a term derived from the verb ' ttupoikutttu)' which,
for the Byzantines,denoted the act of bending over the
window for viewing purposes,(4-1 ) . Consequently, the sill of
such windows could not have been higher than waist level.
They were oblong rectangles with a flat or curved head,
could be glazed and were provided with shutters and/or bars
U2).
The codes refer to both types of window on many occa¬
sions in matters concerning mainly the light,view and pri¬
vacy of one's premises. Before looking at these codes,it
must be noted that the Byzantine building regulations al¬
ways respected what had been built in older times,that is,
they took for granted what was 'old',while it was for the
newly built buildings to obey the regulations conforming
to the old , (4-3 ) •
Code 55 prescribes that if the distance between two
facing houses is 10 B.ft,windows of the bend-over type
are not allowed,unless they were built in older times.
Light-holes,the code continues,are allowed so long as they
are positioned 6 B.ft above the floor in the house inte¬
rior,i.e. above eye level,(fig . 1 4-8 ) . Code 55 ends with a
note according to which the raising of the floor,that is,
the construction of a raised platform in the house below
the light-holes,is not allowed,because,then,the light-
holes could be used for viewing purposes ,(fig . 1 4-9) •
(4-0) This is the term used in the codes. It was applied to the small
rectangular or circular openings of the wall above eye level. The
light-holes could be latticed and hence called 'bidxpirroi',per¬
forated, (Procopios,1905-1913, 4-1) •
(41) This is the term used in the codes. A wall without such windows
was called 'xubAoc;',blind,(Armenopoulos,1851, 2.4-33).
(42) Beylie,1902,p.201.
(43) A discussion on the conscious effort of the Byzantines to pre¬
serve their building tradition appears in chapter six,section 6.2.
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Fig. 14-8 Schematic representation of code 55,










Fig. 14-9 Schematic representation of final note
in code 55 , as interpreted by the author.
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Fig.150 Schematic representation of code 33,
as interpreted by the author.
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One may assume from code 55 that,in the case of facing
houses,the direct viewing of one from the other at a di¬
stance of 10 B.ft was not allowed. However,at a distance
of 20 B.ft,direct viewing was allowed,as indicated by code
33 which permits viewing windows on facing houses that are
this far apart,(fig.150). Code 33 also notes that the di¬
stance of 20 B.ft is considered by the Byzantine legisla¬
tion as 'adequate for privacy'.
Finally,code 35 deals with the problem of building a
new house against one of the walls of an 'old' house. If
the wall in question carries light-holes which are the only
means of lighting for the old house,then the new should be
built 3aA 'forearms',(44)>away. If , however , these light-holes
are not the only means of lighting for the ancient house,
i.e. the ancient house receives light from other windows
or light-holes on other walls besides those on the wall in
question,then the new house can be built against this wall
and block the light-holes,(fig.151)•
5.3*7. Doors and gates.
It has been suggested,(4-5 ), that the main,or prinipal,
fagade of the Byzantine house faced either the street or
the yard. This suggestion is established by the distinction
which the Byzantines made between a door and a gate. One
could enter a house through its '6upa',door,(46),and this
must usually have been the case where the front fagade loo¬
ked onto the street. A1ternatively,one entered firstly the
house yard through the ' ttu Awv ' , gate , ( 47 ) , and then the house,
via its yard; that is,in the case where the front fagade
looked onto the yard.
It is important to this study to explore whether the
positioning of one's house to face the street or the yard
(44-) In the Byzantine system of measurement one 'nfixug',the length of
a forearm,is equal to one and a half B.ft,or 0.4624 metres,
(Armenopoulos,1851 , 2.4*12).
(45) Gerland,1915 * See also Coucoules,1954,P*279*
(46) Hesseling-Pernot,1910,I,84*
(47) Chrysostomos,in Migne,1857-1866, 49*240. 'HuAwv' the term used
in the codes; see Armenopoulos,1851, 2.4*63.
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was a matter of preference,or whether it resulted from the
realization of the State regulations. Two virtues which
the Byzantines recognized in a house were whether it was
'ei!)depov kou e6r| Ai ov',(4-8), that is,well ventilated and sun¬
lit. A house which faced the street was not likely to be
awarded either one of these virtues,as the narrowness of
the street and the resulting proximity of the opposite hou¬
ses blocked both the air and the sunlight. Therefore,if
one wanted a well ventilated and sunlit house,the latter
should face the yard which kept the neighbouring houses at
a relatively greater distance. At the same time,however,
the street traffic with the relevant events,like street
merchants,processions,people's social exchanges and argu¬
ments was very interesting for the inhabitants of the houses
who not only viewed all these street events but played an
active role in them,either when calling the street merchant
or when talking and arguing with the passers by, (4-8). A
house which faced the street was in accordance with the
way of life in the Byzantine towns; it complied with what
one may call a 'dialogue' between the street and the hou¬
ses: The hero in a Byzantine text,sat in a room ". . . ou avea)
yeoav TToAAa 0upi6u>v OToyaxa ttou Trepi xpv Aewbopov xa_
oyoyeva",that is,a room "whose many mouths of windows were
open towards the street" , (4-9)-
Was it,however,always possible for every house in a
Byzantine town to be well lit and ventilated and to face
the street? From what has been seen so far,from those codes
which safeguarded one's view and privacy by establishing
minimum distances between houses by permitting or prohibi¬
ting the opening of windows accordingly,one is led to the
assumption that the positioning of a house fagade was-not
always a matter of choice but one of complying with the
building regulations. One may conclude that acting accor¬
ding to the regulations came first and by choice second:
code 52,which deals with the distances between a house
overhang and a private or public building (see fig.155)
(4-8) Chrysostomos,in Migne, 1857-1866,59.310.
(4-9) Prodromos Theodoros,p.117.
notes that if one does not comply with the prescribed di¬
stances the overhang will be demolished and the house turned
over to the royal treasury.
Let us return to our discussion about the door and
gate of the Byzantine house. As noted,the door led directly
into the house while the gate led into the yard. In both
cases,the door or gate,had the same function: they were the
front door of the house at which a visitor knocked,(50),
could be secured from the inside,(51),and carried symbols
and paintings that were intended to guard and protect the
entrance of the house,(52).
The door and the gate were among those elements of
the house to which most attention was paid regarding safety
and decoration. Their wooden leaves were strengthened with
broad headed nails ,( 53 ), and carried copper ,( 54-), or even
gold,(55),ornaments. Stone posts,(56),completed the luxu¬
rious image. Such ornamentation can be regarded as an ex¬
hibition of one's wealth and social status. In fact,the ex¬
hibition of the gate in particular was accentuated by its
projection beyond the yard wall,into the street. Such pro¬
jection was not only detrimental to the street but also
raised arguments between neighbours who competed with each
other over the appearance of their houses,(57). Thus,the
State,with code 63,forbade the projection of gates to a
distance greater than that to which water dripping off the
house roof fell,(fig.152).
When making efforts to impress the onlooker with the
appearance of one's house it is quite logical to start
with the first element that comes to the attention of the
pedestrian: the front door. This is especially true in the
case of the gate where the house did not face the street
(50) Coucoules, 1954-,pp.280-281.
(51) Ibid,pp.285-286. Door or gate were secured with locks,latches or
bolts.
(52) Beylie,1902,pp.39,88. Paintings with subject the 'Havayia f| Ilop-
Tapea',Virgin-on-the-door,were the most popular,(Coucoules,195A,
p.280).
(53) Palladios of Hellenoupolis,in Migne, 1857—1866,3-4,1194--
(5/J Beylie, 1902, p. 201.
(55) Gregorios of Nyssa,in Migne,1857-1866,UU.656.
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copes z5 AND z6
FRORT-DOOR. OF TAVERN OR
STABLE SITUATED oproslte
A HOUSE
Fig.153 Schematic representation of codes 25 and 26,
as interpreted by the author.
and,consequently,was not viewed from there. So,it can be
argued,the appearance of the gate reflected the appearance
of the house fagade. As it is unlikely that the gate was
projected onto the street for any functional reason it can
further be argued that the gate replaced the fagade of the
house; reflected the impression that the fagade would make
were it facing the street.
To end the discussion about the front door,the last
three codes associated with it are considered: codes 25 and
26 are concer ned as much with the visual cleanliness as
with the safe and comfortable movement in the space before
a house front door. They thus prescribe that the entrances
of taverns or stables should not be placed directly oppo¬
site a house front door,but diagonally,(fig.153)•
Code 31 prescribes that a yard should have only one
gate leading either to the street or to a neighbouring com¬
mon yard from where there is access to the street. The code
continues that a workshop or warehouse should have either
one door leading into a common yard or one leading into
the stree t, ( f ig . 1 54-) • These regulations , as the code explains,
are aimed at minimizing the risk of trespassers using one's
premises to enter other neighbouring premises. From code 31
one realizes that the Byzantine house either had direct ac¬
cess to the street,via its front door,or indirect access,
via a common yard,a yard that is,which was shared by at
least two neighbouring houses each of which could also have
their own private yards.
5.3.8. Projections.
The term 'riAiatcog' was used by the Byzantines to de¬
note that space of the house which was exposed 'to the sun',
(58). The position of this space in the house was not fixed,
neither was its form: it could appear on the upper or ground
floor,towards the street or the yard and could be rectangu¬
lar,round etc,(59). It was usually,however,rectangular,po¬
sitioned on the upper floor,projected towards the street
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and was made of wood,(60). In the codes it is referred to
as 'o ektos ^KTrexaoueV05 e^waxps 1 , the jutting out platform,
or simply as ' e^woxps 1 , platform, as well as 1 f| Ai a<og 1 , (61 ) .
This overhang,so to speak,was enclosed by walls and roofed,
but allowed the sunlight in by means of windows opening in
all possible directions. As it was projected over the street
it came rather close to the opposite buildings. This,in con-
juction with its wooden construction,made it a potential
fire transmission element of the house. We may suppose that
code 52 demands a minimum distance of 10 B.ft between an
overhang and a building opposite, or even 15 if the opposite
building happened to be a public one,for the prevention of
fire transmission,(fig.155). For probably the same reason,
code 32 demands a minimum distance of 10 B.ft between fa¬
cing overhangs,one of which was old and the other new,(fig.
156). Here,again,one notices that the building regulations
make exceptions in cases where older buildings are concerned.
This interpretation is chosen because, if we recall that the
distance of 20 B.ft between facing windows is considered,
by code 33,as 'adequate for privacy',then the 10 B.ft
distance between the windows of facing overhangs,as pre¬
scribed by code 32,should not be taken as a violation of code
33. Since there is no code concerning the distance between
facing overhangs and code 32 specifically speaks about the
distance between an old and a new overhang,we may conclude
that the Byzantine regulations seek to find solutions in
cases where older constructions are preventing the new from
complying with the building legislation. On the one hand
the regulations recognize the old buildings,i.e. they recog¬
nize tradition,but on the other hand the regulations recog¬
nize one's desire,or right,in building a new house,to have
windows,overhangs etc.,as the old houses have. Thus,retur¬
ning to code 32,just as the old house has an overhang so
the new house has a right to one too,even though it may
approach the window of the old overhang at a distance
of less than 20 B.ft , provided , however , that this
(60) The wooden construction of the projection is depicted by another
of its names,'xaBAaxov',which is derived from the Latin 'tabula-
tum'. See Coucoules,1954,P-291.
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distance is not less than the 10 B.ft prescribed for the
prevention of fire transmission.
Finally,code $6 forbids house projections over streets
10 B.ft wide,but allows the projections that were construc¬
ted at an earlier time,as long as they are raised 15 B.ft
above the streets and they are not supported by columns,
wooden posts or walls,so as not to lessen the widths of the
streets or restrict the air ventilation. Staircases leading
from the street onto the projections are prohibited by the
same code,as they would also be a fire transmission risk,
(fig.157).
5-3.9. Interior arrangement.
With the exception of code 55 which,as seen in section
5.3 • 6. , forbids the building of raised platforms below light-
holes,there are no regulations concerning the interior of
the Byzantine house. It is not possible to form a precise
picture of the interior plan,but the names of the most im¬
portant spaces,rooms,and the order in which they appeared
within the house are known. Thus an idea of the interior
arrangement can be formed.
Having established that the yard gate was in fact the
front door of the Byzantine house,it follows that the yard
was one space of the house interior,(62). In the yard,
there was a stone built bench,called ' tte^ou AAxov ' , ( 63 ) . It
was there to facilitate dismounting,(64.), thus we learn
that horses were ridden into the yard and,apparently,the
gate was high enough for this. There was also a well in
the yard,(65),or,lacking underground water,there were ap¬
propriate ditches,rain-water collectors,known as 'xioxsp-
vou', cisterns,or 'opBpoSeKxai' , rain-water collectors ,(66) .
The interior of the main building of the house was
dominated by a large space known as 'xpikAivov',three-bed¬
ded, (67). It served as a reception space where men,as a
(62) Often,especially in the northern provinces of the Empire,the
yard was roofed; see Beylie, 1902,p.74..
(63) Coucoules,1954->p.3H.
(64.) Guilland,p.90.
(65) Coucoules, 1954.,p.31 5.
(66) Ibid,pp.315-316.
(67) Ibid,p.294-- Also known as 'oaAa1,salon; see Beylie, 1902,p.58.
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rule,accepted their guests. It was very rarely used by the
women who resided in their own quarters,the ' yaxpoovlKia ' ,
(68). The,'xpiKXivov' gave access to a number of smaller
chambers,some used as sleeping rooms and others as sitting
rooms for the women. These were called 'koixwveg' ,bedrooms,
(69) kouBoukAioi 1 , cubicles , (70) , or simply ' booyax ia 1 , rooms ,
(71). Inside them there were 'apyap 1 a' ,shelves,where various
objects were kept, ( 72 ) , and 'oxiBa&e^' or,more commomly 'tte-
^ouXXia',benches,along the walls,(73).
Byzantine texts often refer to the 'yaysipeTov' or
1 TTapaKeXXi ov ' , ( 74-) ? the space,that is,where food was prepa¬
red. The exact position of it is unknown; the term ' TTapaice X-
Xi ov 1 , however , which is derived from the words 1 TTapa ' , near ,
next to and 1XXiov',cell,denotes a small space which is
adjunct to the main spaces of the house. Although one can¬
not be certain,it may be assumed that this food preparing
space could be one of the auxiliary spaces on the ground
floor of the house,accessible from the yard,since the oven,
' boupvoc; ' or 'icayiviv',has been noted as being positioned near
the main building and near the gate,(75). It was not neces¬
sary for the 'yaye1petov' to be upstairs because food was
also cooked in the 'soxia',(76),an open fire,lit in a spe¬
cially designed corner in one of the living spaces of the
house.
Finally,the Byzantine house contained a toilet which
was known as ' ^TTOTraxog 1 , the closet,'abe&pwv',seat,or ' t^e-





(72) Hesseling-Pernot,1910,I,203 and IV,27.
(73) Eustathios of Thessaloniki, 1827-1832,154-6.61.
(74-) Vasilios the Great,in Migne, 1857-1866,31.1313; Coucoules, 1954->P-307.
(75) Coucoules, 1954-,p.312.
(76) Hesseling-Pernot,1910,IV,131; Eustathios of Thessaloniki,1827-1832,
129.45.
(77) For the term ' abeSpojv' see Justinian,1872-1877,8.10. See also
Armenopoulos, 1851,2.4-.4-6. For the term 'ifTOTraxog' see Justinian,
1872-1877,8.10 and Polydeukis,1872,p.127. For '££e&pa' see Coucou¬
les, 1954,p.311•
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could be projected outwards,apparently from an upper storey:
vertical ceramic pipes carried the waste to a private drai¬
nage system which,in turn,guided it to the public sewers,
(78). It was forbidden for the dirty waters and other waste
to be disposed of onto the street or onto a public space,(79).
5.4. Byzantine building trades.
5.4.1. Guilds of skilled workmen.
In Byzantium,house building was carried out by orga¬
nized teams of workmen. Each team worked under a contractor,
known as '£pyoAaCog',(80),who entered into agreements,oral
or written,(81),with house owners,and included skilled men,
the ' yaiOTopeg', masters ,(82 ), and unskilled , the ' OTrspag', as¬
sistants , (83 ) •
The masters were divided,according to their skills,into
various specializations: masons,plasterers,painters,marble
craftsmen etc,(84). The contractor,as leader of the team,
was also known as 'npwToyou oxwp',chief master,(85). Chief
masters and masters belonged to special guilds known as 'ou-
oxpyaTa',(86),which were recognized by the State as profes¬
sional with certain prescribed rights and obligations some
of which we now come to examine.
If a stone built house collapsed,though not due to
earthquake or other disaster,within ten years of its cons¬
truction,the contractor was obliged to rebuild it at his
own expense. Likewise,with a dry stone built house the con¬
tractor had to rebuild it,at his own expense,should it col¬
lapse within six years of its construction. Those who did










(87) Leon the Wise, 1893,22.4*
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Once a contractor with his team had agreed to build a
house they were obliged,by law,to finish it,as long as they
were being paid by their employer,the house owner. The con¬
tractor and his team were allowed,by law,to stop their works
and appeal to the Prefect,(88),only if the employer ceased
paying them,(89). If,however,the employer was paying the
contractor regularly,he and his team had no right to leave
the building unfinished,unless they compensated the emplo¬
yer. In the case where they left the building unfinished
without compensating the employer,the latter could appeal,
in the presence of witnesses,to the Prefect who,in turn,
punished the contractor and the men,(90).
The Byzantine legislation concerning the guilds had
its roots in the Western Roman Empire,(91). However,although
in the West the building profession was hereditary and obli¬
gatory,that is,a son was obliged by law to follow his fa¬
ther's profession,in the East things were more flexible,(92)
The profession was not hereditary and,in the Justinian code,
there are regulations concerning the rights of the builders
encouraging,rather than obliging the builders to work and
prescribing a hierarchy within the teams,that is,all masters
should come under chief masters,(93)• That the profession
was not hereditary suggests that building skills could be
learned by anybody willing to be apprenticed to a master.
One may suppose that it was from the 'dncpac;',the assistants
mentioned earlier,that the apprentices most probably sprang.
The right to appeal to the Prefect in the case where
an employer stopped payments shows that any matter conser-
ning the building profession or the internal organization
of a guild could be freely brought to the law. In fact,the
State encouraged other teams to take over an unfinished job
only in the case where this was due to the initial team's
fault and not the fault of the employer,(94-) ■
However,although the Justinian legislation appears
more flexible than the Western Roman one in matters concer-
(88) High ranking officer,warden of the city - 'praefectus urbi ' ,
Dimi trakos , 1 96-4 » under ' emapxoc; ' .






ning the rights of the builders,it does not give them com¬
plete freedom of action but obliges them to obey the com¬
mands of their chief master to whom the State gives most
of the responsibility for a building task,(95). Thus,with
the establishment of a hierarchy the State manages to con¬
trol the builders indirectly,via the chief master.
We should note that the builders took pride in their
profession. Although guided in their work by the chief ma¬
ster,they were able to express their own personal style,wi¬
thin limits and mostly in decorative or minor elements of
the building. The pride the masters took in their piece of
ar e<r «l en erv
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Fig.158 Marks of Byzantine masters,(Choisy,1883,pp.171-172).
work is manifested by their personal inscriptions on it,
(fig.158). It is interesting to note,too,that although spe¬
cialized masters existed,a master as member of a team that
had undertaken the construction of a particular building
also worked on many different jobs in the construction be¬
sides the ones relevant to his specialization. The mark of
the same master has been found not only on elaborate ele¬
ments such as capitals of columns,but also on the plain
stones of the walls of the same building,(96).
The Byzantine guilds will be elaborated on in the di¬
scussion about the Macedonian guilds which,as we shall ar¬
gue , developed within the paradigm of their predecessors.
This discussion comes after a brief note about the Byzan¬
tine architects.
5.U.2. Architects.
The architects,besides their important role in the
shaping of the Byzantine monumental architecture,guided
domestic architecture,too.




(97),and by their wax models,(98),which the contractors
followed in the building of houses. Although it can be sup¬
posed that architects were employed only on important hou¬
ses,their designs would have influenced the other,less im¬
portant ones,since people always want to emulate the big
and famous. In other words,an architect designed house
would have become the model for other houses. This sugge¬
stion is supported by the fact that a Byzantine architect
was,above all an engineer; thus he was commonly known as
such - ' yrjXavllc°S ' , (99) • As an engineer the architect would
find structural solutions which,in their turn,produced
forms. The rising of domes on pendentives from a square
base was a structural solution which the architect Anthe-
mios invented and applied in St. Sophia in Constantinople,
(100). This solution characterized every other Byzantine
church built thereafter. Another structural Byzantine ele¬
ment was the dosseret,a block placed on the top of a capi-
C?_-
to'l of an arch in an arcade to assist in supporting the
voussoirs. This,too,was a structural solution creating form.
Although these examples apply to monumental architecture,
they illustrate the point we want to make about how the
role of the architect as engineer determined the shape of
Byzantine architecture in general and domestic in particular
For the latter,we have already referred to code 30 (the re¬
placement of a square pillar by a column) which may serve
us now as evidence of how the architect moulded domestic
architecture with his structural solutions.
Besides engineering,the architect,on behalf of the
State,came to prescribe codes,many of which have been di¬
scussed in the previous section. The general title of the
complete set of these codes reads that they are the work
of an architect,(101). Although it follows that a man who
prescribed codes must have had a high general level of
education,the architects did not get that part of their
(97) Coucoules,1954k, p. 253-
(98) Gregorios of Nyssa,in Migne, 1857-1866,4-6.665.
(99) Choisy,1883,p.180.
(100) Bowyer,1973,pp.22-23.
(101) The architect Julian Ascalonites, (Armenopoulos,1851,2.4-.12).
education that concerned their profession from schools of
architecture,(102). The architectural profession was passed
on from father to son,it was hereditary,unlike the profes¬
sion of the builders. The fact that an architect came from
a family of architects,on the one hand,and the existence
of a hierarchy within the guilds,on the other,meant that
the building profession was controlled by only a few people
architects and chief masters. This may explain the tremen¬
dous stability of architecture which throughout the dura¬
tion of the Byzantine Empire underwent only minor transfor¬
mations ,(103 ) .
5.5. Macedonian building trades.
3.3.1. Building agreements.
As in Byzantium,during the occupation of Macedonia by
the Turks,the building of houses was undertaken by teams
of builders. A number of masters with their assistants were
led on the construction site by their chief master follo¬
wing an oral or written agreement between the chief master
and the employer,the owner of the house to be built. Let
us examine two such agreements,(104). The first was written
by a man with a poor standard of literacy who also served
as a witness; he was grocer and tailor of Vithos village
near Kozani where the building took place,(105):
"The architects Kostas Tzoumanis and Kostas Tsioumas have
agreed to build for Demos Tsiotsios an 'avurywrctTayiav"
(two storeyed house),using stones,mortar and flagstones
which they will bring to the construction site. Three
doors will have frames made of hewn stones,while the rest
of the doors and the windows will have plain posts and
hewn lintels. The architects will also construct the case¬
ments, the panels and the roof and will deliver the house
in good order. In the living room they will make a fire¬
place with hewn stones. Demos (the owner) promises to pay
(102) Choisy,1883,p.180.
(103) Ibid,p.181.
(104.) The agreements were composed in Greek,as the building trade was
in Greek hands. Even in cases where house owners happened to be
Turks,the agreements were in Greek. See,for example,the agree¬
ment between master-Nicolas and the Turk Abdul Selim in Moutso-
poulos,1967,p.63.
(105) Moutsopoulos,1967,pp.61-62; the text is a free translation from
Greek by the present author.
3% piastres, (106),per yard. The walls will be 75cra thick
near the foundations and 70-65cm at their upper part. The
owner promises to provide mortar and water. The archi¬
tects will dig for the foundations. Demos promise's to
provide lunches,dinners and tools for the craftsmen; also
gunpowder and tools for the quarry. The above has been
written for the security of both the architects and the
owner.
16 April 1890
The architects have received two Turkish pounds in ad¬
vance .
The architects the owner
Kostas D. Tzoumanis Dimitrios Tsiotsios
Kostas E. Tsioumas
Georgios Papazises,witness.
Also the upstairs fireplaces will be built by the masters
and will be priced accordingly."
On the back page of the document the architects have signed
that on May 10th,1890 they received another ten Turkish
pounds. Also,on the back page,there is a list of clothes
and other items such as blankets and material.
One notices that the two undertaking the building are
referred to in the agreement as 'architects'. It has been
suggested,(107),that,during the 18th and 19th centuries,
chief masters liked to call themselves 'tektove^' or ' ctp-
X1T£ktoves'. The former word is a general title for a ma¬
ker,a craftsman,one who constructs something,whether one
is a builder,carpenter,potter etc. The latter is initially
a general title for a chief craftsman,one who leads a team
of craftsmen,(108). This pair of titles corresponds to the
J. /.
pair ' pa i otoop ' , mas ter , and ' irpoox opa i otoop ', chief master. It
can be argued that the 'tektcov' and ' apyi tektoov ' , of Greek
origin, and the 'paioxtop' and ' TrpooTopaVOToop ' , of Latin origin,
(109),were synonymous terms in use in Macedonia during the
/
18th and 19th centuries; 'paYoxoop' and 'tektcov' both meant
/. >
master,while ' Trpooxopai otoop ' and ' apy 1 t ektoov ' meant chief
(106) Turkish coin; 100 piastres were equal to one Turkish pound. See
Dimitrakos, 1964., under ' ypooi'.
(107) See footnote 136 in Moutsopoulos,1967,p.60.
(108) Dimitrakos, 1964-,under 'tektoov' and ' apxi tektoov '.
(109) Under both words in Dimitrakos,1964.
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master; the latter did not mean 'architect' neither in the
sense in which the Byzantines understood it,nor in the
sense that we understand it today,(110). In Macedonia the
term architect denoted the hierarchy within a building
team. The equivalent of the Byzan.tine architect,as presen¬
ted earlier,did not exist in Macedonian domestic architec¬
ture. The Macedonian chief masters did not have the gene¬
ral education of the Byzantine architect. While the latter
was able to compose regulations which tackled many more
items than just those referring to the building profession,
or was able to draw and engineer new forms,it is not certain
whether the Macedonian chief master was even literate -
this agreement was composed by the village grocer and tai¬
lor,himself only semi-literate,for the parties concerned.
Macedonian domestic architecture 'lacked' the equiva¬
lent of the Byzantine architect. The question is whether
it needed one. Paying closer attention to the wording of
the agreement one notices ' avooywKotxay i a ' . The term means
a two storeyed house and is a variation of the Byzantine
term ' avwyeoicdxcoyov ' , (111 ) . The Greeks of Macedonia in the
Ottoman Empire were descended from those of the Byzantine
Empire and therefore continued to use a Greek term which,
as in Byzantium,denoted a house that consisted of an upper
and a lower floor. The point of emphasis,however,is that
with this term the Macedonian builders understood much more
than just a house with an upper and lower floor. They un¬
derstood the particular way In which the upper floor was
combined with the lower; they understood the principal
spaces of each floor and their arrangement and they knew
the house form that was produced "by the particular,the
'given' morphology of specific house elements. In short,
when the Macedonian builders referred to the term ' avcoyu-
tcaxay\a' , they referred to a particular house design. No¬
where in the agreement is there even a hint of the design
of the house to be built,not even about the number of spa¬
ces or rooms. The agreement mentions merely that certain
(110) Neither,that is,an 'engineer' from a family of engineers,nor
a graduate from a school of architecture.
(111) See previous section 5-3-1.
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openings would be built with hewn stones. The latter indi¬
cates the quality of the construction,translated into more
labour and skill required by the builders who would be
paid accordingly.
The house owner had a choice in the quality of con¬
struction, but had no choice in the design of the house. The
latter was fixed,it was established during the Byzantine
period by architects and by the State building regulations,
(112). Byzantium had created an 'archetype',(113),that the
Macedons used for their domestic architecture as they
would use the drawings of an architect. Thus,it can be ar¬
gued that architects were rather unnecessary in Ottoman
Macedonia.
That the builders knew the design of the house and
everything related to its construction is supported by the
fact that they not only built the walls but also construc¬
ted all other parts such as the roof,door panels,window
casements and the fireplaces,as we read in this agreement.
The lack of job separation that occurred in the Byzantine
guilds,continued in the Macedonian ones. Masters of diffe¬
rent skills are referred to as members of single teams,but
there is no evidence that there were teams exclusively of
roof-makers,plasterers etc. Each team contained the diffe-
»
rent skills that were required for the completion of a
house and all masters were involved in the construction of
all parts of the building; there was no division of labour,
no apportionment,something which,we believe,enabled a buil¬
der to see a building through its construction,to appre¬
ciate it as a whole and to avoid misfits that would possibly
occur if the different workmen of specialist skills under¬
took separate parts of the construction at its various
stages. Also,the builder who starts a house and sees it
through to the finish becomes attached to his object,cares
(112) The Byzantine methods of construction and design were preserved
within the Macedonian guilds which were a continuation of the
Byzantine ones. See section 5-5.2. and further elaboration in
the final chapter.
(113) The notion of 'archetype' or 'archetypal form' is established
in the final chapter.
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for its good construction and is proud of the result,as the
inscriptions of the builders on the houses,to which we will
come shortly,prove.
In the continuation of the agreement we read that the
owner will pay 3l/a piastres per yard. Consequently, the to¬
tal amount of money would be calculated when they measured
the finished house. During the building of the house,how¬
ever,the contractors received certain installments as is
seen in the postscript of the agreement.
The agreement ends with a few additional notes from
which we may point out,firstly,regarding the thickness of
walls (agreed at 75cm thick at the ground level and 70-65cm
thick at the upper) it was within the 65 - 85 centimetres range
which was practised in Macedonian house building. Secondly,
regarding the items that the owner was obliged to provide
the builder with (water,mud,gunpowder and tools) one should
consider this as part of the particular agreement and not
as a general practice,because in others the builders under¬
took the responsibility for providing these items. Thirdly,
the digging of the foundations was always a builder's job.
It is mentioned in this agreement because,apparently,the
owner was not to pay extra money for the digging. Finally,
we read that the owner agreed to feed the builders. Food
provision can be considered as part of an agreement,but
was also a way,especially when food was good and accompa¬
nied by alcoholic beverage,of encouraging the builders to
work harder and better. This,too,was the purpose of the
clothes,blankets etc. which are listed on the back page of
the agreement and which may be considered as gifts from
the owner to the builders,(114).
This agreement is one of the most expansive,that is,
one which,besides the fee arrangements,also contains a few
items concerning the quality of construction of the house.
Usually,the agreements between owner and contractors only
briefly tackle the fees and do not refer to the house it¬
self at all,even if the house were to be an elaborate man-
(114) Such gifts were customary,they were expected by the builders who,
occasionally,demanded them. See footnote 149 in Moutsopoulos,
1967,p.62.
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sion. This is the case in the second sample agreement which
concerns the building of Misios mansion in Ioannina,(fig.
159). It was composed by the owner himself,(115):
"The undersigned has agreed with master-Nicolas Georgios
Vourbianites that he will build the walls of our house
and that for payment I am to give 5 piastres and 10 pa¬
ras, (116) ,per day for each of the men and 2 piastres
and 25 paras for each of the lads plus 1 piastre per
week for everybody. Master-Nicolas is obliged to have
six to ten good craftsmen and as many lads as he needs
as well as animals,for which he will receive the same
amount of money as for the lads. For mutual security
there are two copies of this agreement,one for myself
and one for master-Nicolas.
September 27,184.3, Ioannina
A. Misios
I,Master Nicolas Vourbianites,promise to bring men,lads
and things as above."
In this agreement,too,the design and method of construction
are not mentioned,altough the agreement concerns the buil¬
ding of an elaborate mansion. It can be assumed that the
'given' design or the 'archetype' with which the builders
were eqipped was capable of elaboration and application to
the three categories of house,i.e. popular,bourgois and
mansion,(as in chapter 3,figs.96,97).
To round off the examination of the agreements one
notes that in the second the builders were to be paid by
the day and not by the yard,as was the case in the first.
One also notes that the contractor,besides receiving so
much money for each of his men,also received additional
money for each of the lads,the assistants,and money for
each of the animals used for the carrying of the building
materials.
5.5.2. Guilds of builders.
Let us now concentrate on how the Macedonian guilds
of builders were organized. Despite the fall of Byzantium,
the guilds did not disappear as a form of social life,but
(115) Ibid,pp.62-63.
(116) Forty 'paras' were equal to one piastre. Dimitakos,1964,under
'ypooi'.
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became even stronger,(117). The Turkish authorities gave
the members of guilds the status of citizen,the privilege
of possession,of buying and selling and the right to seek
justice in public court,(118). The preservation of the
guilds suited the Turks for the purpose of maintaining skil¬
ful , organized craftsmen who could be used for their own
buildings,e.g. mosques,mansions and bezestens,and,in emer¬
gencies,for castle repairs,bridges etc.,(fig.160). At the
same time,taxes from building licences were orderly and
easily collected from the chief-master who conducted all
affairs between the guild and the Turkish authorities,(119)•
Each guild was administrated by a council composed of ma¬
ster s , member s of the guild. The council elected one of its
number as president. The latter was assisted by a secretary
who,in turn,was assisted by a 'Kppu?',caller,whose main job
was to gather the members to the guild's meetings,(120).
A guild was at the same time a workers' syndicate,a
religious brotherhood and a solidarity group: as a workers'
syndicate it had its annual banquet and a service for the
dead,a souvenir from older days,the 'collegia funeratica'
of their Byzantine ancestors. As a religious brotherhood
it united its members by means of a series of duties within
the Christian Orthodox religion,though with pagan roots.
Finally,as a solidarity group,each guild had a fund for its
members and honorary members,(121).
The number of members varied from one guild to another.
That of Ioannina,one of the biggest,had about 4.50 members,
(122). The construction of various works was undertaken by
a number of men,the latter varying depending on the size
of the job. For houses,ten to twenty men were usually enough.
On bridges,mosques etc. up to a hundred men were employed,
(123). Each team,small or big,that undertook a particular










Fig.159 Misios mansion in Ioannina,(Michaelis,
1977,p.215).
Fig.160 Papastathis bridge at Drisko,Mace¬
donia. Built by Macedonian builders.
(Moutsopoulos,1976,p.399)•
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'company' and 'gang' respectively.
It must be pointed out that the members of a guild
came from different neighbouring places. Most of them from
remote villages on hilly sites. Just as there were villages
and towns occupied with the production of a certain commo¬
dity ,(125),so was the case with the builders: there were
certain villages providing builders and,furthermore,buil¬
ders specialized as masons,carpenters,painters etc.,(fig.
161). The villages in the western part of Macedonia,(fig.
1 62) ,manned the guilds that acted throughout the province
and even beyond it,(fig.163).
It must also be pointed out that building activity
started with spring and ended before the winter. At the end
of winter a company of builders,with their tools,provisions
and animals,left the village to travel to where the chief-
master had,during the winter,found a job for them. Every
departure of the group had a sad ceremonial nature: the
women,children and the old,with damp eyes,followed the men
to the outskirts of the village and symbolically poured
water on their path so that the men would find their way
back. In contrast,when the men returned,beforewinter,all
were happy and jolly. The men came with money and gifts and
with a big ox,bought in the valley below whose meat would
see them through the winter,(126).
In the remote villages on the hills that gave birth
to most masters land was poor and living difficult. That
is why the men were forced to learn a skill and to seek
jobs away from home,in towns and villages on the plain; to
travel far following dangerous trails and to deal with
strangers,difficult employers,risking their payments and
struggling to protect their rights in a fast falling and
disorganized State run by conquerors. Although they availed
themselves of the privileges given to them by the State,
things were not easy for the Greek 'rayas' of the guilds
in a race and class conscious society. What chance,for
(125) See previous chapter,section 4- 1.2.
(126) Moutsopoulos,1967,p.52.
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Fig.161 Villages that have provided specialized
craftsmen. (Adapted from: Moutsopoulos,
1976,map between pp.356 and 357).
Fig.162 Cities in which there were guilds of
builders. Shaded are the areas that
manned the guilds in the cities shown
on the map. (Adapted from Moutsopoulos,
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Fig.163 Routes that teams of builders from various village
followed in their search for work. (Adapted from
Moutsopoulos,1976,map between pp.368 and 369).
example,did a Greek chief-master have of finding justice
in court whenopposing a rich house owner who happened to
be a Turk? The guilds relied more on themselves than on
the State to protect their profession. There was an agree¬
ment between guilds that no team would finish what another
left unfinished because its employer did not pay them re¬
gularly ,( 1 27 ) . Such co-operation between guilds,even of
different nationality,is illustrated by the hospitality
that Bulgar builders,from the village Derbe,were shown by
their Greek colleagues during the summers around 1875 when
they descended into Thessaloniki to colaborate with Greek
guilds in various works,(128).
A fact confirming the struggle of the builders for
their professional existence in the Macedonian society and,
at the same time,identifies them as a brotherhood,a sepa¬
rate social class of people with common interests,knowledge,
skills and traditions that needed to be preserved amongst
themselves is the special 'language' they spoke,(129). In
those days people,usually of the popular class,who needed
to safeguard the skills of their professions or to hide
their existence in society while identifying their equals
spoke various 'secret' languages. For example,tailors,char¬
latans , bankers or thieves,prostitutes and drug adicts all
spoke different secret languages,(130). The language of the
builders had a rather rich vocabulary that consisted of
Greek,Slavic and Turkish words which were used with their
meanings changed so that the builders were able to commu¬





(130) Triandaphillides, 1963,pp.90-14-0 and 299-320.
(131) Some sentence examples of the builders' secret language appear
in Moutsopoulos,1967,pp.59-60. These sentences give insight to
the world of the builders:
-The owner did not give us any money,how can we work?
-It's raining and we cannot find a job.
-How many yards did you build today?
-Make the wall strong so that it won't fall.
-Here comes the boss!
-The boss is watching us!
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Let us now look at each of the members of a team of
builders separa tely and in a hierarchical order. First,
the chief master,head craftsman,contractor or 'architect'.
His main task was to find jobs for the team. As we have
seen,the chief master entered into oral or written agree¬
ments with various employers. He also got the building per
mit by paying the relevant fee to the 'Maymar-bass',the
Turkish architect,who was positioned in every city and
whose only job was the issuing of building permits and the
collection of fees,(132). The chief master was responsible
for paying and feeding his men,from the payments and food
that he received from his employer,and of course he was re
sponsible for his men's work. Finally,it can be said that
the chief master took special pride in the house that he
and his men had built. Good evidence of this is the inscri
tions,on several houses,with the chief master's name,the
date on which the house was completed and,often,including
words of praise for the beauty or the quality of the house
(133),(figs.16^,165).
Second in order came the masters. Skilled and expe¬
rienced men,often specialized,e.g. roof framers,masons and
wood carvers,but capable of more jobs than just their spe¬
cialization. To become a master one had to follow an ap¬
prenticeship and then to be tested within the guild,(134).
Thus,the faculty of training and qualifying new masters
may be added to the qualities of guilds,as working reli¬
gious and co-operative institutions. Although there is no
appropriate evidence giving the nature or the content of
the qualifying exams for a master,it can be argued that fo
-Come to eat everyone. •
-Master,what do we have for lunch?
-We eat bread,meat,beans,fish and most often beans and greens.
-Here comes the contractor who is building the house.
-Let us rest.
-The boss (house owner) is going to build a large house.
-Let the lad fetch us some water.
(Present author's translation).
(132) Moutsopoulos,1976,p.356.
(133) Another reason for the inscriptions may be that the chief master
wanted to get another job for the future. He was advertising,
however,a successful continuation of the building tradition,as
argued in chapter 6,section 6.3,rather than an original,personal
creation.
(134) Choisy,1883,p.174•
"This pentagonal and beautiful house was foun¬
ded by Ioannis Zerbicos in the year 1787,May,
and painted by the same (man) and decorated by
master L. L. at the expense of the honourable




" 174.2, February 6
Georgi(os) Pavli(s)
mas(ter) Geor(gios) Michalis"
Fig.164 Above: inscription from G. Sforzos mansion,Ampelakia.
(Moutsopoulos,1975,P-23).
Below: inscription from Sanoukos mansion,Siatista.
(Moutsopoulos,1976,p.381).











"This house was built at the ex¬
pense of Constantine Alexiou,
born and raised in the very city
of Siatista,and by the hand of
Michael from the town of Louvron






Fig.165 Above: inscription from Alexiou mansion in Siatista.
(Moutsopoulos,1976,p.390)
Below: inscription from Krasoulis mansion,Ampelakia.
(Moutsopoulos, 1975,p.52).
(Translations from the Greek by the present author).
such a qualification,after the apprenticeship,one should
not only have become a skilful worker but should also have
complied with the internal rules,customs and ceremonies
of the guild and,of course,should have been able to speak
the builders' secret language. The test to qualify as a
master was a Byzantine tradition,(135)>that continued to
apply to the Macedons. It has been implied that gradually
the test was forgotten,(136). If we accept this implica¬
tion we would rather put it that gradually the test had
died out as a formality because there is no evidence for
its abandonment. It can be argued that exams for master¬
ship had not died out in practical terms,that is one did
not become a master without the assent of the other master
in a guild,or even in a team,without them agreeing that
the candidate had acquired,after a long apprenticeship,the
relevant skills and had abided by the guild's canons.
Last in order were the assistants,'toipaxia',(1 37),
apprentices,'yaGpTOubia',(138),or simply lads,'mai6ia',
(139)- By combining the information from these terms one
learns that the lowest members of a building team were
youths who did auxiliary work while learning the skills.
Life in a team must have been hard for the assistants
not only did they help the masters in their work,but were
also their servants; they minded the animals,did all the
fetching and carrying and,on Sundays,when all the masters
were resting, they did the laundry,(14-0) . It was probably
more difficult for the assistants to endure several years
of hard work than to acquire the craft. How long an appren
ticeship lasted Is not known. One can suppose,however, that
it ended when the apprentice was as good as his teacher.
This took several years because of the way skills were
transmitted from master to assistant. Basically,skills can





(139) See the second agreement in section 5-5.1.
(140) Moutsopoulos,1976,p.358.
(141) Polanyl,1969,p.54•
needs a lengthy practical training and the lengthier the
training the better,until a time comes when the apprentice
is at least as good as his teacher.
The youths joined a team as assistants to earn their
daily bread and to maybe,one day,succeed in becoming ma¬
sters. Why did the elder masters give away their skills?
One must not forget that times were difficult,jobs rare
and a team travelled a good many miles for jobs. Would not
the newly fledged masters be a threat to their livelihood?
The reason they accepted apprentices is rather simple.
Apart from the lengthy time needed to become a skilled
craftsman,apprentices were cheap labour and,after a few
years,they were not only cheap but also quite skilful. Also
as in the second agreement presented earlier,the employer
paid extra money to the chief master for each of the 'lads'
involved in the building. Furthermore,in the same agreement
the chief master was paid an equal amount of money for
each animal as for each lad. The parallelism is illustra¬
tive: the master not only used them both for carrying buil¬
ding material but was also able to up his fee on their ac¬
count. All he gave in return was food for both and 'educa¬
tion' in small doses over a long period to the lads.
5.6. Closing remarks.
We have seen that the precedent of Byzantine architec¬
ture , on the one hand,and of the Byzantine guilds,on the
other,led the course of Macedonian architecture and its
builders. If one accepts that Byzantium created a tradition
in building,then that tradition was followed by the Mace-
dons. There is,however,a difference between the two archi¬
tectures in their practice: Byzantine architecture was a
combined product of Greek,Roman and others of the Orient,
(142),modified and improved by architects. The latter suc¬
ceeded in creating a style that,although springing from
ther architectures,managed to acquire a character of its
own and thus be identified as a stage in the general world
(14.2) Choisy,1883,pp.1-6
development of architecture ,(1 4-3 ) • In Byzantium , the buil¬
ding trade and the builders themselves were under State
supervision which,by including the architects' building
regulations in its legislation,managed to impose a style
and method of building which basically remained unchanged
throughout the duration of the Empire. However,the heavy
punishments that the codes imposed,in cases where one did
not comply with them,imply that it was not rare for the
codes to be disobeyed. Thus,it can be argued that that ar¬
chitect and code prescribed architecture did not remain
completely stagnant,but developed at a slow pace thanks to
the deviation from the rules done as much by the owners of
houses as by the builders.
Despite what one might have expected,after the fall
of the Byzantine Empire and with the chaotic conditions
that followed it,instead of taking that opportunity to
free itself from the imposing regulations,the building
trade continued to manifest them in its products. What had
happened was that,in keeping the regulations,the Byzantine
guilds had learned to build in a particular way which pro¬
duced a specific style. The style was adopted by the Mace¬
donian guilds which were the natural successors of the
Byzantine ones,as the former adopted the internal organiza¬
tion of the latter. It can be said that for the Byzantines
the codes were on an obligatory level but for the Macedons
they moved to a deeper level of respect for tradition. A
tradition which satisfied a society composed of different
nationalities,religions and financial standards,because it
was equipped with an 'archetype' that was capable of being




THE ARCHETYPAL FORM OF MACEDONIAN ARCHITECTURE
■6.1. Similarity and differences.
Macedonian architecture seen as a number of fixed cha¬
racteristics arranged in certain identifiable ways has been
examined in this thesis and a discussion of its origins and
of its socio-economic and geographical settings has also
been presented.
What may be called the endemic or indigenous character
of this architecture is consequent upon a certain pattern in which fi¬
nite number of elements are arranged in a finite number of
combinations. In other words,the possible arrangements of
elements,such as the front gate,staircase,gallery,projec-
tions,windows and lights are limited. As a result,all hou¬
ses are,in certain ways,alike; they are members of the same
family.
At the same time however,the houses serve different
classes of owner - which may be grouped in the categories
of popular,bourgeois and mansions. They also occur in va¬
rious topographies and are confronted with numerous physi¬
cal factors,such as shape,size and gradient of site,neigh¬
bouring properties and street network,orientation,ventila¬
tion and view. As a result of both their category and the
physical factors the houses appear different.
This phenomenon of the houses being different yet alike
can be explained in terms of the builder applying a given
architectural 'pattern' to the socio-economic and physical
settings.
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Let us consider this pattern which is responsible for
the similarity of the houses. Each of its elements has an
identifiable structure and recognizable form. However,the
same element,for instance an upper floor projection,does
not appear identically on all houses: it may have a rectan¬
gular plan,exhibit five windows and lights and rest on four
braces; while another may have a triangular plan,three win¬
dows without lights and two braces. They are both structu¬
red similarly and recognized as such (as projections), but
any overhang without windows or braces cannot be called an
'upper floor projection',at least not a Macedonian one.
Thus,an element of the pattern demonstrates a flexibi¬
lity of form while being confined to limits which safeguard
its integrity by preventing form fluctuations from resul¬
ting in excessive distortion. In order to put across the
notion of a different version of the same thing or form,the
elements will be referred to as variants.
In the pattern,the variants are arranged in certain
ways. In other words,they are related and interrelated with
specific 'connections' . For example,when a side window of an
upper storey projection serves the observation of callers
at the front gate,there is a connection between that projec¬
tion and the gate: they must be near each other so as to
enable aural and visual contact between caller and inhabi¬
tant. If the front gate is moved away from the upper floor
projection,the latter must be moved also. This places a li¬
mit on how far the gate can be moved from the main body of
the house,(fig. 166). The example illustrates that there can
Fig.166 Example of possible arrangements of variants in view of
the limits on their connections,(drawn by the author).
be different possible arrangements of the variants,so long
as the connections between them are not distorted or lost:
no Macedonian house has a yard gate far from or out of sight
of the main body of the house.
One may,therefore,see that,just as the variants' forms
can fluctuate within limits,so can their arrangement be al¬
tered to a certain degree,as long as the variants lose nei¬
ther their integrity nor their connections. Thus,the pattern
is manifested in a large variety of individual houses which,
consequently,maintain their integrity as a whole. In this
sense the houses are alike.
It was necessary for the builders,however,to comply
with the peculiarities of the site and with the requirements
of the house owner. Let us consider the site.
In any individual case,the overall pattern was the same,
but the site was almost always different. A combination of the ir¬
regularity of neighbouring plots,the curving and zig-zagging
of the streets and the steep gradients and uneven surfaces
of mountainous locations made it difficult for the builders
to comply with predominant characteristics such as plan
type,views to the street or yard,privacy,security and ven¬
tilation. In short,the application of the pattern on such
sites was problematic. It has already been discussed how
topography was responsible for the shaping of town blocks,
the engineering of steps in the streets and the creation of
muli-storey fagades. But there was apparently a conscious
effort of the builders to persevere even in awkward site
conditions. An illustrative example is the twisting of the
upper storeys in relation to the lower ones when the latter
had been obliged to take on an undesired shape or orienta¬
tion .
Although in every individual case the site was diffe¬
rent and often produced difficulties for the builders in
their effort to maintain the architectural pattern,the re¬
quirements of the house owner do not seem to have been a
problem for them. It was discussed in chapter five how,in
his written or oral agreement with the builders,the owner
states whether he wants a better construction,with dressed
stone,extra fireplaces etc.,and he prescribes the number of
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rooms according to his needs. The fact that in no agree¬
ment is the design of the house mentioned leads us to be¬
lieve that the builders came prepared with a design to meet
the requirements of the owner and that the owner already
knew the broad features of this design. The past experience
of builders was accumulated and preserved within the guilds
so that every individual case was a recurrent rather than
a new phenomenon. That is why the thousands of houses in
Macedonia evidence only a few plan types (those taxonomized
in chapter three) from which the builders chose the one
suiting each individual case. That plan type would satisfy
the requirements of the owner about the number of rooms. As
far as the quality of construction was concerned,the buil¬
ders were capable of varying it as required,charging higher
prices for better construction,as in the case of hewn lin¬
tels,or special prices for special structures,as in the
case of fireplaces. Thus,with better materials,more fire¬
places and extra decoration,any given plan type could be
manipulated to suit the lower,the middle or the upper class
and be transformed into a popular house,a bourgeois one or
a mansion.
It can thus be said that the Macedonian domestic ar¬
chitecture was produced by means of a pattern with which
the builders were equipped,or,to put it differently,the Ma¬
cedonian building process was characterized by precedent
where every individual case was for the builders a recur¬
rent phenomenon and not a new confrontation. This prepared¬
ness released the builders from having to think of a new
design to satisfy the requirements of the house owner and
allowed them to concentrate on the site.
Although it is not possible to enter the minds of the
builders,an analysis of what that pattern was will be at¬
tempted; where it came from and why it was manifested on
such a large variety of individual houses,for different
socio-economic classes on very different sites and so forth.
It will be shown that the builders were consciously preser¬
ving a building tradition which was inherited from the
Byzantines.
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6.2. The old schema.
In chapter five it was shown that the State building
regulations,the codes,were,to a great extent,responsible
for the shaping of the environment built by the Byzantines.
In answering the question of the State's intention in im¬
posing the codes,one may suggest two possibilities. First,
the State wished to safeguard municipal health and welfare.
Thus it prepared codes dealing with fire precautions,pri¬
vacy , ventilation , view and with the secure construction of
buildings. Second,the State wished to safeguard building
tradition.
It is evident in code 54,where it is pointed out that
when a street is found wider than twelve Byzantine feet,
which was the minimum width allowed,one cannot occupy with
one's house the extra existing width (i.e. to reduce the
width to twelve feet) but one is obliged to preserve it as
it is. The code ends with the remark "...xp ttoAei ou)<;ea0ai
xa oiKEia." In a free translation,this means that the cha¬
racter,or that which makes the city what it is,must be
safeguarded. With code 54- the State declares its intention
to preserve the image of a city and at the same time implie
that the codes are not made to change a city's character,
but to preserve it,(l).
That the State wished,with the codes,to safeguard a
building tradition rather than change it is expressed by
(1) Armenopoulos,1851, 2.4-54:
"J'Oxe yeoou ovxoc; oxevojttou p TrAaxeiac; oiKo&oyeT xic; xov eauxou
oikov,ei kai ttAeov Exet twv bw&eka ttoScov xo xou oxevojttou x) xpc; uAa—
xeiac; ye:xpov,yp acimpEXO0u) xo ttepixxov Kai xu) ibiu o'ikw ttpooxi-
0Ea0ur ou5e yap tu\ BAa|3p xou &pyoolou xoug 6u)&£Ka Tro&ag wpiosv p
diaxa^ig,5tAA'a)oxe yp oxevuxEpov xojv &u)&£Ka tto6wv E'lvai xov yexa£p
xaiv oiKojv aspa* oxe 6e ttAeov xo xpc; puypc; eupe0p 'p xpc; irAaxEiac;
y£xpov,yp6£v eE, axixou abaipcToOai,&AAa xp ttoAei aoi)C;ea0ai xa oiKsTa.
When building one's house in a lane or a street the width of which
is greater than twelve feet one does not take off the extra width
nor include it in one's property. The law does not prescribe the
distance of twelve feet for public harm,but so as not to constrict
the air between the houses. When the width of a lane or a street
is found to be wider one does not take anything off it but safe¬
guards that which is of the city.
(Translation by the present author).
code 50. This code deals with the problem in which some
citizens prevent others from erecting buildings which may
overlook lower premises (see chapter five). It is declared
that such prevention is against the law and it is also ex¬
plained that as the forbears did not consider overlooking
a crime,since most old buildings do in fact overlook lower
premises,so the present State,too,does not consider it a
crime, (2). One sees that although the codes were made by
architects,they do not intend to introduce new rules or
architectural patterns,but are based on precedent. In other
words,the building legislation intended to preserve a buil¬
ding tradition and this is only to be expected since,as
noted in chapter five,architectural knowledge was a family
matter,(3). Although most codes appear as State commands
(that was the conclusion reached in chapter five),they in
fact are a decoding,a realization of a building tradition
as it was known to the generations of architects who close¬
ly observed the buildings of their fathers.
(2) Armenopoulos,1851, 2.4-.50 :
"Tivec; xojv <j>iAoTTpayyovcjov kai bBovepoov kooAuexv ^irxxexpouax xouc;
oikouc; jcaxaaiceu&^ovxag kou yeAAovxac; Kaxomxeiav goto xouxou ttoxex-
a0ax xoxg ycxxoaxv * ouxc xoTg voyoxg e'xppxax ,duxe ypv 6aro xSv rra-
AaxCv oxicpyaxwv 6pSyev,a)S ox TraAaxox xauxpv &&xKxav feAoyx^ouxo*
SAeTToyev yap maaac; ayedov eiTreiv xag olKxag dAApAac; Kaxoxrxeuouoac;,
xctx ot!i6e etg (j)0ovoc; xouc; TTaAaxouc; kaxe~x£v o0ev teal fiyexc; xpv
xpg Kaxojrxexac; ou Aoyic6ye0a BAaBpv. "Eicaaxog ouv xoav voyx<;6vxu)v
xauxpv exvax BAaBpv, ouyxwpexxu) yev xw (cxi^ovxi ,a£)xog 6e xa £auxou
^opaAi^exco otKpyaxa,Kax &0eu)ppxa <J>uAaxxexa),Exxe 6xa x6ov &voxkxu)V
xaAouyevojv KayK£Acov,£'ixe 6xa xaiv oupxwv p ifoctv axxxog BouAp0£xr)*
oi) yap bxicaxov 8x'£xepou BAaBpv xa eauxou xxva 5to<i)aAx4eo0ax."
Some invidious and meddlesome people attempt to prevent the buil¬
ding of houses which will overlook neighbouring premises. There is
no such law,however,and,as we observe in the old houses,neither did
the old people consider it a crime. For we see that almost all old
houses overlook each other and this did not disturb the old inha¬
bitants. Therefore we,too,do not consider overlooking a crime.
Whosoever considers it a crime must excuse the builder and take it
upon himself to safeguard his own house and prevent viewing into
it,whether with the so called hinged or sliding shutters or in any
other way which suits him. Because it is not right to harm another
person by making him block off his own windows.
(Translation by the present author).
(3) For the role of the architects in Byzantium see chapter five,
section 5.4-2.
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After code 54- has pointed out that the character of
towns must be preserved and code 50 has shown that the codes
intend to continue the architectural example of the prede¬
cessors,code 61 states that one is obliged to follow the
"xuttov", type, and "icaxaaxaaiv" , condition, of the former
houses and safeguard the "maXaxov axntot", old schema, too,
(-4).
Let us explore the meaning of these terms,(5). Initial¬
ly ' tuttoc; ' , type, referred to the impression or the mark pro¬
duced by a blow or a hit; especially to the mark of a seal.
From this it came to mean any work of art which was produ¬
ced by the hammering of metal or by the chiselling of stone:
' TUTTog 1 referred to an impression on any material,as much
to a picture as to a statue. Thence,metaphorically,'xuuog'
was any mental picture produced by the sense organs - an
impression.
From this initial meaning of an impression,either phy¬
sical or mental,'xumog' was used to express such notions as
form,the shape in which something appears,the draught or
model which one uses to produce something,the prototype,the
paradigm. By extension 'xuttoc;' was also used in notions
such as character,physiognomy,summary,quick description of
something and, generally, as a tool for the acquisition of a
general idea,or impression,of something.
We are not in the position of knowing with certainty
which of its shades of meaning is intended by the code.
Nevertheless,it appears that the general notion of 'impres¬
sion' is quite suitable. We believe that when the code speaks
(4-) Armenopoulos, 1851, 2.4-.61 :
"'Eav meaovxa oTkov dvavecov BouAqxou uvpuxxn kou eymodiop xig xoTg
xou Yeffovog <}>uxriv p exepov xi ttoixioti etti BAaBq xou yeixovog,&va-
YKacexai kcu xov xuttov «ai xpv Kaxaaxaaiv xwv Trpwpv oiicriyaxcov icai
xo TTaXaxov oxnua puAaxeiv."
One who,in renovating,wishes to build up a dilapidated house,in¬
terfering with the light of,or in any other way harming,the neigh¬
bours, is obliged to follow the type and condition of the former
houses and safeguard the old schema.
(Translation by the present author).
(5) All information relevant to the meaning of 'xuTrog','Kax&axacig',
and 'oxpya' from Dimitrakos, 1964-,under those words respectively.
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of the 'type' of preceeding houses,it speaks of their ap¬
pearance,as much as this is impressed on the body of the
houses themselves as it is impressed on the mind of the
viewer. The houses themselves become the models,the para¬
digms; the mental impression,or picture,of the houses is
the summary,the general idea of what they are or appear to
be.
Regarding ' Kaxdoxaox c;' , the accepted translation of
which is 'state' or 'condition',there are,similarly,various
nuances of meaning to consider. Condition here should be
taken to mean the situation in which the houses find them¬
selves relating to their manner of existence in time and
space rather than to their state of physical upkeep. That
is, 1 KorrdoTaoi g ' refers to the arrangement of the buildings,
their external circumstances and environment as well as to
the arrangement of their constituent parts.
The environment of a house,of course,involves neigh¬
bouring buildings and its situation in relation to these.
It should also be mentioned that although we have pushed
aside the importance of the state of physical upkeep,this
is not to say that it plays no role in the understanding
of ' icaidoxaoi£' . The intention was to shift the emphasis
from the narrow meaning,commonly understood from the English
'condition',to the wider one,implied by the Greek 'Kaxdoia-
aig'. We know that the Byzantines did pay attention to the
physical condition of the houses from the fact that the
codes make certain stipulations regarding the renovation of
old buildings,(6).
Many are the meanings of the word ' oxbua ', schema , in the
Greek language; of those that are relevant to our case,some
refer to the form of things as perceived by one's senses
and some refer to the character of things. The former group
of meanings deals with the appearance of things,the way
things are impressed on us solely by our senses,like 'empty
boxes',void of meaning,detached from reality. As Plato put
(6) For example,code 4-5 begins: "One who renovates an old house is not
allowed to alter the old schema".
See Armenopoulos,1851, 2.4-.4-5-
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it: "...ou oxnuaoiv &XX'&^n6eia",not the schema but truth -
reality. The latter group of meanings refers to the charac¬
ter of things,to their characteristic qualities,their ex¬
pression , their particular physiognomy. Thucidides talks
about the schema of a town and Plato about the schema of a
State. They both mean the character of the town and State.
We may also refer to the verb 1 oxnuctT x £ u)1 which de¬
rives from the noun 'oxhya',in order to have a better under¬
standing of what the word means in the Greek language.'Zxh-
UOtTi^u)' does not simply mean to form,but also to be placed
in a particular posture,to take a particular shape,posture
or position,or even to take a certain form,to stand in a
certain way,to shape or give a particular form to something
and,finally,to arrange things so that they take the appro¬
priate ' oxhyot' .
One can see that the verb can be applied directly to
the architectural act which does not have as a result sim¬
ply an object of a particular form,but also of a particular
character which is manifest in matters such as posture,po¬
sition , manner of appearance etc.
From this analysis of the meanings and implications
of the words ' tuttoc; ' , ' kaxdotaoi 5 ' and 1 oxpya ' it is clear
that they are,all three,interrelated and in some aspects
synonymous. However,as is true with synonyms in general,
each word carries certain subtleties of meaning which the
others lack. In this sense,they are mutually complementary
in providing the comprehensive concept which the code must
convey if it is not to be misinterpreted. Having said that
the terms are interrelated,this does not mean that they all
carry equal weight or are of the same quality. A careful
reading of the code shows that ' tuttoc; ' and ' tcaxdoxaois' re¬
fer directly to old houses,that is,existing ones,whereas
'TraXouov axpyct' does not represent any specific example nor
anything tangible; rather it is an abstract notion.
'Old schema',to the Byzantines,seems to have been an
all encompassing concept involving a mental impression pre¬
sent in the minds of the builders as a result of the accu¬
mulation of inherited schemata from all previous generations.
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This innate entity being embodied more or less in the exi¬
sting old houses of the towns which thus serve as particu¬
lar examples,or physical manifestations,of the old schema
and hence as guidelines for future buildings. One infers
that the aim of the code is not to ensure that future buil¬
dings use existing houses as a blueprint but that they ad¬
here faithfully to the essence of the inherited concept of
which they are simply manifestations.
So,first and foremost,the codes state that the 'old
schema' must be preserved. Thus,they endeavour to preserve
the old style and way of building rather than create a new
one. Although they prescribe rules as to how certain things
must be done,e.g. distances between buildings,type and po¬
sitioning of windows,heights and views,as discussed in the
previous chapter,their prime intention is the preservation
of the old schema.
Since the 'old schema' is not something concrete,how¬
ever,but an inherited conception,it is not possible for the
codes to lay down what exactly the buildings should be like,
nor would they wish to do so. The codes give a set of rules
which,if followed,will guide one to produce buildings which
conform to the old schema,without making any direct stipu¬
lations as to what the finished product should look like.
These rules,which serve to provide the builders with useful
information or advice,prevent the creation of new styles.
The codes themselves tell us that they were based on obser¬
vations of instances in which the 'old schema' was manifest.
6.3- The making of tradition.
From the observation of instances in which the 'old
schema' was manifest the Byzantines had formed an idea about
it. Then they created codes in order to assist the builders
in applying it. Maybe in the beginning the codes were State
commands for the builders (and for the house owners,too)
which they were obliged to obey - the heavy punishments for
violators show that codes were being disobeyed. However,
they must have gradually become a 'belief' for the builders
and served them as rules and principles or truths.
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Especially for the Macedons,the codes expressed truths
of living in the sense that although there were no State
codes forced upon them (nor punishments for violators) they
insisted on building in the old way even when they were
told by the authorities not to: after big fires had razed
whole town sectors,identical houses and layouts were re¬
built , despite the fact that the Sultan himself urged them
to avoid the extensive use of both wood and narrow lanes,
the combination of which was hazardous in cases of fire,(7)
It was noted in the previous chapter that the builders
as members of a guild,held certain feasts of a ceremonial
nature. With their participation in these,the builders af¬
firmed the continuity of their existence but,at the same
time,identified their guild with the antecedent ones,i.e.
the ones of their fathers and forefathers - with the By¬
zantine guilds from which the feasts and all relevant ri¬
tuals had descended to them. Thus,a reunion between the mem
bers of a guild and the members of antecedent guilds was
achieved affirming that all members had the same beliefs,
used the same language - secret-from non-members - and , by ex¬
tension , aff irmed that they continued to use the same buil¬
ding rules and techniques.
It can be suggested that the application of the set
of rules and truths that were preserved within the guilds
comprised the 'tradition'.
Tradition is not the set of rules and truths,or the
codes,themselves but their application: the codes were the
Byzantines' interpretation of what was transmitted to them
from their past. The same can be supposed for the Macedons:
they interpreted their past within the context of their im¬
mediate problems which were different to those of the Byzan
tines. The subtle application by the Byzantines and Mace¬
dons of their respective interpretations was tradition.
Thus,one can speak of Byzantine or Macedonian tradition and
explore whether the latter has its origin in the former in
(7) Simopoulos,1976,pp.313,315.
the sense that Macedonian rules and truths descended from
the Byzantine ones - the codes.
The fact that the codes remained unchanged throughout
the Byzantine era and were also valid for the Macedon buil¬
ders , although certain social and economic aspects,like na¬
tionality , religion and class,had changed,comprises a pri¬
mary characteristic of tradition: its application does not
embrace criticism,but is confined to the task of preserving
the doctrine of the master. This is evident in the way ap¬
prentices were taught. But one should not misunderstand the
lack of criticism as a lack of consciousness of the buil¬
ders. They were fully conscious of their dealings with in¬
dividual cases and one can assume that they were rather
critical in their effort to manifest the doctrine of the
master in every individual case they dealt with. The task
in which the builders were confined was to explore how to
preserve tradition within given and changing socio-economic
and physical contexts.
Each time,each individual case was modified by the
builders,but the doctrine of tradition was not. As it re¬
mained unchanged in the builders' minds,it was of an intel¬
lectual imperative which was justified when the individual
products manifested it. It can be argued that the builders'
pride expressed by the inscriptions on the houses concerned
their successful application of tradition and not their
personal success - they were carriers of tradition not pro¬
ponents of personal creation. To put it differently,in the
guilds,practical training was combined with spiritual ins¬
truction; the builders' esoteric knowledge was executed by
their skilfully trained hands,giving the meaning of the
phrase 'traditional builders',when used in an architectural
context.
It was noted earlier that tradition is the application
of certain rules and truths which are transmitted from the
past. In this sense,Macedonian architecture was traditio¬
nal. But can anyone who applies such rules and truths make
tradition? Or,can anyone besides the traditional builders
apply such rules?
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However necessary it has been to the modern world to
define tradition,an understanding of it as a separate con¬
cept has not been achieved. This is mainly due to the fact
that modern man searches for a separate concept in some¬
thing for which the livers of tradition had no sense ,(8).
The Byzantines talked about the application of the old
schema without saying what this was,but tried to commu¬
nicate with each other with terms such as 'type' and 'con¬
dition' and by formulating codes with the application of
which the 'old schema' could be manifested and preserved.
One must enter the world of tradition if one is to
understand it and,further more,make it. The world of tra¬
dition separates itself from the rest,just as the members
of the guilds did. Whoever does not abide by its rules and
truths is an outcast. In the Byzantine vocabulary,those
who do not abide by the old rules and truths are 'cJjSovepoi'
and ' bi A.OTTpdYuojveg', that is,invidious and meddlesome,(9)•
They interfere with the order pertaining to tradition and,
consequently,wish to bring the chaos which exists outside
tradition.
Order in contrast to chaos in this context can be un¬
derstood as unity and stability,but must not be mistaken
for stagnation. Stability in the traditional world is main¬
tained by an active process of re-realization of tradition,
as in the ceremonial feasts of the guilds and in the con¬
scious effort of the builders to manifest the old rules
and truths in all individual cases.
Behind the world of tradition,in which the application
of the tradition occurs in a cyclic process of re-realiza-
tion,one senses that for the livers of tradition there exi¬
sted another world,let us say an archetypal world of tra¬
dition. This can be inferred,on the one hand,from the effort
of the builders to apply the old rules and truths to the
socio-economic and physical setting in which they lived. In




pretation of what was transmitted to them from the past
within the context of their immediate problems. On the
other hand,the existence of the archetypal world can be in¬
ferred from the fact that the society of the builders iden¬
tified its existence with that of antecedent ones, or with
the initial one,the one in which the rules and truths were
first established - the archetypal world. It can be sugge¬
sted that for the traditional builders the archetypal world
was more 'real' than their own; the world in which the sub¬
sequent masters lived was a mere image,a model of the ar¬
chetypal. Just as any house was a model with which a given
master wanted to maintain tradition by manifesting its rules
and truths.
It is unlikely,therefore,for anyone to be able to make
tradition if he does not enter its world. The latter cannot
be 'arrested' as a certain period of time in a given socio¬
economic and physical space,because it is not as real as it
appears from any architectural study which cannot,by its
nature,enter the minds of the masters to see the reality of
their archetypal world.
6.4. The structure of the archetypal form.
So far,the discussion has referred to a pattern with
which the Macedon builders were able to produce architec¬
ture. This pattern was associated with the Byzantine 'old
schema' which was realized in a set of rules and truths,
the archetypal world of tradition.
Whether using the word 'pattern' or the phrase 'old
schema',one speaks of an all encompassing mental object the
value of which is to illustrate to the follower of tradition
an architectural theory or a technique. Let us call this
mental object 'archetypal form',because it is of the arche¬
typal world of tradition and because its application to
architecture generates form.
The archetypal form can be formulated by identifying
and understanding the shared characteristics,and their ar¬
rangement, of the models which were developed from it. The
Byzantine codes are evidence that such an identification
and understanding is possible. However,it is subjective:
what is transmitted from the past is our own interpretation
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of it at which we arrive in the context of our immediate
problems and activities. Thus,any investigation of the
structure of the archetypal form must to a degree remain
speculative.
As a mental object,the archetypal form provides the
data and relationships which will occur in the subsequent
models. In this way,it operates as a basis for immediate
creative action,it makes building possible. With the arche¬
typal form,the builder knows what things are compatible or
incompatible and what arrangements are possible or impos¬
sible. As soon as the Macedon builder had discussed the
number of rooms,size and quality of construction with the
house owner and had considered the physical factors of the
site,he immediately proceeded to the building. The builder
knew how to handle even the smallest things with a view to
the archetypal form. Like a set of forces,the latter gene¬
rated the entity which it defined,and it remained for the
skilful hands of the builder to realize the entity.
But how does the archetypal form illustrate a
theory or a technique to the builder? In other words,what
structure maintains Its integrity in different socio-econo¬
mic classes and on very different sites?
Undoubtedly,the builder knew every single feature of
the Macedonian house. He also had exact knowledge of how
features were combined to make a house. Finally,the buil¬
der was aware of the limits on the manifestation of both
the features and their arrangement. It follows that the
archetypal form must account for all these.
Regarding the individual features,the archetypal form
provides data from which inferences can be made. For exam¬
ple,from one of the names for an upper floor projection,
one knows that it allows daylight into the house. Therefore
one can infer that a projection must have windows. Another
name for it shows its wooden construction and yet a third
describes the way it juts out from the building,(10). From
(10) The names 'iliako1,1tavlato' and 'exostis' respectively. See re¬
levant discussion in chapter 2,section 2.3.5.
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such data one can infer what an upper floor projection is
and how it can serve the house and its inhabitants.
Furthermore,the archetypal form would show what its
features do not encompass. As we know from code 56,an upper
floor projection cannot be supported with posts or pillars
and cannot have stairs giving access to the street.
With these data and by observing the evidence in the
already existing models,inferences could be made by the
builders who would then be capable of 'visualizing' the
individual features of the archetypal form.
However,individual features are not isolated,either
in the builders' minds or in the models. Regarding the way
the features are combined in the archetypal form,each of
them is meaningless if isolated from the others. For exam¬
ple, a Macedonian staircase cannot be seen as a pair of
strings with a number of treads. Such a thing is not of
the archetypal form,but the impression assumed from an ar¬
rangement where one can ascend from a shaded covered walk
through a hole into a sunlit gallery is,(fig.167). This of
course is one possible arrangement prescribed by the arche¬
typal form. Other arrangements could be possible,too,while
yet others would be impossible.
The archetypal form shows the builder what to do and
at the same time it shows him what not to. The latter is
particularly interesting. It is evident from the codes that
in their majority they are prohibitive. No windows allowed
when distance from opposite house is less than so much,no
projections when street is too narrow,no raised platforms
behind lights and so on,(11). But we know that the codes'
intention is not to prohibit but rather to show what the
archetypal form does not encompass. Any feature or arrange¬
ment whose presence or absence makes perceptible difference
is an integral part of the archetypal form. It is thus
equally important for the builder to know what is not as
well as what is an integral part.
Finally,regarding the limits on the manifestation of
(11) See relevant codes in chapter 5, section 5.3.
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Fig.167 In the archetypal form features
not isolated from each other,
(drawn by the author).
Fig.168 Fresco from the interior of
G. Sforzos mansion in Ambelakia,
(drawn by the author).
Fig.169 Flexibility in the manifestation of the
archetypal form,(drawn by the author).
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Fig.170 Uniformity and interrelation of the various features.
Artistic impression of an idealized Macedonian com¬
plex, (drawn by the author).
the features and of their arrangement,the archetypal form
displays a flexibility which allows the builder to manipu¬
late either the features themselves,or their arrangement,
or both,with a view to the physical factors. Several exam¬
ples were given in chapter three where one needs to examine
carefully the individual houses in order to find the cor¬
responding classified plan types. The latter are presented
in an idealized shape,easy for one to cope with in one's
mind. Probably the archetypal form was idealized in the
builder's mind, (fig. 168), but there is no way we can be cer¬
tain that it was.
One must not forget that the archetypal form provides
the builder with data to enable him to realize it. It does
not present the builder with a precise picture of exactly
what the finished product should look like. If the latter
occurred then the builder's hands would be tied from the
moment he was confronted with a different site. While,in
contrast,as the archetypal form describes to the builder
an architectural theory or shows him a technique,he is free
to try it on different sites and to criticize the result
of his effort,(fig.169) • This is the notion of flexibility in
the manifestation of the architectural form. The limits
safeguard the uniformity of the features and their inter¬
relation as these arise from their manifestation,(fig. 170).
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